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IN APPRECIATION
One of New Mexico's prime attractions, both to its own residents as
well as to outsiders, is its rich and deep history. Nowhere did Indian society have greater historical impact, nor was there any area of the United
States to which imperial Spain bequeathed such an indelible legacy. The
pioneer period completes the trilogy and vies for historical attention.
With this historical background, today's society in the Land of Enchantment has need for substantial information concerning New Mexico.
Chief vehicle for periodical publication concerning the state is the New
Mexico Historical Review, which was born in 1926. In it, articles of maximum value have appeared quarterly for over a half century, representing a great treasury of authoritative information. However, with the
passage of time some of the most important issues of the Review have
become unavailable, with these out-of-print issues accessible at high
prices at rare book shops, or sometimes unobtainable at any price. With a
growing population desirous of becoming better informed concerning
New Mexico, the need to provide availability to such important material
became apparent.
The present reprint program was only a scholar's dream until farsighted citizens became likewise convinced of the utility of making
available a storehouse of knowledge, particularly focusing their concern
on educational need for republication. Max Roybal, Bennie Aragon,
Robert Aragon, Mike Alarid and Adele Cinelli-Hunley provided effective
leadership. Legislators Don L. King and Alex Martinez presented Senate
Bill #8 to the 1980 session of the New Mexico State Legislature and used
their influence and that of Governor and Mrs. Bruce King to insure
favorable consideration. The Board of the NMHR, speaking for followers
of New Mexico's important history, warmly thanks these friends for such
support.
Donald C. Cutter
Chairman, Editorial Board, NMHR

Cover design by Jan Carley, graphic artist, College ofEducation, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque.
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CONSTITUTION
-OF THE-

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
(as amended - Dec. 15, 1925)
Article I. -Name. -This Society shall be called the Historical Society of
New Mexico.
Article 2.- Objects and Operation. -The objects of the Society shall 'be,
In general, the promotion of historical studies; and in particular, the discovery, collection, preservation, and publication of historical material, especially such as relates to New Mexico.
Article 3.- Membership. -The Society shall consist of Members, Fellows,
Life Members and Hconorary Life Members.
(a) ~Iembers. -Persons recommended by the Executive Council and
elected by the Society may become members.
(b) Fellows. -Members who show, by published work, special aptitude
for historical Investigation may become Fellows. Immediately following
the adoption of this Constitution, the Executive Council shall elect five
Fellows, and the body thus created may thereafter elect additional Fellows on the nomination of the Executive Council. The number of Fellows
shall never exceed, twenty-five.
(c) Life ~embers. -In addition to life members of the Historical
Society of New Mexico at the date of the adoption hereof, such other
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benetactors ot the Society as shall pay Into Its treasury at one time the
sum ot twenty-five dollars, or shall present to the Society an eQ.ulvalent
in books, manuscripts, portraits, or other acceptable material ot an historical nature, may, upon recommendation by the Executive Council and
election by the Society, be clallsed as Lite Members.
(d) Honorary Lite Members. -Person who have rendered eminent service to New Mexico and others who have by published' work contributed
to the historical literature ot New Mexico or the Southwest may become
Honorary Lite Members upon being recommended by the Executive Council and elected by the Society.
Article 4. -Otticers. -The elective ottlcers ot the Society shall be a
president, two vice-presidents, a corresponding secretary and treasurer,
and a recording secretary; and these five officers shall constitute the
Executive Council with tull administrative powers.
Otficers shall Q.uallty on January 1st tollowlng their election, and shall
hold ottlce tor the term ot two years and until their successors shall have
been elected and Q.ualitled.
Article 5. -Elections. -At the October meeting ot each odd-numbered
year, a nominating committee shall be named by the president
ot the
Society and such committee shall make Its report to the Society at the
November meeting. Nominations may be made trom the tloor and the
Society shall, In open meeting, proceed to elect Its ottlcers by ballot, those
nominees receiving a majority ot the votes cast tor the respective ottlces
to be declared elected.
Article 6. -Dues. - Each Member, upon election, shall. pay a tee ot two
dollars, which shall Include the dues tor the current calendar year and
annually thereafter a tee ot $1.00 payable in January ot each calendar
year. Members may be dropped trom the rolls ot the Society at the discretion ot the Executive Council tor non-payment ot dues.
Article 7. -Publications. -All publication ot the Society and the selection and editing of matter tor pUblication shall be under the dlrectioa
and controi ot the Executive Council.
Article 8. -Meetings. -Monthly meetings ot the Society shall be held at
the rooms ot the Society on the third Tuesday ot each month at Eight
P. M. The Executive Council ,shall meet at any time upon call ot the
President or ot three ot its members.
Article 9. -Quorums. -Seven members ot the Society, and three member.
ot the Executive Council, shall constitute Q.uorums.
Article 10. -Amendments. -Amendments to this constitution shall become operative after being recommended by the Executive Council and
approved by two-thirds ot the members present and voting at any regular
monthly meeting; provided, that notice ot the proposed amendment shall
have ~en given at a regular meeting ot the Society, at least tour weeks
prior to the meeting when such proposed amendment Is passed upon by the
Society.

The Society meets in its ro·oms, Palace of the GOVlernors,
Santa Fe, on the third Tuesday evening each month.
Bulletins, as published, are mailed to members; at present,
subscription to th~ REVIEW is additional.
Students and friends of Southwestern History are cal"'dially
invited to be0o'llle members. Applications should be addres'Sed to the corresponding secretary, Mr. Lansing B. Bloom,
Santa Fe. New M:exico.
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KIT CARSON
Pathbreaker, Patriot and Humanitarian

By F. T.

CHEETHAM

Just one hundred years ago, next month, there arrived
in Santa Fe, with a belated caravan from the Missouri
River, a run-away boy of sixteen years, who was destined
to win the spurs of fame on the American frontier. Though
of such tender years, he possessed a modesty of demeanor
coupled with a firm self-reliance that became outstanding
characteristics of his career. His name was Christopher
Carson, but he soon became affectionately know by all who
knew and loved him as "Kit" Carson.
During the two years next preceding he had .b.een apprenticed to David Workman in a saddlery. He loved the
great out-of-doors and the work at a bench became irksome to him. He therefore ran away. He found his way
to Independence, Missouri, where he secured passage to
New Mexico. Upon his arrival in Santa Fe, he remained
but a short time, when he proceeded to Taos where he spent
the winter with an old friend of his family, by the name of
Kincade.
In the spring of 1827, probably suffering from an acute
attack of nostalgia, he started to return home. He got as
far as the Arkansas River where he met a caravan on the
way to Mexico. The spirit of adventure overcame his
homesickness and he faced about. He accompanied this
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party as far as El Paso when he returned to Santa Fe and
Taos.
He again spent the winter in Taos, cooking for Ewing
Young, the trader and trapper who afterwards figured so
conspicuously in the early history of Oregon. The spring
following, Carson again started for Missouri and on reaching the Arkansas River he met Colonel Tramell, a trader
bound for Chihuahua. Carson hired to him as interpreter
and accompanied the train to its destiriation. While in
Chihuahua, Kit was employed by Robert McKnight to go
to the copper mines near the River Gila. He worked there
for a time as a teamster, but in August, 1828, he returned
to Taos.
About the time Carson returned to Taos, Ewing Young
had associated with himself David E. Jackson of Jackson's
Hole fame and Dr. David Waldo, under the firm name of
J ackson, Waldo & Co. This firm had dispatched an expedition to the Salt River which had been defeated and driven
back by the Indians that inhabited that region. In August, 1829, a stronger party was organized under the leadership of Ewing Young to trap the River Gila and go on
into California. Carson joined this party. They left Taos
travelling a northwest course until they had passed beyond the sphere of Santa Fe and the governor's customs
agents. On reaching a safe distance they altered their
course to the southwest and reached the head-~ters of
the Salt River. There they were attacked by the same tribe
that had driven back the preceding expedition. In the
fight that followed the Indians were worsted and the party
proceeded on their way.
After a successful catch the party divided. One portion of the original party returned to New Mexico with
the furs while the other, which Carson joined, went on
to the Colorado River and into California. They picked
their way across the desert until they struck the Mojave
River. This they followed to its source, crossed the range·
through Cajon Pass and in a few days arrived at Mission
San Gabriel.
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They rested a few days at this mission and then went
to Mission San Fernando. From there the party went
north to the Sacramento River where they commenced trapping. There they found a Hudson Bay Comp~ny party
under the leadership of Peter Skene Ogden. Young's party
remained in the vicinity of the Sacramento until September of the following year Whel1 they returned by way of
the Pueblo of Los Angeles, having disposed of their furs
to a trading schooner. At Los Angeles, the Mexican
authorities tried to apprehend the whole party by getting
them intoxicated. Young intrusted his horses and camp
equipment to the youthful Kit, whom he sent on the way
while he managed to get his other men out of the place.
They returned to New Mexico by way of the copper mines
where they cached the furs they had taken enroute. Front
there the party proceeded to Santa Fe, where Young secured
a license to trade. He took Carson with him, returned to
the copper mines, "traded" for his furs and returned with
the same to the capital. By April, 1831, Carson was back
in Taos.
In the fall of that year, young Kit joined a party under
Fitzpatrick to trap in the Northwest. For the next ten
years he engaged in trapping in the Rocky Mountain
region, even venturing as far as the eastern slope of the
Sierras. During this time he explored nearly every important stream and mountain pass from the headwaters
of the Platte and Missouri to California and Oregon. He
also became intimately acquainted with all the mountain
men of note. He participated in many battles with the
savage'J, many times against heavy odds.' During these
YE\ars he particularly fitted himself for those larger and
more important duties which the future had in store for
him.
Probably the first mention of Kit Carson in the nar1. See Kit Carson.'s Own Story of His Life. the "Peters Manuscript," edited
and published in full for the first time, by Blanche C. Grant, Taos, N. Mex., at the
Santa Fe New Mexican press.
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ratives of the early western travellers, is found in the
Rev. Samuel Parker's "Exploring Tour Beyond the Rocky
Mountains," first published in 1838, while Carson was
quite a young man and was just winning his title as a
":N;a-chi-gaime"" of the hunters and trappers. Parker relates how Carson tamed a French-Canadian bully named
Shunan.
By the year 1841, the price of furs had so declined
that the trappers were forced to adopt some other means
of gaining a livelihood. The prices which the market afforded were not commensurate with the dangers incurred
and hardships endured in taking the peltries. So Carson
drifted into Bent's Fort, situated on the then international
boundary, on the Arkansas River, opposite the river Pisipa,
near the present city of La Junta, Colorado. This fort
had been erected and maintained as a trading post by the
enterprising firm of Bent & St. Vrain to catch both the
fur trade and the trade with Santa Fe arid Chihuahua. Here
he was offered employment as hunter for the fort. This
position he accepted and during the following winter provided this great trading post with an abundance of meat.
In April, 1842, the wagon trains of Messrs. Bent & St.
Vrain departed for the Missouri River, and Carson, desiring to return home after sixteen years of adventure, joined
them. After visiting his boyhood home, he went to St.
Louis. On his return he took passage on the same steamboat on which Lieut. John C. Fremont and his exploring
party were proceeding westward. While on board, Carson had several interviews with Fremont, who had hoped
to employ Captain Dripps as his chief scout and guide.
Carson modestly told him that he was well acquainted
with the region to be explored and believed he could guide
the party anywhere they desired to go. Fremont took
time to make inquiries as to Carson's fitness and before
they separated employed the latter.
2. The word uNa-chi-gaime" is a Pueblo Indian word used to signify one who
has finished all his training and proved himself an accomplished hunter.
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The exploring party landed at Ciprian, Chouteau's
trading post on the Kaw and from there started overland,
following largely what was then the Oregon Trail. While
enroute, they met with a war party of the Dakotah tribe
of Indians, but by the exercise of "Indian diplomacy"
avoided hostilities. The objective of this expedition was
the Rocky Mountains and the South Pass. Fremont scaled
the peak which now bears his name and the expedition
about-faced. Carson left the party at Ft. Laramie and
returned to Bent's Fort. From there he went to Taos
where in February, 1843, he was married to Josefa Jaramillo, a daughter of one of the most respected families of
New Mexico.
In April of that year he again started for St. Louis
with the wagon trains of Bent & St. Vrain. At Walnut
Creek they met four companies of U. S. Dragoons under
the command of Capt. P. St. George Cook. The captain
had lately received information that a large party of Texans
under the command of Colonel Sniveley was waiting along
the trail to waylay and capture Governor Armijo's wagon
train in retaliation for his treatment of their countrymen
of the ill-fated McCleod Expedition. Captain Cook employed Carson to carry a dispatch to Armijo. The latter
was accompanied as far as Bent's Fort by Dick Owens
and from there he travelled alone to Taos. At Taos he delivered the dispatch to the akalde who accepted the responsibility of transmitting it to Santa Fe.
After resting a short time, Carson again returned to
Bent's Fort and upon his arrival learned that Fremont
had just departed on his second pathfinding expedition.
On learning that Fremont was not more than seventy miles
from the fort, Carson decided to overtake him, not with
a view of seeking employment but merely to visit his former employer. On seeing Carson again, Fremont immediately implored him to accompany the expedition. This
Carson agreed to do and was immediately sent back to
Bent's Fort to purchase mules. This he accomplished and
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joined the expedition at St. Vrain's Fort on the South
Platte.
At Fort St. Vrain, the party divided, Major Fritzpatrick with the larger portion going by way of Fort
Laramie, and Fremont with Carson for guide, going up
the Big Thompson, Cache-Ia-Poudre, below the New Park
into the Sweet Water. From there they followed the Oregon
Trail until they reached the Soda Springs on Bear River.
Fremont then dispatched Carson to Fort Hall for provisions, and the latter rejoined the expedition on the north
shore of the Great Salt Lake. While camped on the shore
of the lake, Fremont decided to explore a large island lying
immediately in front of their camp. This he accomplished
by means of a rubber boat carried along for such purposes. Kit accompanied him on this hazardous enterprise.
From the Great Salt Lake, the party went to Fort
Hall and down the Columbia to the Dalles where they
rested while supplies were secured from Fort Vancouver.
From the Dalles, the expedition proceeded southward along
the east side of the main range past Pyramid Lake. Continuing on southward, after encountering deep snows and
enduring untold hardships, they crossed the main range
of the Sierras through Kit Carson Pass in what is now
Mono County, California. From there they went to
Colonel Sutter's Fort on the American Fork of the Sacramento where they were well and graciously received by
friends.
At Sutter's Fort, Fremont rested his men and refitted
for his return trip. Leaving this fort he proceeded southward along the west side of the Sierras until he reached
the south end of the San Juaquin Valley. He then crossed
the range through a low pass and struck the old Spanish
Trail from the Pueblo of Los Angeles to Santa Fe and
Taos. This they followed until they reached Vega Santa
Clara, whence they proceeded to Utah Lake and crossed
the Wasatch Range to Robidoux' Fort on the Uintah. They
then followed a circuitous route back to Bent's Fort
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where they arrived in time for a Fourth of July feast,
just one year after their departure from that place.
Carson here took leave of Fremont and returned to
Taos. He remained at that place until the spring of 1845
when he and Dick Owens made a settlement on the Little
Cimarron about forty-five miles east of Taos. There they
erected cabins, cleared and broke some land and planted
crops of grain. But on leaving Fremont, Carson had promised that in the event of his return for another expedition his services would be available. In August of that
year, Fremont returned to Bent's Fort on his third expedition. He sent a dispatch to Carson and the latter,
true to his word, sold out his claim at a loss and reported
for duty.
This expedition pursued a more direct route to California again touching at the Great Salt Lake. On reaching the Sierras, the party again divided, one portion under
Talbot and Walker making a detour to the south while
Fremont and Carson crossed the Range by a direct route
to Sutter's Fort. After securing supplies at the fort they
proceeded on south hoping to find the other detachment
of their party. This they failed to do and on arriving at
San Jose they learned that Talbot was on the San Juaquin.
Carson was then sent to get in touch with them and bring
them in.
After the party had re-united, Fremont started for
Monterey to re-outfit for the return trip. On arriving
within about thirty miles of that place he received a peremptory order from General Castro to leave the country
at once. Fremont went into camp and rested his men,
being constantly harl'assed by threatened attacks. After
giving his men sufficient rest, Fremont moved northward
by the way of Sutter's Fort. From there he followed the
Sacramento to Peter Lassen's Fort. There he secured
supplies and started for the Columbia River. They had
gotten as far as the Klamath Lakes when they received
a dispatch from Lieutenant Gillespie who was trying to
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overtake Fremont. He was the bearer of important orders and messages some of which had not been entrusted
to writing. Fearing that so small a party as Gillispie's
would be attacked by the Klamath Indians, Fremont took
a party of ten men, of whom Carson was one, and retraced his steps hastily. Meeting the lieutenant they camped
for the night. Fremont sat up late reading the letters and
dispatches just received. He had retired only a short time
when the keen ear of Carson heard the thud of a tomahawk.
Before he could awaken the tired sleeping men two of
their number were slain. Carson rushed to the counterattack and soon the savages were driven off. Had it not
been for the trained ear of Kit Carson there is no doubt
but that the whole party would have been annihilated.
In pursuance of the orders and messages received,
Fremont at once about-faced his entire command and
mar~hed back for California.
They again touched at
Peter Lassen's Fort where they secured necessary provisions. From there they went on south and found the
whole country in a state of excitement. Fremont was an
officer in the Army of the United States but he had as
yet no official information that war had been declared and
could not, therefore, wage war against a friendly nation.
The Bear Flag Party was being organized. Fremont was
a man of action. He put away his American Flag and
joined the Bear Flag Party. Carson participated. Everything was swept before them. The Mexican forces fled
southward. On July 2nd the American fleet under th&
command of Commodore Sloat entered Monterey harbor and on the 7th the city was surrendered to him.
Fremont and his command arrived in the city on the
19th. Lieutenant Walpole of the British Ship Collingwood,
in his Four Years in the Pacific, says: "He has one or
two with him that enjoy a high reputation in the prairies.
Kit Carson is as well known there as 'the Duke' is in
Europe."" By this time Commodore Sloat had relinquished
3.

The reference here i3 to the Duke of Wellington.
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his command of the American squadron to Commodore
Stockton. The latter immediately requested Fremont to
organize what became known as the California Battalion.
A concerted movement was then set on foot to reduce southern California, and the combined forces of Stockton and
Fremont soon captured Los Angeles and San Diego.
It became necessary to apprise the government at
Washington of what had been accomplished. Kit Carson
was ordered to carry dispatches to the seat of government
and lost no time in getting on his way. He followed the
southern route by way of the Gila and had reached what
is now the city of Socorro when he met General Kearny
on his westward march. General Kearny ordered Carson to deliver his dispatches to Fitzpatrick and return with
him to California as his chief scout and guide. Kearny
also, on learning of the success of Stockton and Fremont,
reduced his force by ordering back two companies of
dragoons. The general pushed rapidly on and upon nearing San Diego, began to be harrassed by the Californians
who had been reorganizing in Sonora. The battles of
San Pascual were fought and Kearny lost heavily. In
fact he found his little company outnumbered and surrounded. With his usual modesty and fortitude Kit Carson stepped forward and offered to make his way through
the enemy's lines and go for help. Lieutenant Beale of
the Navy, who was with the expedition, offered to accompany him. An Indian also joined the "forlorn hope."
They made their way in the nightime through the lines
of the Californians, enduring such h1ardships that the
lieutenant was two years in recovering therefrom. Commodore Stockton, on learning of General Kearny's predicament immediately dispatched a force to his relief. With
Kearny's arrival in California the uprising of the Californians was soon put down.
It was not long before Carson was again ordered to
Washington with dispatches. James Madison Cutts, in
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his Conquest of California and New Mexico, published in
1847, in speaking of this says:"About the 25th of February, Colonel Fremont sent
dispatches to the United States government through passed
Midshipman Beale, Lieutenant Talbot, and a personage who
has often figured in these sketches; and whose memoir,
from very competent hands is here inserted-not alone
in justice to him, but that it fills up details, perhaps wanting, in this narrative,-Kit Carson.
"Under this name, within a few years, he has become
quite familiar to the public, mainly through his connection
with the expeditions of Fremont, one of the best of those
noble and original characters that have from time to time
sprung up on and beyond our frontier, retreating with it to
the west, and drawing from association with uncultivated
nature, not the rudeness and sensualism of the savage, but
genuine simplicity and truthfulness of disposition, and
generosity, bravery, and single-heartedness to a degree
rarely found in society. Although Kit has become known to
the reading people of 'the States'and of Europe through
Fremont's reports, he was long ago famous in a world as
extended, if not as populous; famous for excelling in all
the qualities that life in the trackless and vast west requires
and develops. He has been celebrated (though now aged
only thirty-seven years) as a hunter, trapper, guide or
pilot of the prairies, and Indian Fighter, uniting the necessary characteristics of that adventurous and sturdy class,
a kindness of heart, and gentleness of manner that relieves
it of any possible harshness or asperity. He is now in 'the
States' having recently arrived with dispatches from California; and I have taken the opportunity to extract from
him a few incidents of his eventful life. He is worthy of
an honorable and more extended memoir; and were his
adventures fully written out, they would possess an interest equal to any personal narrative whatever."
Such was the estimate of him at thirty-seven.
Carson arrived in Washington in June, 1847, and while
there, was appointed a lieutenant of the U. S. Mounted
Rifles. He was ordered to return to California with dispatches. Lieutenant Beale started with him, but on account of ill-health brought on by the San Pascual affair,
he was obliged to abandon the journey at St. Louis. Car-
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son proceeded by the way of Ft. Leavenworth and Taos.
At the latter place he selected a few picked men and continued his journey. He arrived safely with his dispatches
and mail at Monterey, this being the first overland mail
carried across the continent.
After having discharged his duty as dispatch bearer
and mail carrier, he was ordered to report for duty at Los
Angeles. On arriving there he was stationed at the Cajon
Pass to guard against Indians and other horse-thieving
parties. He remained at that post until the spring of 1848
when he was again ordered to Washington with dispatches.
Lieutenant Brewerton accompanied him on this expedition.
They followed the old Spanish Trail, and lost most of their
ammunition in crossing Grand River. Arriving at a point
about fifty miles north of Taos, they were attacked by a
large war-party of Apaches. Carson avoided bloodshed
by an unusual display of nerve and managed to extricate
his little party.
On arriving at Taos he learned that his appointment
as a lieutenant had not been confirmed by the United
States Senate and some of his friends urged him to deliver
his dispatches to the commanding officer at Santa Fe and
return home. He replied that he regarded being intrusted
with the difficult task of carrying the dispatches through,
as a greater mark of confidence than an appointment
which he would soon relinquish, and proceeded on his
journey. At this time the Comanches were on the warpath. So he took a northern route by the headwaters of
the South Platte. Emerson Hough credits him with being
the first to carry eastward the news of the gold discovery
at Sutter's Mill.
After having delivered his dispatches in Washington,
he returned to Taos, where he spent the winter with his
family. In April of 1849, Carson and Lucien Maxwell
established a settlement on the Rayado creek, in what is
now Colfax County. They contemplated putting up hay
for the army, to be delivered at Ft. Union.
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In 1853, Carson traded for 8500 head of sheep which
he drove through to California, going out by way of the
Arkansas and Ft. Laramie. He sold the sheep in California to good advantage and while there met up with Maxwell, who likewise had driven sheep through. They returned by way of the Gila, carrying the proceeds of their
sales, in gold dust, in their saddle bags.
In March, 1854, Lieutenant Davidson, with Company
I and a part of F company of the First U. S. Dragoons had
a fight with the Apaches, in the Embudo Mountains of
Taos County. In this fight the troops lost heavily, all but
four being either killed or wounded. A few days later
Lieut-Colonel Cook started in pursuit of the Apaches. He
secured the services of Carson as chief scout and guide.
They crossed the Rio Del Norte at the mouth of the Rio
Hondo and continued in a northwest course from Taos.
They came upon the fleeing Indians and killed a number,
when the rest scattered. The expedition then returned to
Abiquiu.
A few weeks later Major Carleton, afterwards General,
set out on an expedition to chastise the same tribe. He
too selected Carson as chief scout and guide. They went
north into the San Luis Valley of Colorado, crossed the
Sangre de Cristo Range through Huerfano Pass and found
the Indians camped in the Raton Mountains near Trinidad.
A running fight occurred in which a number of Indians
were slain. It was on this expedition that Carson informed Major Carleton that they would come upon the
Indians at two o'clock of the day the fight occurred. The
major told Carson that if this proved true he, the major,
would present Carson with the best hat to be had in New
York City. They came upon the Indians at the appointed
hour and the major afterwards delivered the hat. Out of
this a friendship grew up which lasted unto death.
In August of that same year, the Indian agent sent
Carson to the Utes to call them into council at Abiquiu.
As they were returning from this place, the smallpox
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broke out among them and they placed the blame on the
agent. They accordingly went on the war-path and commenced making depredations upon the settlements. Costilla
was attacked and matters grew serious. The governor
issued a call for volunteers. Cer{m St. Vrain of the old
firm of Bent & St. Yrain was elected to command the
volunteers with the rank of lieutenant-colonel.' Colonel
Fontleroy commanded the regulars. By the time the force
was outfitted, winter had set in. Carson was again employed as chief scout and guide. The expedition proceeded
north to Ft. Massachusetts, at the foot of Mt. Blanca.
From there they went westward and crossed the range
near Saguache, where they had a sharp fight with the
Indians.
After the close of this campaign, Carson was again
asked to give up his farming operations and return to the
service of the government as Indian agent. With headquarters at Taos, he remained as agent until the opening
of the Civil War. He had taught the Indian to fear him
in war; he also taught the red man to trust him in time
of peace. In all his dealings he was a man of veracity.
Fremont said of him that "to me Carson and the truth
are the same thing." Carson would not tell the Indian a
falsehood nor would he suffer anyone under him. to do
so. On the other hand, he required the same of the Indians.
The result of his policy was that the tribes with which
he dealt remained at peace during the War of the Rebellion.
When that cataclysm came which almost rent the nation in twain, the Anglo-Saxon population of the mountain territories and California was almost equally divided
between the north and the south. The gold supply of these
regions was of vital importance and the side which secured this would probably win the war. Carson and his
friend St. Vrain came of southern stock, but they had
both followed the flag. Their loyalty to it knew no bounds.
So when the call for troops caine they both responded.
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They helped to organize a regiment of which St. Vrain
was made colonel and Carson lieutenant-colonel. St Vrain's
health soon failed and he had to relinquish his command
to the veteran of many "difficults" as Carson termed a
battle. The regiment so organized was called the 1st New
Mexico Cavalry and the personnel of the regiment was
mostly Spanish-American.
Hardly had the regiment been mustered in when the
invasion from Texas came. Its first engagement was at
Valverde. In this fight a large number of the regulars,
being recruited from the south, deserted to the invading
army. Carson's regiment stood firm but the Union force
as a whole was so demoralized that the battle was lost.
The First New Mexico, however, did not retreat in front
of the enemy, but remained in the south to protect the
settlements against the inroads of the savage tribes.
The Confederates swept the Rio Grande Valley before
them but met an inglorious defeat at the hands of Colonel
Chivington and his men at Apache Canon. They were
obliged, because of the destruction of their wagon and
supply-trains, to retreat to EI Paso. Before they could
reform and re-equip their forces, the California Column
under General Carleton arrived and all further danger
of invasion from Texas and the south passed.
While the resources of the federal government were
being taxed to the utmost in striving to put down the
rebellion, the savage tribes of Indians saw an opportunity
to strike and strike hard at the frontier settlements. Of
these tribes the Navajos and Apaches were not the hindmost. Colonel Carson in his final report of the operations
agtdnst the Navajo tribe in part says:
"Since the first Spanish settlements were made in
this country-a little less than two centuries-the Navajo
Indians have subjected the people to a forced tax, which
swallowed up the fruits of their hard earned industry.
But it was not alone their property which would satisfy
them; the lives and honors of daughters were being continually sacrificed by the remorseless savages; and it was
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a common occurrence, the carrying into captivity their
innocent children.....
"Early in 1861 the Rebellion broke out, and all minor
affairs were swallowed up in the major one of preserving
the Union. The troops were recalled from the Navajo
country to take part in the struggle, and hardly had they
left their stations when the 'Warwhoop' of the relentless
foe smote the hearing of our peacable citizens with appalling destruction, the more appalling from being unexpected~owing to their faith in the treaty just concluded.
About this time rumors reached us of a threatened invasion
of the Territory by the Texans, and all the available force
was needed to repel it, and the Navajos were consequently
undisturbed in their infernal work of destruction. Never
before were their atrocities so numerous. They overran
the whole country, and carrying their boldness so far as
to enter the settlements and towns, carrying off their
stock from before the people's eyes, and murdering citizens,
even within two miles of the capital. No place was secure,
and every town and hamlet became a fortification to protect its inhabitants."
The Apaches had been equally active and perhaps more
cruel in their inroads upon the settlements. The indignities suffered by innocent women and children, for modesty's sake, will never be told. Soon after General Carleton was placed in command of the department of New
Mexico he resolved to chastise these savages. He adhered
to General Sherman's idea of war,~that a liberal spilling
of blood at the outset was the most humane in the end.
He therefore ordered Colonel Carson to reoccupy Fort Stanton and proceed against the Mescalero Apaches and the
Navajos. In his orders he said:....:."There is to be no council held with the Indians, nor
any talks. The men are to be slain whenever and whereever they can be found. The women and children may be
taken as prisoners, but, of course, they are not to be killed."
Colonel Carson proceeded first against the Mescalero
Apaches and compelled them to surrender and be taken
to a reservation provided for them at Bosque Redondo,
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near Fort Sumner. He then turned his attention to the
Navajo tribe. On July 7, 1863, he left camp at Los Lunas
with Companies "D," "K," "L" and "M" of the 1st N. M.
Cavalry for Pueblo, Colorado, and arrived at old Fort
Wingate on the 10th. He left there on the 14th and arrived at Ojo del Oso on the 16th. He arrived at Fort
Defiance on the 21st, and next day he set out with a board
to select the site for Fort Canby. This post was established and used by him as a base of operations. Some
idea of his methods may be gathered from a perusal of
his reports. In his report dated Fort Canby, N. M., December 6, 1863, he in part says : "On the 21st arrived at the Moqui village. I found
on my arrival that the inhabitants of all the villages, except the Mibis, had a misunderstanding with the Navajos,
owing to some injustice perpetrated by the latter. I took
advantage of this falling out and succeeded in obtaining
representatives from all the villages - Oraibi excepted-to
accompany me on the war-path. My object in insisting
on parties of these people accompanying me was simply
to involve them so far that they could not retract; to bind
them to us, and place them in antagonism to the Navajos.
They were of some service and manifested a great desire
to aid us in every respect.
"While on this subject I would respectfully represent
that these people, numbering some four thousand souls,
are in a most deplorable condition, for the fact that the
country for several miles around their village is quite
barren, and is entirely destitute of vegetation. They have
no water for the purpose of irrigation, and their only dependence for subsistence is on the little corn they raise
when the weather is propitious, which' is not always the
case in this latitude. They are a peacable people, have
never robbed or murdered the people of New Mexico, and
act in ever way worthy of the fostering care of the Government. Of the bounty so unsparingly bestowed by it on the
other Pueblo Indians- aye, even on the marauding bandsthey have never tasted. And I earnestly recommend that
the attention of the Indian Bureau be called to this matter.
I understand that a couple of years annuities for the
Navajos not distributed are in the possession of the Superintendent of Indian Affairs at Santa Fe, and I consider
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that if such arrangement would be legal, these goods should
be bestowed on these people."
He soon directed his mo-vements against the heart of
the Navajo country. It was the general belief at the time
that their stronghold was in the Canon de Chelley. But
this belief was not shared by Colonel Carson. In the same
report of December 6th, he says:"I arrived yesterday at the post and as soon as the
animals are sufficiently rested I shall send a cnmmand to
examine the Canon de Chelley, and the smaller Canons
that intersect it. Were I not of the opinion that but a few
if any Navajos are in the Canon, I should have paid a visit
long since, but of that I convinced myself while in that vicinity in September."
His report of December 26th seems to indicate that
the commanding general was pressing him to explore the
canon which up to that time seems not to have been explored by white men. We find the following:"In the last few days we have had a considerable fall
of snow, which will greatly facilitate my operation against
the Canon de Chelley. Of one thing the General may rest
assured, that before my return all that is connected with
the canon will cease to be a mystery. It will be thoroughly
explored, if perseverence and zeal with the numbers at my
command can accomplish."
On January 6, 1864, he left Fort Canby with 14 commissioned officers and 375 men on the expedition against
the Canon de Chelley. The snow was so deep that it took
the command three days to accomplish what ordinarily they
could have done in one. He had sent Captain Pfeiffer with
a troop to the east portal of the canon while he proceeded
with the main force to the west. He arrived at the west
opening on the 13th. Next morning he made a detour with
his staff and escort and struck the canon about six miles
above the mouth, for the purpose of reconnoitering before
commencing operations. He pushed on about five miles
farther, but could find no entrance into the canon, the walls
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being about one thousand feet high. He had returned to
camp when Sergeant Andres Herrera of "C" company came
and reported having slain eleven warriors, the greatest
number slain at anyone time during all the operations of
Carson against the Navajos.
On the 13th Colonel Carson divided his command into two detachments to operate on each side of the canon,
the first consisting of "B" and "G" companies under
Captain A. B. Carey on the south, and "E" and "D" companies under Captain Joseph Barney on the north side.
They pushed eastward until the east portal was in view,
without having seen Captain Pfeiffer's command. On returning to camp, however, they found that Captain Pfeiffer
had passed through the entire canon, having killed three
Indians and brought in ninety prisoners.
The effect of this operation may be gathered from
his report. He says:"While enroute on my return to camp I was joined by
three Indians with a flag of truce, requesting permission
to come in with their people and submit. I told them,
through my interpreter, that they and their people might
come unmolested, to my camp up to 10 o'clock A. M. next
day, but that after that time if they did not come my soldiers
would hunt them up, and the work of destruction recommence. Accordingly, next morning, before the time appointed
sixty Indians arrived. They had made known to them the
intention of the Government in regard to them, and expressed their willingness to immigrate to the Bosque Redondo. They declare that owing to the operation of my
command they are in a complete state of starvation, and
that many of their women and children have died from
this cause. They also state that they would have come in
long since, but they believed it was a war of extermination,
and that they were agreeably surprised and delighted to
learn the contrary from an old captive whom I had sent
back to them for this purpose. I issued them some meat
and they asked permission to return to their haunts and
collect the remainder of their people."
Thus the spirit of this proud and haughty nation was
broken. They had defied the Spanish government for two
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hundred years. Mexico had been unable to conquer them.
No prevjous expedjtjon under the United States had accompUshed any lasting peace.· But they were completely
subdued by Carson and his men; subdued forever and wjth
a loss of less than fifty warriors slajn; starved jnto subjection. With but a few hundred men Carson caused about
seven thousand Indians to come b1 and give themselves up.
It was the greatest feat of Indian warfare ever accomplished
by an American soldier. In other Indjan campajgns the
commanding officer has usually had the undjvjded resources of the nation behind him. He has had regular
troops, properly equipped. In thjs case Carson had a handful of volunteers. But he knew Indians and Indian warfare;
no Uving white man of hjs day could read "Indjan sign" as
he could. The result was inevitable. This proud and haughty
tribe theretofore unsubdued, could not withstand the persistent inroads made by him and his weatherbeaten men. Carson's greatest gift to the people of New Mexico was peace
with the Navajo-a peace that was and is to be everlasting.
What man has done more for our fair State?
Soon after he returned from the Navajo country, Carson was ordered to chastise the Kiowas and Comanches
who had been making trouble in another direction. Their
operations had threatened the Santa Fe Trail and the source
of supply for all militar.y operations in the Southwest.
Carson beUeved that they had encamped for the winter
on the Canadian..in Texas. He therefore proceeded to Fort
Bascom, which he used as his base, and collected a few
companies of the First New Mexico Cavalry and some detachments from the CaUfornia troops then in the territory.
The little force set out to locate the Indians and they were
found near the old adobe fort on the Canadian. Carson
attacked and inflicted a severe punishment, killing over
sixty of their braves, with but very slight loss to his own
men. He had with him some Ute and Pueblo scouts who
reported to Carson that there were other villages of the
allied tribes just a short distance down the river. He knew
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that he was outnumbered by an overwhelming force, armed
with the same kind of guns that his men carried. He therefore ordered a retreat before the Indians could consolidate
and counter-attack. He was none too late. After the usual
lamentations over their slain, the defeated warriors, reinforced by a large number of warriors from below, started
in pursuit to avenge the blow. Carson did an unheard-of
thing in modern warfare and covered his retreat with his
artillery. Had he fought according to the "rules of the
game" as taught at West Point, no doubt he would have
lost his entire command.
This was Carson's last big fight. He soon returned
to civil life and was again appointed Indian agent. He
spent his few remaining years trying to help the red men,
and at the same time prevented many a marauding band
from attacking the immigrants who were rapidly developing the Far West. One of his last official acts was to avert
the massacre of a company of "Regulars" which was about
to become engaged in a fight with the Ute tribe. He gathered this tribe into a grand council at Maxwell's Ranch
on the Cimarron and there made a treaty with them, thus
averting trouble. This treaty was made on the 2nd day
of March, 1868, and transmitted to the United States Senate on the 18th.
He did not live long thereafter. His wife died April
23, 1868, and he followed her just one month later. Touching his passing the first issue of the Pueblo Chieftain had
the following to say:DEATH OF KIT

CARSON

"The melancholy intelligence reaches us that General
Kit Carson is no more. He died at his residence' on
the Las Animas on the 24th inst. of disease of the heart.
General Carson was a Kentuckyian by birth, removed early
in life to the State of Missouri, and while yet a mere boy
4. Two errors crept into this r.ewspaper article:
not at his ranch and on the 23rd instead of the 24th.

He died at Fort Lyon and
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became a wanderer on the vast plains of the then unknown
regions of the West. From about the age of seventeen
years until fifty, he lived the life of a hunter, trader and
trapper. He early explored, and became familiar with
the mountains and plains from the Missouri to the Pacific
Ocean. During all these years of his wild life he was constantly exposed to every hardship and danger, sometimes
making his home with the Indians and assisting them in
their wars against other tribes, sometimes employed as
a trapper by some mountain trader-sometimes trading
on his own account between New Mexico and California.
His home was always the wilderness, and danger his constant companion. Unaided by the advantages of education
or patronage, by the force of indomitable energy and will,
by chivalrous courage, by tireless labor and self-denial,
he rose step by step, until his name had become as familiar
to the American people as a household word. He stood preeminent among the path-finders and founders of empire
in the Great West, and his long career enriched by hardship and danger is unsullied by a record of littleness or
meanness. He was nature's model of a gentleman. Kindly
of heart, tolerant of all men, good in virtue of disposition,
rather than great in qualities of mind, he has passed awaydying as through his life he had lived-in peace and charity
with all men, and leaving behind him a name and memory
to be cherished by his countrymen as long as modesty, valor,
unobtrusive worth, charity and true chivalry survive among
men. Of his precise age we are not advised, but judge that
he was very near sixty years of age. He leaves children
of tender years to mourn his loss."
Speaking of his modesty, Colonel Meline said of him:"The pleasantest episode of my visit here has been the
society of Kit Carson, with whom I passed three days, I
need hardly say delightfully. He is one of the few men I
ever met who could talk long hours to you of what he had
seen, and yet say very little about himself. He has to be
drawn out. I had many questions to ask, and his answers
were all marked by great distinctness of memory, simplicity, candor, and a desire to make some one else, rather
than himself the hero of his story.'"

J essie Benton Fremont, the widow of General Fremont,
5.

Two Thousand Miles on Horseback. p. 246.
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in an interview given to Charles F. Lummis, in speaking
of Carson among other things said:"As a frontiersman, his name and fame are everywhere known, but there are perhaps few who think of him
except as the hero of wild adventures. That he was, but
he was more. Nothing could be more mistaken than to
think of him as a rough borderer.
"Kit Carson was a man among men; a type of the real
American pioneer, not only fearless but clear headed, as
gentle as he was strong. He had the true courtesy of the
heart; and withal a quiet pride - much as Richard the
Lion-Hearted and his knights, who thanked God that they
were not clerks.
"His nature was literally sweet-sweet by its wholesomeness-sweet as a clear cut winter morning is sweet.
"My mother said to him one day; 'You must have had
a great many fights.'
"'I never had a fight of my own, but one.' Carson
answered. 'That was with a Frenchman. He said the
Americans were cowards and darsn't fight. I told him
that I was an American and that I was his man. And we
fit.' He turned back his collar unconsciously and simply
and showed the wound by the collar bone."·
As early as 1857, the New Mexico correspondent to
the Washington Union, had this to say of Carson:"He is a mild, pleasant man in the expression of his
face, and no one would ever suspect him of having led the
life of daring and adventure which distingush him. He
is refined in manner and very polite in his intercourse; his
conversation is marked with great earnestness and his
language appropiate and well chosen, though not pronounced with correctness. He has a strong mind, and
everything he says is pointed and practical, except when
indulging in a vein of humor which is not infrequent. No
one can converse with him without being favorably impressed; he has a jovial, honest, open countenance, and a
kindness of heart almost feminine. He is universally beloved here, and a favorite with all classes, Indians included.
He never alludes to his career as an adventurer unless
questioned relative to it. He is heavy framed and weighs
6.
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about one hundred and seventy pounds. He is forty-eight
years old, but does not look to be over thirty-five. He came
to this country in 1827, having run off from his employer
near Boonville, Missouri, to whom he was apprenticed to
learn the saddler's trade. The facts of his life are now in
the possession of Washington Irving, and will doubtless be
thrown into the form of a book during the coming winter. m
Space will permit of only a few unpublished stories
of General Carson. The late Captain Simpson of Taos,
who was intimately acquainted with Carson for fifteen
years, used to relate the story of the flag at Taos. He said
that sometime about the winter of 1867, he and Colonel
Carson were in a conversation on the west side of the plaza
at Taos. This was just a few months before the frontiersman's death. The latter called the captain's attention to
the American flag floating over the plaza. Carson said
"Captain, I have kept that flag up since '47, I will not be
here much longer. I want you to see that it stays up." This
the captain did until the day of his death a few years ago.
The flag as well as the pole from which it floats has been
renewed from time to time and marks the spot where the
old whipping post stood.
Teresina Bent Scheurich, a daughter of Gov. Bent and
a niece of Carson had many stories to tell of him. She often
told of a trip she took with him in 1854 when they left
Santa Fe for Taos on horseback. It was the last of March.
From La J oya they took the trail to Embudo Plaza and
from there on through the Embudo Mountains. A few
miles above the settlement of Cieneguilla they rode upon
the battlefield where Lieut. Davidson with Company I and
a part of F Company of the 1st U. S. Dragoons liad encountered the Apaches and escaped with only four men
uninjured. This was two days after the battle. They
counted twenty-two soldiers lying dead on the battlefield.
Carson put spurs to his horse, rode on to Taos, secured
7. The above was kindly handed the writer by Arthur M. Ellis of Los Angeles,
'a noted student of history and a member of the New Mexico Historical Society.
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help and returned to the scene of the tragedy, and removed
the bodies to Taos where he buried them. The place where
they were buried is known as the Carson Cemetery to this
day.
She also told of the rescue of a white boy who had been
a captive and slave among the Comanches. She said that
her Uncle Kit on learning of this, hired two Mexicans who
were on friendly terms with the Comanches to go out and
hunt up the particular band of the tribe who held the boy
in bondage. He supplied them with trinkets and other
articles suitable for trade and barter. They located the
boy, traded for him and brought him to Carson's home in
Taos. She was living with her uncle at the time. When
the boy was brought in she could not tell him from an Indian. Carson had him washed up and provided with clothing. He tried first to converse with the boy in English,
then in Spanish and afterwards in French. The boy seemed
not to understand anything said to him. Carson then called
Mr. Scheurich who spoke German to the boy. The latter
immediately began to cry; it was his mother tongue. Mr.
Scheurich learned the boy's name (and the place of residence of his parents. He had been captured in Texas. Carson then hired some men to take the boy to the home of
his relatives, and provided them at his own expense with
supplies and provisions for the journey.
Another story often related by Mrs. Scheurich was
of the rescue of two women from the Comanches, by her
Uncle Kit. These women had been captured by the Comanches in old Mexico and carried off into slavery. They
had learned of Garson's fame as an Indian fighter and
knew that their captors had more or less cause to fear him.
One day they heard that he was in the neighborhood of
that portion of the tribe with which they were held. They
made their escape and found him and his men. He employed some men of Taos to take them back to Mexico and
restored them to their people.
The old world may boast of her William Tell, her
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Robert Bruce or her Robin Hood, but there were no deeds
more daring than those of our own Kit Carson. Many
States claim the honor of his achievements. Kentucky
brought him forth; Missouri boasts that she gave him to
the West; Nevada named her capital city after him; New
Mexico is proud to be called his home. Had he done no
more than to free the mothers and daughters of this great
State from the scourge of the Navajo, he would have earned
the everlasting gratitude of her people.
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NEW MEXICO IN THE GREAT WAR

(Continued)
VII

Art, Drama, and Literature in War Service

Not only did New Mexico lay upon the national altar
its material wealth, and, most precious of all, the flesh and
blood of its young men, but its writers, singers, and painters contributed of their best to the winning of the War.
Take but this instance as an example and a text:
The Helen Haire Levinson prize of $200 for the best
poem of the year was awarded in November 1918 by Poetry
to John Curtis Underwood of Santa Fe for "The Song
of the Cheochas," a strangely prophetic war poem.
The United War Work Drive was on when Mr. Underwood received his $200 check and he turned it over
as a gift to the campaign committee. This significant and
interesting incident gains in color if one emphasizes the
setting and the circumstances.
Standing on the summit of the highest of the Truchas
peaks, on a clear summer day, the vision encompasses all
the State of New Mexico, thought it covers more than 78,000,000 acres. This vast region is populated by less than
400,000 people aimost as diversified in language, habits,
and origin as the peoples of Central Europe.
Here, to begin with, are the descendants of the original
inhabitants, more than 20,000 Pueblos, Navajoes, and
Apaches, clinging rather tenaciously to the language, religion, philosophy, and habits of life of their ancestors.
Then there are about 130,000 descendants of the Spanish
Conquerors who to a large extent still speak Spanish and
retain the Latin mode of thought and attitude toward life.
In the main their forefathers came from Andulasia but
one also finds among them traces of Moorish blood and of
other races and nationalities. However, these 130,000
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Spanish-speaking people are homogeneous to a notable extent. In addition, New Mexico has some 25,000 other
Spanish-speaking people, mostly men, who have come but
lately from Mexico and in whose arteries runs a considerable portion of Indian blood. These three classifications
account for one-half of the population. Of the remaining
half, 30,000 are foreign-born representing more than a
score of nations, from 150 Montenegrans to 7,000 Germans.
Negros, Japanese and Chinese together account for 2,000
of the population. The 145,000 or so of the inhabitants not
included in the above, represent the people who have come
from other states-not a homogeneous mass, however, for
the Texan of the lower Pecos Valley is differentiated from
the Pennsylvania and Ohio Quakers of Colfax county by as
wide a gulf as he is from the Spanish-speaking New Mexicans.
The reaction of all of these peoples to the Great War
was significant of the genius of America to draw to herself all races and nationalities and eventually to make them
sturdy patriots. The melting pot in Gotham presented no
more interesting phenomenon during the crisis than did
the sparse and widely scattered population of New Mexico.
It is this meeting of the races and the nations amidst unusual environment which stamps itself forcibly upon those
who settle in the Southwest, and which makes portions
of New Mexico alluring to artist and writer. Especially
in and around Santa Fe and Taos there have of late years
congregated brilliant men and women whose vision like
that of the Alpine climber on the Truchas peaks encompasses a wide horizon, and who appreciate fully the mystic
age-old soul life and art that had developed in the Southwest long before the coming of the white man. Their attitude toward the War, their comment on what was going
on around them, and their contribution toward victory
were therefore of special significance.
To New Mexico, the War in its incipiency was very
remote. Even when neighbors and friends volunteered, when
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the National Guard was mustered into the service, when
the draft took more and more of the men, the theater of
the world-making events was still felt to be more or less
in the blue distance. New Mexico has no ports out of which
poured great flotillas, no shipyards nor marts of commerce
throbbing with war activities, it had no great manufacturing industries turning out war material, and there were no
great processions of soldiers to thrill the people.
Still, at the very beginning of the War, even before
the United States had become one of the Allies, writers and
artists gave expression to intense patriotism and prophecies
of the coming days. As early as 1910, we find John Curtis Underwood writing:
America!
That's a great name. From Standish straight to Lincoln,
And her last soldier in the ranks today,
A land to live and die for. All the world
Waking, envisions her its heritage.
Two years later, in 1912, he published "Americans"
and from it to "War Flames," in 1917, seemed but a day.
The latter was inclusive of all the warring nations, even Germany, Austria and Russia, and gavea view so comprehensive
that only a scholar, a voluminous reader and observer could
and would have dared to present these vivid cosmopolitan
sketches. It was written before the United States entered
the war but was published by the MacMillan Company,
in that epoch-making month of April, 1917. If all other
books and papers referring to the Great War were destroyed, this little volume of less than 200 pages would still
give posterity a gripping and well-rounded story of the
agony of nations.
Now that the lights are dimmed, all outer dark rolls
near new tides of night.
Now that the earth spawns blood and hate and steel
and dynamite,
Now men grope bent in cellars blind down raw trench
trails of war
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For some new clew to life we lost who served its
Minetaur.
What flared up in Bucharest, in Belgrade, in Sofia, in
Berlin, in Paris, in a large human way, also flickered in
reflection throughout the mining camps and ranges and
towns of New Mexico and the poet presents it all in universal terms.
Then in Poetry of June, 1918, came "War Times," a
cycle of four poems of tremendous impact, poems that
smote the mists and fogs of sophistry, that dispelled prejudices and hatred, that revealed the God of Destiny and
the glorious Tomorrow. There is "The Song of the Cheochas" who defended the ancient capital of Chechak although
They had no uniforms but their gray hair and beards,
needed none;
They had no rations but half a pound of dry bread
a day, and it sufficed them.
They were armed with rifles as old and battered as
themselves, and they battered the Germans back.
Three times they drove them back, and took that shattered and exploding capital away from them.
And many of them died by the way, where
were lying starving and freezing Dying on high Montenegrin mountains in
and the snow that grew sleet,
So gray icicles grew on their beards and
cut cold skin on their faces.
And the wind cut their song into shreds, the
were singing when they died.

hundreds
the wind
the sleet
song they

The Suabas are building houses, the Serbs shall live in
them.
The Suabas are planting corn, the Serbs shall eat it up,
The Suabas are pressing wine, the Serbs shall drink
of it.
A few months later saw this prophesy fulfilled, when
the Serbs were living in houses build by the German invaders, were eating the bread for which the Austrians
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planted the corn, and were drinking the wine that the Bulgars had tapped from the wine press.
"At Bethlehem," with its clang of huge steam hammers and the sparks from the red steel billets, recalls
Schiller's "Song of the Bell":
For life ever fuses and flows,
Like the heart of a rose in the fire that eats up red
billets of steel like raw fagots of wood.
And a war is as good as a rose in the eyes of the Watcher of Space;
A war is as brief as a rose in its growth and its death
in the fires of the Forger of Stars.
And the fire ever burns out the dross in the depths of
the stone and the soul.
All the fires that ape or man ever kindled on earth
were lit and fused to keep these crucibles boiling.
"The Red Coffins" in its terseness sums up the Russian Revolution, its hopes, its disappointments, its significance:
To many it seemed
Like the red blood of Russia welling from a mortal
wound,
And some sacred fagots of freedom rising and kindling
a fire that would warm all the world
But no man there could tell the truth of it.
Finally "Down Fifth A venue" preserves for posterity
a word picture of young men marching into war with heads
held high, eyes burning with zeal, souls thrilled with a
vision of the world's freedom.
The past makes way for them.
This morning's discontent, yesterday's greed, last
year's uncertainty, are muted and transmuted to
a surging urge of victory.
Spirits that stood at Bunker Hill and Valley Forge,
Ticonderoga, Yorktown, Lundy's Lane, Fort Sumter, Appomatox, are resurrected here;
With older fathers and mothers who farmed, and
pushed frontiers and homes for freedom westward steadily;
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With freedom's first grandfathers and forerunners,
who grew to hold hill towers and forest fastnesses, and range the sea and all its shores and
islands for the right to live for liberty.
And their blood beats in these boys' hearts, and their
hillbred and seahred strength is stirring in these
feet that beat their measured cadences of courage.
And each beat of their feet and each beat of their
hearts is a word in a gospel of steel that says the
nations through ruins grow one again;
When God's drill-master War has welded nations in
ranks that their children may serve Him together.
For Tomorrow makes way for them.
Truly no other war has ever had an interpreter like
John Curtis Underwood; no epoch a singer who expressed
so loftily the heart-yearnings arid souls-stirrings of humanity.
In a lighter vein, Underwood wrote a song "Concerning Planting" to \vhich the Vigilantes gave wide circulation as an impetus to war gardening. Its refrain "Plant,
p~ant, plant," led thousands to take up spade and hoe to
help feed the Allies.
There were prophetic voices in the early stages of the
European War in New Mexico. Henry Herbert· Knibbs,
the novelist, on November 28, 1915, then at Farmington,
wrote a poem "Men of My Country," which was returned
by a well known New York magazine with the comment
that its sentiments ran counter to the sentiments of the
people of the United States and therefore could not be
published. It deserves publication in permanent form:
MElN OF My COUNTRY

Men of my country, awake from your dreaming!
Gather your strength ere too late to command!
O'er the far seas the wild war-star is gleaming!
Men of my country, the time is at hand!
27
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Hear the shrill wail of the nations in anguish!
Hark to the moan of the homeless and maimed!
Would ye, as they, 'neath an alien languish,
J est of the centuries, conquered and tamed?
Peace? Ye have fostered the name-would ye spurn it?
Power? Have ye scanned that drear lesson of old,
Sloth in the purple? Yea, Rome lived to learn it,
Paying her legions in perilous gold.
Lost is each hour that in silence ye cherish
Faith in the glory and fame that is past;
Wake! ere the soul of your loyalty perish
Singing its pride and disdain to the last.
What of the hearts and the homes that have reared ye;
What of the mother, the wife and the child,
When the brute mouth that once praised ye and feareo
ye,
Laughs at them, naked, despoiled and defiled?
Gather your strength, for a new dawn is breaking
Red through the mist of a treachery planned
To blind ye to slumber and strike ye in waking--Men of my country, the time is at hand!

Walter M. Danburg, later secretary of the State Council of Defense, about the same time, a year and a half before the United States formally declared war, wrote:

o Sun of the Western skies,

Gleaming so brightly today,
Shine on th~ soldiers of France,
Lead them to Vict'ry I pray.

o

Sun of the Western Skies,
Beaming so brightly today,
Smile on the women of France,
Lighten their burdens I pray.
On the first anniversary of the Declaration of War
against Germany by the United States he wrote:
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Blow, bugles, blow!
Thrill every heart,
Until the Nation's pulse
Beats strong again.
It was early in the 'war when, despite the grimness of
the world war, a chuckle, a smile, a broad grin spread over
faces from Portland, Maine, to Portland, Oregon. It had
its origin in Santa Fe whence Mrs. Alice Corbin Henderson
send out her deliciously humorous verses, "The Joke's on
Kaiser Bill." It was first printed by the Chicago Tribune.
How much it relieved an atmosphere tense with passions
engendered by the sinking of the Lusitania, the story of
outrages in Europe, or war preparations, will never be
told, but wherever it was read (and it was read everywhere,
for few were the papers that did not print it sooner or
later) one heard the refrain:
"Ten thousand Texas rangers are shakin' with wicked
glee,
At the joke of the German Kaiser in his fierce perplexity!
They are bustin' their buttons with laughin', they are
laughin' fit to kill,
"By Gawd," sez they, "but that's one on him! by Gawd,
but that's one on Bill!"
It is sure to have a permanent place in numberless
scrapbooks, in anthologies, and will survive many of the
more ambitious and serious poems of the War. Mrs. Henderson, who was then one of the editors of Poetry, contributed freely to the Vigilantes and her war poems breathed
all the ardor of chivalry and passion for the great cause
for which men were giving their lives. Who would not
thrill to her "Son for Freedom"? And what a rebuke there
was in her "The Man without a Country" to the profiteer,
to the foreignborn resident upon whom this Nation conferred citizenship and untold blessings but whose sympathies were with the Nation's enemies. Prophetic too was
"The Vision," written before America entered the War,
as far back as those August days of 1914 when the world's
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fate trembled in the balance; although published in The
Dial only after peace was declared:

What do you see, Child of the Sun?
I see a race that is just begun.
Why are your eyes so full of light?
Because I come from Pools of Night.
What did you see beneath the waves?
I saw a world of weeping slaves.
What do you see, now you are free?
I see a world that is to be.
As each wave rose, I saw a crown
By eager upstretched hands pulled down.
As each crown sank, confused cries
And tempest thunders tore the skies.
Where the green wave had reared its head
Were pools of crimson blood instead;
But from each blood-encrusted wave
Uprose a spirit, shining, brave;
The joy of peace was in his eyes,
His wings were shot with changing dyes;
And in his wake the waters ran
And made a pathway for each manEach man and all that are to be,
No longer bound, but glad and free.
A poem wonderfully fine and poignant appeared in
the July, 1917, issue of Poetry:
The great air birds go swiftly by,
Pinions of bloom and death;
And armies counter on shell-torn plains
And strive, for a little breath.
Pinnacled rockets in the gloom
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Light for a little space
A gasping mouth, and a dying face
Blackened with night and doom As if in a little room
A sick man laid on his bed
Turned to his nurse and questioned when
Mass for his soul would be said.
Life is no larger than this,
Though thousands are slaked with lime,
Life is no larger than one man's soul,
One man's soul is as great as the whole
And no times greater than Time.
In April, 1918, Mrs. Henderson issued her appeal to
America to send poets to the front to interpret the spirit
of the Nation on the European battlefields and to record
impressions for futm:e generations. Said she: "The newspaper correspondent has an official position; there are official camera men, official moving picture photographers,
why not poets in a similar capacity? As a matter of fact
Italy has D'Annunzio at the front; John Masefield and
Rudyard Kipling have visited western and eastern fronts
and published their impressions; why not American poets?"
It was Mrs. Henderson's "Litany of the Desert," which
appeared first in the Yale Review, that seemed to have
made the most widely accepted appeal, for it appeared in
the compilations of war literature, such, for instance, as
"The Spirit of Democracy" by Lyman P. Powell. It was
not intended for a war poem; in fact, it is such a contrast
to the fervid and perfervid outbursts of poetic war frenzy
that it bathes the spirit with a refreshing coolness and
calm:
On the other side of the Sangre de Cristo mountains
there is a great welter of steel and flame. I have read that
it is so. I know nothing of it here.
On the other side of the water there is terrible carnage.
I have read that it is so. I know nothing of it here.
I do not know why men fight and die. I do not know
why men sweat and slave. I know nothing of it here.
Out of the peace of your great valleys, America, out
of the depth and silence of your deep canons,
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Out of the wide stretch of yellow cornfields, out of
the stealthy sweep of your rich prairies,
Out of the high mountain peaks, out of the intense
.purity of your snows,
Invigorate us, 0 America.
Out of the deep peace of your breast, out of the sure
strength of your loins,
Recreate us, 0 America.
Not from the smoke and the fever and fret, not from
the welter of furnaces, from the fierce melting-pots of
cities;
But from the quiet fields, from the little places, from
the dark lamplit nights-from the plains, from the cabins,
from the little house in the mountains,
Breathe strength upon us:
And give us the young men who will make us great.
Surely this was worthy of Walt Whitman and deserving of a place besides Kipling's "Recessional."
Mrs. Henderson's plea to send poets as official representatives of America to the battlefield was not heeded,
but poets took their place in the ranks of the fighting men.
New Mexico sent, among other, Glenn Ward Dresbach of
Tyrone. His poem "The Man who would not go to War"
which first appeared in The Forum was widely copied and
quoted. Powerfully it pictured the young man reluctant
to shoulder the rifle, and his transformation through a
vision whenIn Troubled sleep
War came to him. In dreams he saw a host
Of strangers on the sky-line. Rifles cracked
And red death fell on his beloved friends,
And in his dream he saw
His father, with his gray head bared to death,
Stand on the door-step with his country's flag
Waving defiance. Then his father fell
And the flag fell across his silent breast.
The house leaped into flames. His sister rushed
Out of the door and raised the flag again.
She fell and over her the flag. He saw
A flash of fire from the doorway. There
His brother stood, firing as steadily
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As those who faced him. From behind him came
His mother-and again the flag was raised . . . .
And madly in the dream he broke the chains
That seemed to hold him and cried out in sleep
A battle-cry that echoed through the house
And in the morning he left for town
With fire in his eyes, to volunteer.
An anonymous and humble poet from Santa Fe, at
Qamp Kearny, on July 4, 1918, published in Trench and
Camp a "Song of the Drafted Men" which has a martial
swing to it that sings itself into the memory:
Uncle Sam is calling:-(How the drums reverberate!)
Rat-tat-tat! Rat-tat-tat!
'Boys, I need you !'-(Hear the trumpets celebrate!)
Ta-ra-ra! Ta-ra-ra!
'Freedom, which your fathers, and your
Fathers' fathers bled and died for
Is at stake!
Come, my young men, come my strong men,
Awake! Awake!'
Answer
'We are coming, Lafayette!
By the thousands, yea, by millions,
Row on row!
Where the Stripes are leading
We will followWhere the Stars point
There we go I'
In fact, it is a curious commentary on the spiritual
mindedness of America's young men, that the weekly issues
of Trench and Camp whereever it was published ran over
with columns and columns of verses - good, bad and indifferent - mostly bad but evidently sincere. An army
of fighters, such as the Americans proved themselves to
be, which expresses itself in verses and rhymes, surely
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does not justify the charge of materialism that has been
made against the Nation.
Mrs. Ruth Skeen, wife of State Senator M. P. Skeen
of Artesia, among current poems wrote "Somewhere in
France," which has sung itself into many a mother's heart:
Somewhere in France my soldier boy is fighting
Under two flags for truth, and honor, too;
I seem to hear those French lads calling,
"Coming at last! We've waited long for you."
C. M. Botts, recent president of the New ,Mexico Bar
Association, deeply stirred a large audience in the high
school auditorium at Albuquerque with his: "What is it
Worth to You?"
What would you do toward winning the war,
If it all depended on you?
What would you think and how would you act,
And what would you say or do,
If a message were flashed from over the sea,
"Our army must yield, must flee,
Must bow to the Hun on bended knee,
Unless we can hear from you?"
What have you done in the conflict thus far?
I'm speaking, now, to you:
Answer this question--consider it weIlAnd be sure that your answer is true.
Sombre was the poem by Miss Rose Henderson of
Silver City, addressed "To One in the Trenches":
I have dreamed vaguely of a flaming light
Growing somehow within the clash of things;
I have hoped wanly that the sodden night
Presaged a surprise and the rush of wings.
Is there such a spirit born of raining lead,
Such bloom of beauty from the shattered dead?
You who have known war's maiming, iron clutch,
Have breathed the wind of battle-breasting fire,
Is there a chastening vigor in the touchThe writhing flesh, the stench of bloody mire?
Does there some rapture which pale peace withstood
Cry through the tumult that the earth is good?
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Miss Henderson in the New York Independent gave a
picture of "The Border" after Villa's raid on Columbus:
Stretches of yellow, glaring sand,
Gray dust smarting with alkali,
Mesquite huddled on either hand,
And a beaming, sun-drenched sky.
Creak of leather and clank of steel,
Khaki village and sun-burnt men,
Rising clouds when the horses wheel
B:ack to the camp again.
Mess and gossip and drill and rest,
Night with the white stars thickly sown,
Moonrise over the ragged crest,
And the coyote's dreary moan.
Hot gray rocks where the lizard runs,
Skulking greasers in haggard bands,
Swift brown horsemen, the click of guns,
And a splash of blood in the sands.
The late Mrs. Natalie Curtis Burlin of Santa Fe arranged the stirring old Negro folk-songs for use in the
army camps. What a unique experience on the front in
northern France it was to come upon a negro regiment
trudging along and singing her "Hymn of Freedom," or
to be in camp when this song with its marvelous swing
and haunting lilt was sung in the old camp meeting spirit!
Mrs. Burlin arranged the words so as to give the soldier a
clear idea of the causes of the war and an understanding
of the great human issues involved. It was in Washington,
D. C., that a chorus of 2,000 voices first sang the "Hymn
of Freedom" for a civic audience on a program in which
Mrs. Baker, wife of the then secretary of War, took part.
Since then this song to the Melody of "Ride on, Jesus, Ride
on, Conquering King," has sung its way across the Atlantic,
and from st. Helena Island, by way of Santa Fe and Taos,
to Honolulu and Apia.
There have been many other poets and singers-minor,
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and perhaps some major - whose songs culled from the
New Mexico press, added to those which have appeared in
the magazines of national circulation and to which reference has been made in part in this chapter, would make a
voluminous and interesting anthology, but sufficient
has been given to measure the patriotic fervor that was
voiced in this .commonwealth so far from the clamor of
war and the frenzy 'of the battlefield.
Even the stolid native races felt it. It was on a day
when the news from the battle front was particularly discouraging to patriots, that a band of Cochiti braves came
to the Museum of New Mexico, looked at the Red Cross
posters, and then timidly approached one of the staff.
"We want a house!" their spokesman said.
"Why do you want a house?"
"We want to give a dance."
"Why do you want to dance?"
"We want to do something for the Red Cross the same
as white man," was the brief reply.
They had come for thirty miles over a hard road, in
wagons, bringing with them their katchinas or masques,
their ceremonial costumes, in order to give the "Matachina"
dance for the benefit of the Red Cross. That evening New
Mexico's capitol saw a sight such as will always live in
the memory of those who attended. In the beautiful St.
Francis Auditorium of the New Museum, these men and
women from Cochiti gave the "Matachina" dance with an
enthusiasm, a spiritual exaltation, which made it a veritable prayer for victory to the Sky Father, which signified
an implicit faith. As St. Michael triumphed over Lucifer,
and the spirits of good defeated those of malevolent intent,
so American arms would help win the War for Democracy.
The story was vividly told by G. Wentworth Field in the
October, 1918, Red Cross Magazine. During the performance of such dance dramas as the annual Corn Dance at
San Felipe, May 1, at Santo Domingo, August 4, and elsewhere, booths for Red Cross Benefit were provided. Tell-
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ing of such an episode at Taos, Marsden Hartley of Santa
Fe (whose beautiful tribute to Joyce Kilmer in the December, 1918, number of Poetrll was the finest wreath laid
upon the dead poet's grave) says in The Dial of November
16, 1918:
"The Pueblos patriotically offered their services for
the Red Cross and gave one of their rarest dances on the
evening of July 4 at the hour of sunset, certainly one of
the most beautiful spectacles, brief though it was, which
I have ever witnessed. It is called the dance of mercy. It
is the dance in its original form, as it has been given during the run of the centuries." The writer then describes
the marvelous dramatic rite, closing with the comment:
"And through it all you felt that here was the history of
your native land enacted for your pleasure, written in the
very language of the sun and the moon and the sky, the
birds and the flowers, rain and running rivers, and that it
was in this tongue that they might surely speak with each
other to a perfect understanding." Does not this yield a
glimpse of an aspect of life in New Mexico during the War
that no other commonwealth shared with it? The Indians
translated their patriotism into action and deeds; They
were found in the ranks of the Army of Liberty. Captain
Ashley Pond of Santa Fe one evening at the New Museum
told of meeting four New Mexico Mexicans in a machine
gun nest manned by seven Americans in the St. Mihiel
sector, one of the four New Mexicans being a Laguna Indian, as stolid as if he were an onlooker at the Zuni Fire
Dance.
At Santa Clara, one of the older men made war bonnets and sold them for the benefit of the Red Cross. He
invested $1,100 in Liberty Bonds and gave freely to all
war causes. Others followed his example and one of the
most impressive war meetings held in the state was addressed in this pueblo by Miss Willard, who in simple terms
explained to the Indians the causes for which America
was giving her blood and treasure. When she explained
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that the Germans treated the Belgian and French women
as the old-time Navajoes, the hereditary enemies of the
Pueblos, had treated their ancestors, a wild whoop of rage
went up to the Sky Father from the assembled braves and
the women and children crouched in fear.
The artists in New Mexico found it more difficult than
the writers to make a place for themselves among the
workers for Victory. An appeal for artists, like that of
Mrs. Henderson's for poets at the front, was heeded by the
United States Government only toward the end of the war,
long after the other nations had commissioned eminent
painters to perpetuate their battles and battle leaders upon
canvas. So there were few war pictures credited to New
Mexico artists. Gustav Baumann's "Fifth Avenue" was
a striking picture of the great thoroughfare, brave with
flags as the troops came marching along. Warren E.
Rollins hung for exhibit four war paintings, one of a camouflaged ship, floating lazily at anchor near the Statue of
Liberty, and another of a torpedoed ship going down in
a turbulent sea. One was a portrait of his daughter as
a Red Cross nurse and the fourth of a ship fighting off a
submarine. He also blocked out in his studio in the Palace
of the Governors, a striking conception of "Christ behind
the Peace Table," a vision of the Saviour of Mankind standing behind President Wilson as he sits at the head of the
table while the dignitaries of the Nations look earnestly
at the spokesman of the American people. Dimly seen in
the background are the marching hosts that gave up their
life for World Democracy. The title of the picture: "Will
ye crucify me again?" carries with it a world appeal, and
emphasis of the truth that no question is settled until it
is settled right.
Of course, young men among the artists, like Lee
Hersch, sought enlistment and donned the uniform.
Others like 1. E. Couse the Academician gave their sons.
The artists contributed liberally in the war drives and took
the lead in war charities. At one time, in Taos, a score
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gave paintings for a raffle that netted the Red Cross more
than $1,000. When Taos was scourged by the influenza
epidemic, they fearlessly acted as nurses in afflicted homes
and comforted the stricken in the houses of death. They
organized the relief work and performed as brave deeds as
were recorded on the field of battle, doing so unostentatiously, fearlessly, without thought of reward or fame. Mr.
and Mrs. Burlin, Mr. and Mrs. Ufer, Victor Higgins, Miss
Lucille Wrenn, Mr. and Mrs. Harwood and all the others
in Taos during those terrible weeks when the population
was actually decimated, worked day and night, sharing
their own limited resources with those who had no means
of their own,-going in and out among the sick and dying.
Of the Santa Fe artists, William Penhallow Henderson
found a fine field for patriotic work, as a camofluer at San
Francisco. Together with B. P. O. Nordfeldt, now in Santa
Fe, he developed the Pacific Coast "camouflage" to such an
extent that it became a standard with which Atlantic Coast
inspectors compared the work done in the eastern shipyards.
In the early spring of 1918, Ernest L. Blumenschein
returned from New York filled with enthusiasm for the
work taken up by the Salmagundo Club in furnishing
material for "range finding paintings" for camps, cantonments, and armories. It was a work that had been developed in England early in the war and proved of great aid
in training machine gun and rifle students. Mr. Blumenschein on his way to Taos lectured at the New Museum in
Santa Fe and explained how these canvases could be
utilized in teaching the men how to find the range, how
to estimate distances, how to detect "cover," how to designate strategical points, and how to make maps. With
these landscapes of country in northern France and in Belgium, the student officers also familiarized themselves
with the aspects and topography of that portion of Europe.
While it was not required that these pictures for utilitarian
purposes should have artistic merit, the twenty "Range
Finders" exhibited in the New Museum in the late summer
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at Santa Fe before being sent to Camps Funston and Cody,
proved a delight from the art stand-point to all visitors, for
it seemed as if everyone of the score of artists had taken
pride in painting as beautifully as he knew how. Each
canvas had an impress of individuality, and in some instances of a freedom and boldness which some of the painters lacked in their easel pictures. Both men and women
contributed to the cause including E. L. Blumenschein, who
was chairman for the Taos-Santa Fe sector, Gustav Baumann, Sheldon Parsons, Walter Ufer, O. E. Berninghaus,
H. Paul BurIin, J. H. Sharp, Bert Phillips, W. H. Dunton,
J. Young Hunter, Miss Harriet Blackstone, Miss Ethel
Coe, Lee F. Hersch, Mrs. J. Wilson, and others. Leon Gaspard sent to the exhibit a stunning sketch for a war poster,
and altogether it was a display as unique as it was remarkable.
When New Mexico dedicated its art museum at the
capitol, during Thanksgiving week, 1917, there gathered
for the impressive exercises a notable assembly of scientists,
artists, writers, educators, of representatives of all the
peoples, and at the same time the Dedication exhibit included the wor~s of forty and more New Mexico artists,
several of the paintings displayed being afterwards crowned
with prizes and medals at eastern exhibits. Immediately
afterwards, the woman's reception rooms in the fine new
building were turned over to the Santa Fe Chapter of the
Red Cross for its working quarters during the War. Part
of the studios in the rear of the Palace of the Governors
were assigned to the Board of Historical Service of the
State Council of Defense and the west end of the Palace
\vas given to the Child Welfare Service of the Woman's
Division of the Council of Defense. The staff at the Museum gave itself to every phase of war work, from food
conservation to supplying exhibits of paintings for the
War Community Service in army camps, at the same time
holding aloft the torch of art, literature, and science, having constantly in mind the noble words of the Hon. Frank
Springer in his Dedication address:
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"When European civilization, in the early centuries
of our era, perished amid the convulsions of barbarism,
darkness enveloped the earth. Letters, Art, and Science
went into hiding, and the lights of human intelligence were
well nigh extinguished. They flickered with feeble sparks
in the Arab's tent and in the hermit's cave. It cost mankind a thousand years to rekindle the smouldering embers
into flame. If the Twentieth Century is not to mark the
beginning of another period of dark ages, it must be because
those who do their part at home shall keep the lamps of
knowledge burning. Great changes await us at the outcome of the present upheaval. To many of the old ways
we shall not return, but out of the chaos of a world conflict this nation is destined to be born again-through pain
and suffering, no doubt, in which we must all share. It is
for us to realize, in such a crisis, that there is a duty to
preserve as well as to destroy; to upbuild, as well as to
tear down. Come what may, we shall face the tasks alloted to us as becomes the citizens of this great land, while
at the same time we resolve that so far as in us lies enlightenment, and the kindred blessings which make life
worth living, shall not perish on this earth."
PAUL

A. F.

WALTER

VIII -To the Colors

A hundred years ago, a military force which we might
speak of as the national guard of that time, was being described to the cortes assembled in Cadiz, Spain, by Don
Pedro Bautista Pino of Santa Fe, deputy from the Province of New Mexico. He stated that the military force
which for many years had safe-guarded this inland realm
for the Spanish monarchy consisted of a paid force of 121
officers and men, supplemented in emergencies by three
troops of militia.
Two weeks after the United States entered the Great
War, when the president on April 21, 1917, called the national guard into federal service, New Mexico could muster
a total strength of only 88 men,-49 officers and 39 enlisted
men.
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As described in a preceding chapter, the New Mexico
national guard had, shortly before, completed a service of
eleven months on the Mexican border from May 9, 1916,
until mustered out on April 5, 1917. As only 88 of the
guardsmen had taken the federal oath prescribed by the
National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, all the others were
automatically discharged-strange as it may seem, the
very day before war was formally declared by our federal
government. The outcome of this situation, however, was
that the national guard of New Mexico became a force
of volunteers more completely perhaps than the guard of
any other state-volunteers for service in this specific war.
General Pershing was then in command of the southern department and he was authorized by the secretary of
war to recruit the national guard of New Mexico to full
strength. When it became apparent, early in May, that
federal recruiting was not securing the desired results,
matters were speeded up by Adjutant General James A.
Baca, who inaugurated a recruiting campaign and sent officers out over the state at state expense. In consequence
of both federal and state efforts approximately 1,300 men
mobilized at Camp Funston, or "Camp Kitchener," near
Albuquerque on June 11, 1917. How this compared with
the mobilization in other states was thus stated by the
Deming Headlight of July 27th:
"According to the number of men furnished to the national guard in proportion to the population, New Mexico
ranks fifth in the list of states. New Mexico's percentage
is 351 men to every 100,000 of her population, a percentage
that is exceeded by only Kansas, South Dakota, Maine,
Vermont, all of them more thickly populated states than
New Mexico."
That rather formidable difficulties were encountered
and overcome in this mobilization is indicated by the following quotation from a report made some months later by
the adjutant general to the state council of defense:
"As fast as recruits were obtained they were sent to
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the nearest company rendezvous, at state expense, inasmuch as the federal government did not pay transportation
and subsistence of recruits from point of enlistment to
company rendezvous. Clothing and bedding were not available from the federal government and for sanitary reasons
the state was compelled to rent cots and bedding and purchase such clothing as was absolutely necessary. In localities having no armories the state rented the most suitable
quarters available for quartering recruits prior to being
sent to the mobilization camp. Some medical attention wal;'
necessary and at points where the service of a medical officer of the national guard were not available civilian
doctors were employed by the state."
Notwithstanding the problems thus indicated as well
as the problems of great distances and inadequate transportation, Adjutant General Baca could report that the
work of recruiting and mobilizing had been effected at a
total cost of $14,839.95, or a per capita cost ')f $11.42. This
expense was met as authorized by Governor Lindsey, by
the state council ·of defense, out of the public defense fund,
as was also the further expense incurred in establishing
Camp Funston on the mesa near Albuquerque, which
amounted to a total of $19,938. 18.
The 1st New Mexico Infantry and the Sanitary Detachment were given about four months of intensive training
at this camp and on October 16th these two units were entrained for Camp Kearny at Linda Vista, California. Two
weeks earlier it had been announced that the 1st New
Mexico had been designated laS the 159th Infantry Reg.,
U. S. N. G., which news was followed almost immediately
by the announcement that the New Mexico troops were
to be broken up into two machine-gun companies, thl,; 143rd
and the 144th. Upon arrival in Linda Vista this change
was carried out, part of the New Mexicans being used
also in forming the 115th Headquarters and Military Police.
Three weeks before, Battery A, now designated as
the 146th Field Artillery, had been transferred from Albuquerque to Charlotte, North Carolina. After some three
28
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months of additional training there, another transfer took
this unit to Camp Mills, Long Island, and shortly afterwards
to Camp Merritt, New Jersey. The rumors that Battery
A had embarked were not definitely confirmed until early
January, 1918, when letters reached some of the New Mexico homes reporting the arrival of the battery in France.
This unit of about 190 men under Captain Charles M. De
Bremond was the first contingent which was distinctively
New Mexican to get across. The 89th and 40th divisions,
which included so many National Army and National Guard
men of this state, did not follow until the months of June
and September respectively.
While the recruiting for the national guard was still
in full swing, the machinery for assembling the U. S. Na..
tional Army through the selective draft was being worked
out. June 5, 1917, will always be remembered as one of
the most significant days in the history of our great democracy. In New Mexico as elsewhere it was a day observed
by patriotic assemblies, impassioned addresses by leading
citizens, and enthusiastic parades in every city, town and
plaza. Out of a population of 354,000 there was during
the war a total registration for the state of 79,911 men of
draft age,-this figure including the registrants of June
5, and August 24, 1918. Of this total 8,505 men were inducted and finally accepted for military service during the
fourteen months from September, 1917, to October, 1918.
This figure includes a number of men who were subsequently discharged for various reasons but does not include
498 men who were inducted by their local boards but who
by reason of physical defects were not accepted when they
reached the camps to which they had been entrained.
No very large alien population appeared in connection
with the draft except in the counties of Colfax, McKinley,
t\nd Grant, where there are quite a number of this type of
residents in the employ of mines and railways. In Grant
County some 1,300 registrants could not be reached with
questionnaires, most or all of whom were evidently natives
of Mexico. It may be said in this connection that relatively
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:few New Mexicans failed to register and had to be
classed as delinquents, and very few brought dishonor
to their state. Only four men to date have been officially
reported as deserters, while early in the war there were
two cases of court-martial for other causes.
During 1914-1918, the five war-years, 475 aliens were
naturalized as against 337 during the preceding eight years
while the flow of immigration was still running. Perhaps
some of these 475 thereby sought to repudiate the claims
of their natal lands, but it is equally true that all of them
gave up the right as aliens to exemption from military
service and accepted the full responsibilities of citizenship
in the land of their adoption. The two nationalities most
largely represented in these naturalizations were German
and English,-a fact which is open to varied interpretations
and may call for fuller consideration than is here possible.
Perhaps this is the best opportunity for a word with
regard to the patriotism of our citizens of Spanish-American descent, for it is a strange perversion of mind which
sometimes leads people in other parts of the United States
to consider half the population of New Mexico as alien
and even to confuse our state with Mexico. It is probably
true that in no other state of the union may one attend civic
gatherings of all sorts, court sessions, and even the inaugural of a governor where two languages are used as a
matter of course, but so also is it true that if any comparison be made it must be recognized'that those who are native
to the soil from Spanish times are more legitimately New
Mexicans than are later arrivals of other nationalities and
their descendants.
Citizens of Spanish-American descent must not be confused with unnaturalized residents from Mexico. Some
thousands of alien Mexicans have enjoyed temporary domicile in New Mexico during recent years and many of them
have gladly become sons of this country by adoption, but
those who have remained alien in heart and conduct have
found the native Mexican of this state even less compatible
than the Anglo-American.
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Definite figures with regard to exemption claims are
not here given,-nor are they necessary for estimating the
loyalty of our citizenry. Anyone who shared or even observed in a very superficial way the correspondence which
passed between the boys in service and the folks around
the home fires has no need for figures; he knows of his
own experience the high order of loyalty which glowed upon the altars of our state. It was voiced by that mother
who asked that the national anthem be one of the hymns
used when the body of her last-born lay under the stars
and stripes before her; it is the incense which rose from
the letters of all those who were called upon to mourn,
whether those letters were written in Spanish or in English.
Truly the poet was Fight. when he interpreted life in the
words"Love's strength standeth in love's sacrifice,
And he who suffers most hath most to give."
The patriotism of the forefathers of all true New
Mexicans has been distilled anew in their sons. "Mac's,"
"O's," "De" and "Di's," "Von's," plain "sons" by' the score;
"Jones" and "Garcia," "Smith" and "Chavez," "Martinez"
and "Miller," "Baca" and "Baker,"- names and their
prefixes may indicate origins or they may appear in seemingly endless repetition. The real meaning of a name, however, is what its bearer makes it stand for, and countless
New Mexico names today are wreathed by patriotic service nobly done.
In addition to the men who entered military service
through the national guard and national army, there was
another considerable aggregate of men who answered the
call by volunteering in the regular army, in the navy, and
along lines of special service. All postmasters in the state
were authorized to accept enlistments and to forward recruits to the nearest recruiting station, as at Albuquerque,
Gallup, Raton, Clovis, Tucumcari, Roswell, Alamogordo,
Deming, Silver City. From such sub-stations men were
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given transportation to the army or navy station in EI Paso,
or in some cases to one of these stations in Denver; if accepted, a recruit was there given his rating and entrained
for one of the camps for assignment. Of course, those
within draft age had first to secure releases from their
local boards.
The requirements for, and restrictions on, voluntary
enlistment were repeatedly modified, no recruits at all being
received for some weeks during the summer of 1918. In
spite of transient difficulties along this line, however, some
1,250 New Mexicans entered the U. S. Navy an<f'approximately 4,000 volunteers entered various branches of the
army, in addition to the men who enlisted through the selective service and the national guard.
The total of New Mexicans in all branches of military
service, as shown by the records kept by the State Historical
Service, was 17,251. Figuring on the population of state
and nation as 354,000 and 110,000,000 respectively, the
U. S. Army and Navy should proportionately have had a
total strength of 4,661,000 enlisted up to November 11, 1918,
which is a total considerably larger than the whole number reported by the federal authorities. In other words,
New Mexico stood well above the average among the states
.in the number of men she contributed to the cause.
A few of those who served during the war were already in army or navy before 1914; others ans'Yered the
call from Europe before our nation declared war, getting
across and into Canadian, Scotch, English, or French service in various ways. Still others followed immediately
after war was declared, as Joe Quesenberry of Las Cruces,
captain of the U. S. soldiers who took the first German
prisoners and who later gave his life while serving as
major in the "Great Spring Drive." Quesenberry got across
by securing a transfer from the 37th to the 18th Infantry.
Carl Meyer of La Luz was another, the only one of his Coast
Artillery unit to answer a call for six volunteers to complete the 3rd Trench Mortar Battalion. Rev. R. C. Jacksonof
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Farmington became a major in kilties and veteran of many
a bloody field in Belgium, and was typical of many New
Mexicans who succeeded in getting across early in the game.
Few even in New Mexico know that nearly a hundred
Indians from this state joined the ranks-Jicarilla and
Mescalero Apaches, Navajoes, Pueblos from Taos, San
Juan, Santa Clara, N ambe, San Felipe, Isleta, Jemez, Laguna, Acoma. and Zuni. Perhaps those w.ho scoffed in 1917
when it was suggested to raise troops among these citizens
realized later that hundreds of them might have responded
if they had been invited to enlist.
It is safe to say that every profession and business
had representatives in military service,-doctors, editors,
ministers, dentists, lawyers, bankers, teachers, herders from
the plains, ranchers from mountain and valley, clerks,
miners, cowboys, merchants, mechanics,-no civic occupation can be named which did not contribute of its strength.
The whole football team at the State University went into
service. Every institution of higher eduucation has proudly shown a service flag; and may it be said here, even the
state penitentiary had graduates in service.
More than one editor shoved aside the typewriter to
sieze an automatic or an Enfield. It is interesting to note
that of nearly 500 cowboys in service a relatively large number from this arid state elected to ride the waves; and at
least one playwright rode the clouds for Uncle Sam. To
the cowboys also we owe the picturesque phrase so frequently used by recruits that they were "just r'arin' to go."
In June, 1918, at the time of the second registration,
Capt. R. C. Reid stated that the proportion of volunteers
to drafted men for the United States was 66 % and for
New Mexico was 84%. Not until after the June calls of
1918 did the total of selective service men forge ahead of
the total of volunteers.
Distinctions between the regular army, the national
army, and the national guard-and indeed the U. S. Navy
-promptly became uncertain. Naval marines fought at
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Chateau Thierry and in Belgium; regular army men served on ships; selective service men were used to fill up
National Guard units, and men were detached from the
National Guard for replacement use overseas. Engineers
and motor men, medical corps and quartermaster's department were essential to all branches, of course, and distinctions soon had no value except for convenience at headquarters.
New Mexicans were mixed like leaven apparently
throughout the whole army, as is revealed by even a cursory
glance at the units which included men from this state.
Such a tabulation of aero squadrons, for example, includes,
those numbered 11, 13, 27, 28, 30, 31, 36, 84, 89, 90, 103,
109, 113, 160, 165, 173, 181, 186, 190, 193, 195, 196, 210,
218, 228, 229, 236, 257, 270, 281, 313, 317, 328, 336-8,
350,353,356,357,360,369,372,474,475,477,485,496,607,
615, 626, 635, 636, 642, 644, 656, 808, 810-12, 823, 836,
869, 1103, and 1105.
As one other illustration take the engineers. Besides
151 men from this state in the two forestry regiments, the
10th and the 20th, and 226 railroad men of New Mexico
in 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22,23,24,31,32,39,47,48, 53,
62, 63, 69, and 503 (all of which were railway regiments),
the state was also represented in the following regiments
of engineers: 2-8, 9 (mounted), 11, 16, 25-29, 30 ("Gas
and Flame"), 33-37, 41-44, 58, 65, 66, 70, 81, 98, 102-107,
109-111, 113-118, 127, 128, 132, 136, 143, 144, 147, 149,
209-11, 213, 214, 219, 220, 302, 309, 313-315, 318, 319, 428,
468, 502, 507, and 529. These lists might be considerably
lengthened if all individual records in the archives were
full in detail.
It is known, however, that the divisions in which New
Mexicans served included the 1-13, 15, 16, 18, 23, 25-33,
34 ("Sandstorm"), 35-37, 40 ("Sunshine"), 41, 42 ("Rainbow"), 77-80, 82, 83, 85-92, 97, and 101; and it may readily
be appreciated, when the war-record of these divisions is
reviewed, that New Mexico shared in very diversified lines
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-of service. It is worth noting that New Mexicans served
in ten of the thirteen divisions which made up our "Army
of Occupation" in Germany.
Of the total of about 450 physicians in the state, 115
applied for and received commissions in the medical corps,
and many of the others gave valuable service as examiners
and on medical advisory boards. The efficiency of this
latter service is evidenced by the fact that of 7,858 men
inducted from February 10th to September 9th, 1918, only
307 were rejected for physical defects at the various camps.
This percentage of rejections, 3.9%, was the lowest of all
states in the union save one.
In this connection record may well be made of the
fact that the Red Cross at Camp Cody steadfastly refused
to take into its service any man who could get into the
army, and also of the fact that no one of the Red Cross
personnel at that camp served on a salaried basis. New
Mexico was well represented in other lines of service, also,
not actually enlisted and yet "with the colors," a total of
at least 40 men and 25 women having been reported as
serving in the Y. M. C. A., the K. of C., the Y. W. C. A.,
and the Red Cross.
In joining the colors the men of New Mexico were
dispersed in many camps. Camp Kitchener at Albuquerque was not maintained after the national guardsmen were
transferred to Camp Kearny, in spite of the various inducements held out to the federal authorities, although
part of it was again utilized in the fall of 1918 for the
students in training at the State University. Radio men
and mechanics were trained at the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, and barracks were built there also for
the student training work. Other recruits of the S. A. T.
C. were in training at the Military Institute also, but the
only cantonment on a large scale within the state was
Camp Cody at Deming.
All the men of the first draft, and the men drafted
in March and April, 1918, went to Camp Funston, at Fort
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Riley, Kansas. Most of them were trained there, though
quite a number were transferred almost immediately to
fill the ranks of units at Camp Kearny.
During the month of May, 1918, three state quotas
were entrained: 274 men to Fort MacDowell in California,
985 to Camp Cody, and 443 to Fort Sam Houston in Texas.
In June, 176 stockmen were sent to Camp Lee in Virginia
for training; 400 men were sent to Camp Mabry at Austin,
Texas, for mechanical training; 489 additional men were
placed at Camp Cody, and a small number went to Vancouver Barracks, Washington.
There was only one large call during July, that for
740 men to entrain for Camp Travis, Texas.
In August, about 40 colored recruits were sent to Camp
Funston. During the same month there were calls for 200
more men to Camp Cody, for 1,000 to Camp Pike at Little
Rock, Arkansas, and for 154 radio men and mechanics to
the State College at Mesilla Park.
September saw the departure of 8 more colored men
for training at Camp Travis, 101 men to Camp Bowie at
Fort Worth, Texas, 400 men to Camp McArthur at Waco,
Texas, and 54 men for limited service to Camp Cody. Only
one small contingent got away in October, 44 men going to
Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, for limited service. Subsequent calls were cancelled owing to the epidemic of Spanish
influenza.
Navy recruits, from both the Denver and EI Paso
stations, were forwarded chiefly to San Francisco and San
Diego, though later a few went to Charleston, S. C., and to
Long Island. Most of the army recruits went from Denver to Fort Logan, and from EI Paso to Fort Bliss, beyond
which points the state records did not follow them. Men
were reported, however, at the following additional camps
among others: Camp Humphries, Washington; Camp
Gordon, Atlanta, Ga.; Camp John Wise, near San Antonio;
Camp Upton, New York; Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.; Camp
Zachary Taylor, Louisville, Ky.; American Lake, Wash.;
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Camp Grant, Rockford, Ill.; Camp Perry, and Camp Sherman, Ohio; and Camp Morrison, Va. Here again we see
how widely scattered geographically our men were after
joining the colors.
Thanks to the high standing and past efficiency of
the New Mexico Military Institute, and also to the military
training which many of our men had received at the State
College and the University, a proportionately large number of New Mexicans entered service as commissioned officers or speedily won commissions. The Institute reported
80 former students holding such rank in army and navy;
the roll of Chaves County showed 61; the honor-roll of the
State College gave 50. Of all commissioned officers from
the state at least 32 served in higher posts as field officers.
As to New Mexicans who won places as "non-corn's" the
total was proportionately large.
Officers of the national guard did not receive federal
commissions until they had first passed rigid examinations,
and all others also who applied for commissions had to
prove their worthiness. Two men won lieutenancies at
Fort Riley as early as August, 1917, and 28 other commissions were awarded the same month to New Mexicans who
successfully completed the first reserve officers' training
course at the Presidio in San Francisco. As other training camps of this type followed, at Leon Springs, Texas,
at Camp Kearny and elsewhere, additional lists of graduates
and awards were announced from time to time. But here
again any complete statement of results is as yet impossible. Details as to promotions during service, of citations
and decorations received by officers and by men in the
ranks, 'are to be found in the individual records in the
State archives.
As one looks back to the spring and summer of 1917
he realizes that the people of New Mexico, as was the case
for all the states, travelled far in the two short years of the
war. In a war address at Albuquerque late in July, 1917,
Col. E. C. Abbott charged that a great many men were
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planning to plead exemption on the ground that their services were needed in agricultural lines. It is true that
the proportion of exemption claims were relatively very
numerous that summer, but this situation gnadually
changed as the people over the state came to understand
better the merits of the case and began to realize the powerful motives impelling us to respond to the call to arms.
War propaganda through the press and pulpit and public
forum wrought a speedy unifying of the people against
the menace of the Hun as they came to appreciate how
that menace darkened the horizon of our country and therefore of our own state.
Of course cities and towns on the railroad were more
accessible to telegraphics from overseas and from other
parts of the country, and the people of these places were
naturally more immediately responsive. The Carbon City
News of May 5, 1917, for example, reports a rousing "Spanish-American Patriotic Meeting." In the next column are
two paragraphs, "Gallup Girls to Try for Navy Stenographers" and "War Closer Home to Gallup People;" and
still another frontpage lead reads, "Recruits Flocking to
Colors." On the other hand it was well towards the end of
1917 before some of the small country newspapers indicated
any real awakening of the people to the national and world
crisis. But that awakening, when it did finally reach home
to the remote parts of our state, is well illustrated by the
cowboy who came loping over the plain to a little waystation on the Rock Island, just in time to turn his' favorite
&addle-horse loose with a parting slap and to swing onto
the train-off for the recruiting station in EI Paso.
"Draft Day" was treated as a holiday, even in places
so small that there was nowhere for a parade to march
save twice or thrice ~round a little plaza; and when the
time came for quotas of selective service men to entrain,
there were glorious send-oiis. In some places it was the
men who went who gave the parting banquet or dance,
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declaring that it was their wish thus to show how they
appreciated the honor of being the ones chosen to go.
When the national guardsmen left Albuquerque for
Linda Vista on the morning of October 16th, they were
presented with 9,000 oranges and apples and great crowds
gathered to bid them "Godspeed." Similar in kind were
the reports of departures which came in from all parts of
the state, but one illustration must suffice, taken from the
record of one of those who did not return:
La noche antes del dia de su partida una concurrida
reunion de parientes y amigos Ie dieron la despedida, y
se profirieron algunos breves discursos que emanaban de
corazones simpaticas que aunque sentian la separacion de
un joverr cuya vida era un modelo, 10 animaban a ir a cumplir un deber que la nacion Americana y el mundo entero
demandaba.
Lo mas impresivo y patetico tomo lugar cuando los
que Ie acompafiaron hasta el acostumbrado lugar donde
solemos salir con nuestros j6venes Ie dimos el ultimo adios,
al ver a dos hombres como de seis pies de altos abrazarse
el uno al otro para despedirse para siempre,-nuestro
joven Tafoya y su digno y apreciado padrastro quienes
no pudieron contener sus lagrimas sino que las dejaban
desgranarse y surcar sus mejillas sellando en aquel distinguido sitio un amor puro y no fingido que cultivaron en
el hogar, como tambien cubriendo la mas leve ofensa
cometida por el uno en contra del otro. Alli principio el
inmenso sacrificio de la familia el cual culmino cuando
nuestro fiel patriota fue ofrecido en el altar de la Libertad
e Independencia, muriendo por la pureza de los hogares
Americanos y por la integridad de los Estados Unidos de
America. Se canto, antes de la separaci6n, aquel himno
nacional:
God bless our splendid men,
Send them safe home again,
God bless our men.
Make them victorious,
Faithful and chivalrous,
They are so dear to us,
God bless our men.
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The spirit which animated the men of New Mexico
who. answered the call to the colors and the spirit which
ianimated the people from whose midst they went forth
was fittingly voiced in a hymn which sprang from the
heart of one of our own poets and which was dedicated by
him "To the Soldiers of New Mexico:"
Os vimos a la lid marchal',
Soldados de Neo-Mejico,
Al grito de la Libertad,
Soldados de Neo- Mejico;
Yj cuan gloriso no os sera
Pelear allende el Bravo Mar
Por Dios y POl' la Libertad,
Soldados de Neo-Mejico!
LANSING B. BLOOM
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UNCLE SAil'S CAMEL CORPS
FRED

S. PERRINE

It is hard for this generation to realize, in the present
day of aeroplanes and automobiles, the transportation problems faced by Uncle Sam in the great Southwest, threequarters of a century ago. Guarding the then frontier
against the raids of the Apaches, Comanches and other
savage tribes, and locating and building roads thru that
vast country to the Pacific coast, was indeed a problem.
One of the greatest troubles experienced was the transportation of troops and supplies across the arid plains of
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California, and the various mountain chains of the three latter states, or rather,
territories.
Prominent among the leaders of a new scheme of
transportation were Major Henry C. Wayne, U. S. A., and
Edward F. Beale, formerly an officer in the Navy, but
at that particular time, Superintendent of Indian Affairs
in California.
For years Major Wayne had been an exponent of a
system of army transportation in which camels or dromedaries were to be used as a means of conveying troops
and supplies across the desert plains of the Southwest,
from the Mississippi River to California. He was ably
seconded by Superintendent Beale, who af? a member of
Commodore Stockton's command, had mane several trips
across the continent, to and from Washington, D. C., with
dispatches for the government, and who undoubtedly realized, more than anyone else the necessity of a better means
of transportJation for the troops and their supplies, than
the horse and mule trains then being used.
Enlisting the support of Hon. Jefferson Davis, who
was then Secretary of War, and who was heartily in accord with the experiment, Congress was appealed to for
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an appropriation to purchase camels and dromedaries,
and to provide funds for carrying out the experiment.
For several years Secretary Davis made recommendations
to Congress, and at last an appropriation of $30.000.00
was made, which was approved on March 3, 1855.
No time was now lost, and on May 10, 1855, Major
Wayne was ordered to proceed to the Levant; Lieutenant
David D. Porter, then in command of the U. S. Storeship
"Supply," which was at that time in New York harbor
taking in supplies for the Mediterranean squadron, received instructions to meet Major Wayne at Spezzia, after
discharging cargo, and to co-operate and act jointly with
him in the purchase of such camels and dromedaries as
they were able to obtain.
Major Wayne's instructions were very explicit. He
was to obtain all the information that was possible in England, and espeeially from the French War Ministry, who
had been using camels in Africa for some time. He visited
the Zoological Gardens in London where several camels
were in captivity, then proceeded to Paris, where he secured all the information that was available. In the meantime Lieutenant Porter had arrived at Spezzia, and learning that Major Wayne would not arrive for at least a week,
decided to go to Pisa, where there was a herd of about 250
camels, the property of the grand duke. Gleaning all the
data that he could regarding the habits etc., of the camel,
he returned to Spezzia, where he was met by Major Wayne.
Upon comparing notes they decided that there were a great
many things regarding camels that they did not know,
and in order to secure this knowledge first hand they sailed
for Tunis, July 30, 1855, where they purposed to buy one
camel, so that they could study its habits and its management on shipboard. Arriving at Tunis they made their
purchase of a sample camel, and were very agreeably surprised when they were advised by the Bey of Tunis, that
he would be very much pleased to present to them as a
gift to the President and the people of the United States,
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a fine camel. On the 9th of August they received two
camels as gifts, instead of one, both stallions, one full
grown and the other young.
With the three camels on board the ship set sail for
Malta, Smyrna, and finally arrived at Constantinople.
Reporting from this place Major Wayne states that on
the voyage the camels had given them less trouble than
horses would have done, but that one of them showed
symptoms of the itch, a very common affliction among
camels.
After making a trip to the Crimea, where they received
considerable information from British officers, they returned to Constantinople, where it was decided to sell the
camel which had developed the itch, and also the one
which they had purchased in Tunis. Accordingly they were
landed and sold to a butcher "for purposes best known to
himself" for 1096 piastres equal to about $44.00.
While at Constantinople our officers were informed
that the Sultan wished to present to them, four fjne camels.
There was such a delay, however, in getting them from
the interior, that the ship was compelled to sail for Alexandria, Egypt, without them. In Egypt, it was expected
that they would be able to purchase ten dromedaries and
four camels of burden. Major Wayne bought five dromedaries at Cairo, trusting to luck to get a permit to ship
them, there being an embargo on their exportation from
the country. He applied for permission to export 20 camels
and after much correspondence permission was granted to
ship two. After a great deal of wire pulling he received a
permit to ship two males and two females, and it was not
until Consul General Edwin DeLeon took a hand in the
matter that permission was granted for the exportation
of ten camels. In his report Major Wayne states "Yesterday, at Mr. DeLeon's request, I gave him two Minie rifles,
as he said he had promised them to the viceroy on the 30th
ultimo. To make the gift complete I added a bullet-mould
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and a swedge." This is undoubtedly, the answer to the
question, "How did he get the permit?"
After the question of the permit was settled, the
viceroy of Egypt decided that he would like to ~resent to
the United States six of the very finest dromedaries in
Egypt. Let us see what Lieutenant Porter has to say
about this very valuable present, in his report to the Secretary of War:It was very gratifying to me to hear that we were to
receive six dromedaries from his highness the viceroy's
own stock. Of course I expected nothing but the very best
blood of Oman or Nubia, knowing that the eastern potentates take a pride in making presents of the choicest kind.
I felt that you would be very much disapP9inted in our
bringing home so few dromedaries, and I was very glad
to get the six that were promised. The selection of the
animals was placed in the hands of the governor of Alexandria; he passed the matter on to the next in office, and
he in turn passed it on still to a "cavass" or under officer,
who went to work to make a handsome profit out of the
business. After more than a week's delay, and many inquiries on my part as to when we might expect them, I
was at last informed that the dromedaries were ready, to
be delivered to anyone I might send for them. I sent an
officer to receive them, who returned in a few minutes
and informed me that the animals were wretched in appearance, and so rotten with disease, that he would not
take the responsibility of accepting them without further
orders. To avoid all mistakes, I went and inspected them
myself, and found them infinitely worse than they had
been represented; they wer~ not dromedaries at all, but
the common street camel of Alexandria, the most ill used
and wretched looking beast in the world. What made the
matter worse, two of them had been purchased by Major
Wayne, in Cairo, and rejected, on their arrival in Alexandria, because they turned out to be diseased, and they
were about the best of the lot presented.
The whole affair, at first, looked like a studied insult,
for the purpose of turning the expedition into ridicule.
I promptly refused to receive the present, and the accom-
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panying correspondence took place, which will explain
the whole affair to you.
I felt that there was some improper course pursued
by the subordinates of the pasha, and I thought it my
duty to expose it. Mr. DeLeon approved of my course,
and warmly seconded my remonstrances. These letters
will tend to show how many impediments are thrown
in the way of strangers in the prosecution of any purpose
in Egypt. The well intended liberality of his highness the
viceroy is often turned aside by his subordinates, who
thereby reap some small advantage themselves, at the risk
even of meeting with severe punishment. This piece of
trickery caused another delay of a week; but when it was
brought to the notice of his highness the viceroy, he put
the matter in proper hands, and in seven days a fair lot of
dromedaries were brought down from the interior, and
six were selected out of fifteen, two males and four females.
The "Supply" sailed from Alexandria for Smyrna,
with nine dromedaries, six of which had been presented
by the viceroy of Egypt, and the Tunis camel. At Alexandria three Arabs were hired to accompany the expedition to America, and serve for one year. The care of the
camels was under the direction of Albert Ray, wagon and
forage master, who had served in the Mexican war, and
who had enlisted with Lieutenant Porter for this particular purpose. Mr. G. H. Heap, who had been sent ahead
from Alexandria to Smyrna to purchase the balance of
the cargo, had succeeded in his duty, and on the arrival
of the "Supply" at Smyrna, the camels and dromedaries
purchased by him were embarked.
The roll call of this first cargo of camels was as follow:1 Tunis camel of burden
male.
1 Senaar dromedary
male.
1 Muscat dromedary
female.
2 Siout dromedaries
males.
4 Siout dromedaries
females.
1 Mt Sinai dromedary
male.
2 Bactrian camels
males.
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1 Booghdee or Tuilu, male, produce of the Bactrain male and the Arabian female.
4 Arabian camels of burden
males.
females.
15 Arabian camels of burden
1 Arabian camel, 24 days old
male.
33
These camels were to be landed at Indianola, Texas,
where the expedition expected to arrive about April 15,
1856.
On the 13th of April, 1856, the "Supply" put into
Kingston, Jamaica, where they remained about two weeks.
The arrival of the "Supply," at Kingston created quite a
furor, as few of the inhabitants had ever seen a camel,
and on one day more than 4000 people visited the menagerie" abroad the "Supply." The voyage so far had been
very stormy, and a severe gale and head winds had prevented their stopping at the Canary Islands, as was the
original intention.
On April 29, 1856, they made Pass Cavallo, and on
the 1st of May were met by the steamer "Fashion," Captain
Baker, with two schooners in tow. After making the attempt to transfer one of the camels, they gave it up as a
bad job, as there were too many chances of injuring the
camels on account of the roughness of the sea. It was
de.cided therefore to make for Balize at the mouth of the
Mississippi, and so on the 10th of May the camels were
transferred to the "Fashion" in the south west passage
of the Mississippi River. On May 14, 1856, the cargo was
safely landed at "Powder Horn," Indianola, Texas, thirtyfour camels being brought ashore, being one more than
they had started with.
On the voyage six calves were born, of which four
died, and one of the original thirty-three died. This left
thirty-two of the original stock, and two calves, all of which
were landed safely.
The cost of the expedition up to date had been about
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$8000.00 leaving $12,000.00 placed to the credit of Major
Wayne, still to be expended. Owing to the very favorable
reports which had been made by both officers, together with
the fact that more animals were needed to complete the
experiment, and also because the appropriation had been
only partly expended, Lieutenant Porter received orders
dated June 26, 1856, to return to the East for another
cargo. He was accompanied by Mr. G. H. Heap, who had
proven so valuable on the first expedition.
We will leave the second expedition here and take up
the story of the first cargo which ha~ been landed at Indianola. On June 4, Major Wayne left with the camels
and after thirteen days travel arrived at San Antonio.
They had been loaded lightly for the trip and all arrived
safely, and without having caused any trouble. On this
trip a female camel was born, which unfortunately, survived only one day.
A camping place had already been arranged at the
head waters of the San Pedro, about two miles from town.
This site was owned by the corporation of San Antonio,
and was occupied "free of any charge." A few days later
Major Wayne reported that the proximity to town was
not beneficial to either the men or animals, and the camp
was moved out to the Medina to the ranch of Major Howard
of San Antonio, with whom temporary arrangements had
been made. After several weeks of investigation a permanent camp was made at Green Valley, and named Camp
Verde, where buildings were erected to shelter the animals.
During this interval, two of the animals had died, both
females, one evidently from "a heavy blow or blows inflicted
on the neck of the animal" and the other from causes unknown.
And now we come to a very interesting item, not only
an historical item, but one which shows that every effort
was made to put the camel in as favorable light as possible,
with the "powers that were." Major Wayne wrote to
Secretary Davis that he was enclosing "herewith a pair of
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socks knit for the President by Mrs. Mary A. Shirkey, of
Victoria, Texas, (lately of Virginia) from the pile of one
of our camels." There is no record to show whether President Pierce received these socks, or if Secretary Davis
confiscated them for his own use.
During the year 1856, .several expeditions were made
with the first lot of camels, and the reports made by the
several officers in charge, showed that they were satisfactory in every respect, and were superior to the horse
and mule trains, with which they were tried out.
Lieutenant Porter, reporting from Smyrna, Nov. 14,
1856, states:We shall sail tomorrow for the United States. . . .
Mr. Heap has purchased a beautiful lot of animals, all
young. . . Six of the camels have been presented by the
Sultan, through our Minister at Constantinople... We shall
sail with forty-four camels in all. . . I think our present
home voyage will be about the same as last, and if the
steamer will be ready on the 20th of January, I hope by
that time to get to the mouth of the Mississippi.
Owing to storms, head winds and bad weather, Porter
did not arrive at his destination until January 30, and on
February 10, 1857, forty-one camels were landed at Indianola in good condition, three having died on the voyage.
In all seventy-five camels and dromedaries, reached
the United States in safety, enough to make the experiment.
They were tried out in different ways, and on different expeditions in the Southwest, and every officer who was connected with these expeditions reported very favorably on
their use.
The following news item dated Los Angeles, Cal., Nov.
23, 1857, and ·appearing in the Portland, Ore., Oregonian,
Dec. 26, 1857, gives an idea of the general opinion of the
different officers, who had come in contact with the Camel
Corps:'The camels are coming;' and the camels have come.
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On the 9th inst., just as the express wagon wheeled out
of one end of town with the Los Angeles budgets for San
Francisco, two tall forerunners of the "Dromedary Line,"
ridden by Lieut. Beale and companion, came trotting in
with a speedy and somewhat altitudinous motion, at the
other end with their Atlantic budgets. Their approach
made quite a stir among the native population, most of
whom had never seen the like, and by the time the docile
creatures were kneeling at the door of the hotel for their
masters to dismount, the caravan was perfectly surrounded
and obscured. After a days stoppage they took up their
burdens and set out with their "long measure" trot for
Fort Tejon, where I believe the remainder of the train,
twenty-five in number will bring up. This mode of traversing the great plains and mountains will succeed. One of
the company informed me that these animals would climb
a mountain with a load on its back, where a mule could
not get up without a load; even getting down on their
knees to make the ascent of the steepest places. They
thrive on grease-wood, eat the cactus without burning off
the prickles, and live well where our domestic animals
would die.
While a great majority of the Army officers, who had
come in contact with the camels were very much in favor
of their being retained in the service, the "mule-skinners"
of the Army did not share their opinion, and abused the
animals in many ways.
At the beginning of the Civil War, the camel stations
in Texas passed into the hands of the Confederates, from
whom they received scant attention. The writer has found
only one record showing that they were made use of by
them. A paragraph taken from the Portland, Ore., Oregonian of Nov. 20, 1865, reads as follows:A correspondent asked the other day, what had become of the camels the U. S. had in Texas before the war.
We have come upon traces of one of these animals which
seems to have joined the rebels. The Memphis Argus
says:- The first effort to introduce the camel into this
country was in process of successful experiment when the
war came and put a stop to -it.. One of the camels originally
imported for the purpose fell into the hands of one of
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Sterling Price's Captains of infantry, commanding a company from Noxubee County, (Miss.), who used it all
through the war to carry his own and the whole company's
baggage. Many a time on the march he might have been
seen swinging easily along under a little mountain of carpet sacks, cooking utensils, blankets etc., amounting in all
to at least 1200 lbs.-N ewYork Post.
Many were allowed to escape from the different camps,
and they wandered over the plains and desert places of
the Southwest. There are numerous recorded instances
where soldiers or hunters have seen or pursued them;
these instances occurring with decreasing frequency as
late as 1893. In 1901 wild camels were seen in the deserts
of Arizona, and Sonora, Mexico.
One band of three wandered up into Arkansas, during
the Civil War, where they were captured by Union forces,
and sent to a point on the Des Moines River in Iowa, where
they were later ordered to be sold at public auction.
On Sept. 9, 1863, the last of the herd in California,
thrity-five in number, were ordered sold at public auction,
and were purchased by Samuel McLaughlin, in whose care
they had been for some time. It is probable that most of
the animals found their way into menageries and zoological
gardens.
At the close of the Civil War, the camels remaining at
Camp Verde, Texas, numbered forty-four, and in March
1866, were ordered sold at auction. The bids were opened
at New Orleans, and were respectively $5.00, $10.00, and
$31.00 each. They were soid to Col. Bethel Coopwood at
$31.00 each, and delivered to him at San Antonio, Texas,
and he kept them in that vicinity until the end of the year,
when they were driven into Mexico.
In January, 1867, twelve of them were sold to a circus,
and the remainder appear to have been, during the next fifteen years, disposed of in the same manner.
As late as 1903, the San Antonio Express speaks of
having observed in one of the midway shows which had
exhibited in that city, a camel which carried the U. S. brand.
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Of the seventy-five camels imported by the War Department nothing but the skeleton of one of them remains
in the possession of the government. This animal was
killed by one of its mates at Fort Tejon, California, and
its skeleton reposes in the National Museum at Washington,
D. C.
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(Contiued)
Chapter VII
The Destruction of Acoma

Exploration Renewed; the Buffalo Plains. The results
of Ofiate's preliminary exploration of New Mexico had netted small returns in comparison with the expectations of his
gold-thirsty soldiers. But only a small region had been
seen and preparations were soon renewed for more extended investigations. In the middle of September, 1598,""
he sent the sargento mayor Vicente de Zaldivar with a
company of about sixty men to visit the region of the "cattle herds." Many rumors had been heard of these ever
since the time when Cabeza de Vaca crossed the plains
of Texas on his way to Culiacan:05 When this force
reached Pecos Father San Miguel and the lay brother Juan
de Dios, whom they had been escorting, remained to take
up their duties among the natives:""
A few leagues beyond the Pecos the Spaniards met
four native vaqueros who were won over by presents of
food and other gifts. They supplied Zaldivar with a guide
to the buffalo plains, which they reached early in October.
They were on the Canadian river, near the eastern border
of New Mexico.·
07

404. September 15. Discovery of the bGffalo, in Bolton, Spanish E.,ploration.
The "Ytinerario" gives the date as September 16; see entry of that date.
405. These herds of cattle were of course the buffalo. Cabeza De Vaca has
given us the first description of the American bison. See Lowery. Spa"nisIL Settle..
mentB, 1513-1561, 200, or Bolton, Spanish Borderland., 34.
406. Juan de Dios knew the language of the Pecos. He had learned it from
Don Pedro Orez, a native. whom CS3tano had probably taken to Mexi~o. "Ytinerario."
July 25, 1598.
407. Discovery of the buffalo, in Bolton, SpaniBh E.,ploration, 225, and 226
note 1.
223.
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The Attempt to Corral the Buffalo. The Spaniards
were anxious to capture some of the sluggish looking cattle
and very soon set to work to build a corral for that purpose:08 When finished the wings of the enclosure were so
long that it was estimated it would hold 10,000 buffalo.
They felt certain of being able to capture the beasts, for
these ran in a very peculiar manner, as though fettered,
explained the chronicler. With the big corral completed
the Spaniards sallied forth to round up the animals. A
large herd was soon spied and here is what happened in
the words of the chronicler.

The cattle started very nicely towards the corral, but
soon they turned back in a stampede towards the men, and,
rushing through them in a mass, it was impossible to stop
them. . . . . For several days they tried a thousand ways of
shutting them in or of surrounding them, but in no manner
was it possible to do so. This was not due to fear, for they
are remarkably savage and ferocious, so much so that they
killed three of our horses and badly wounded forty.'''
Zaldivar and his companions still refused to acknowledge defeat. If the full grown buffalo could not be captured
they would be satisfied with taking the calves. The effort was made and some were captured, "but they became
so enraged that out of the many which were being brought,
some dragged by ropes and others upon the horses, not
one got a league toward the camp, for they all died within
about an hour." Balked in their attempt to capture the
buffalo alive they finally contented themselves with killing some and taking a quantity of meat and suet back to
the camp. They returned on November 8, 1598, a distance
of seventy leagues, after having been gone nearly two
months."o
408. It was made of poplar trees. The work was begun on October 9, 1598,
and took thr~e days.
409. Discovery of the buffalo, in Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 228; cf. Villagra
Historia, I, 93.
"Ytinerario," November 8, 15DS; Discovery of the buffalo in Bolton,
410.
Spanish Exploration, 228-230.
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Onate Visits the Salines. Meantime Onate remained
at San Juan long enough to supervise the preliminary work
of establishing the town. After the church was finished
and the missionaries had assumed their duty of Christianizing and civilizing the natives, he prep:ared to resume the
exploration of the country in person!" Accordingly he
left San Juan on October 6. The first place visited was
the region of the saline pueblos, or Gallinas, twenty-seven
leagues from San Juan, by the route followed via Santa
Cruz, San Marcos and Tuerto. 4Ul Here he remained three
days to visit the salines situated about five or six leagues
to the east. These were very large, about seven or eight
leagues in circumference, according to the governor's estimate, and of very good quality. From there he went to
the Abo and the three Xumana pueblos. All rendered
obedience to the king of Spain. 413
The Visit to Acoma and Zuiii. Onate now determined
to go to the sea. Thus he began retracing his steps, going
by way of AbO and Gallinas. He reached Puaray where
Father Claros was posted, on October 21, where he stopped
two days. Then he continued west on October 23,'" and
approached Acoma, which he reported to contain five hundred houses. It is a huge white rock, towering three hundred and fifty-seven feet toward the sky with the pueblo
on top. Onate realized it was almost impregnable, for the
path to the top consisted of small holes hewn in the very
rock.'" If the Spaniards were astonished at the sight of
the towering city the Acomas were no less impressed with
the spectacle of the armored horses, which were put through
a few special capers for their benefit. The governor was
respectfully received. The natives provided food and water
and rendered obedience to the king. But there was treach411. Onate to Monterey, March 2, 1599, in B~lton, Spanish Exploration. 215
412. Discovery of the salines and the sea, in ibid., 233.
413. Ibid., 234; "Ytinerario," October 6, 1598.
414. The "Ytinerario" states that Onate left Puaray on October 23, and from
another source, Discovery of the salines and the sea, in Bolton, Spanish Exploration
233-234, we learn the exact route followed.
415. Hodge, Handbook, t, 10.
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ery afoot. When Onate climbed to the top of the rock
with a part of his men he was soon invited to see something
remarkable guarded in an estufa. Unkown to him it contained twelve armed traitors. Peering into the dark chamber he declined with thanks, suggesting it was first necessary for qim to arrange some matters below.'"·
After a day's rest at the rock of Acoma the next objective of Onate and his men was Zuni. On the way a
severe snowstorm was encountered at Agua de la Pena. The
horses stampeded and some were not recovered. On November 1 the first inhabited Zuni pueblo was reached. They
had passed the ruins of three on the way. Again the Indians met them with a liberal supply of food. They did
the same at the next pueblo, Cibola, where each house added
a blanket to the other things given them.''' Onate found
here the descendants of some Mexican Indians left by
Coronado nearly sixty years before. All of these pueblos
rendered obedience to his majesty with equally meaningless motions.'l8
Onate's little force remained at Cibola from November
3 to 8, 1598. Meanwhile four of the men, led by Captain
Farfan, were sent to investigate the rumor of a saline said
to be about nine leagues to the west. Only three days were
consumed in this visit, when the soldiers returned with the
report that it was the best salt spring in the world.'''
Villagra:s Escapade near A.coma. In this same interval
three soldiers had been sent out to round up the horses
scattered during the snow storm at Agua de la Pena. Instead of finding the horses, they got a more valuable prize,
Captain Villagra. He was found about half dead, without horse or arms, and without having tasted food for
several days."o He was returning from New Spain and
416. Villagra. Historia, I, 99-100. This plot was not learned of till much later.
417. The pueblo of Hawikuh; Discovery of the salines and the sea, in Bolton,
Spanish Exploration, 235.
418. Ibid.
419. Ibid. See also Account of the discovery of the salines of Zuiii, Bolton,
Ms, and Villagra, Historia, I, 102.
420. Discovery of the salines and the sea, in Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 236.
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had stopped at Puaray where he heard that Onate had departed from there the day previously. So he immediately
set out in pursuit, expecting to overtake him shortly.
When he reached Acoma the actions of the Indians aroused
his suspicions. Chief ZUUacapan, a bitter opponent of the
Spaniards,asked him to dismount, but he feigned haste
with as cheerful a smile as he could muster, and quickly
withdrew to a safe distance. Evening was approaching
when this occurred and Villagra hastened forward. Having gone some distance he lay down to rest, but arose in
the middle of the night and continued the journey. It was
snowing and bitterly cold. He did not go very far, for
like a flash of lightning his progress was stopped. Horse
and man had unsuspectingly plunged into a deep pit, carefully concealed in the road. It was the work of Zutacapan
and his allies. The fall killed the horse. To save himself
Villagra set out on foot, without armor or weapons and
with his boots on backward to confuse pursuers. For
several days he groped about amid great suffering till he
was at length rescued by Onate's soldiers.'''
Onate Visits Moqui. When these scouting parties had
rejoined the camp on November 8, Onate set out to visit the
Moqui pueblos.'"" Everywhere he was received as a friend,
and all rendered the required obedience. Meantime the
Spaniards had heard rumors of rich mines in the vicinity.
To test these reports the governor delegated Farfan with
eight companions.'"' They left November 17. While they
were engaged in that exploration Onate led the rest of his
men back to Zuni and there awaited the return of Farfan's
421. Ibid. Villagra, Historia, I, 103-104. The "Ytinerario" states that it was
Captain Marquez who set out from !)uaray after Onate, and that it was he who
fell into the trap. This is clearly an error, for it calls him procurator-general. We
know that Villagra held this office.
"Nombramiento de Procurador General del
campo y Ejercito del Nuevo Mexico a favor del Captain Gaspar Perez de Villagra."
Ibid.• II, 14-15. The same document in manuscript form is found in A. G; I., 58-6-36.
422. There were five pueblos in Onate's time. Awatobi, Walpi, Shongopovi,
Mishongnovi, and Oraibi. Hodge, Handbook, I, 560-561.
423. Discovery of the salines and the sea, in Bolton, Spanish Exploration,
236-237. Villagra names all but two of the Spaniards in the party. Besides Farfan and Quesada he mentions Don Juan Escarramad, Antonio Conde, Marcos Garcia
Damiero, and IIernan Martin, lIistoria, I, 102.
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party. This occurred on December 11, but only Farfan and
Quesada came. They had left their seven companions in
Moqui because the horses were worn out.'"'
Farfan's Expedition into Arizona. Farfan's expedition
in search of mining prospects probably visited some point
in Yavapai county, Arizona. Travelling westward through
a desert and treeless area it came upon a northward flowing river, the Little Colorado, after having gone about nine
leagues. The stream was of moderate width and carried
considerable water. Its banks were lined with cottonwoods, but there was little pasture.
From there on identification of the route becomes more
difficult. A march of three leagues brought the party to
the slope of a mountain range; two leagues more to a grove
of small pines and a very deep pool; and then the explorers proceeded for two leagues along the snow covered
mountain range. Here they found several rancherias of
Jumana Indians. Now they travelled along this mountain
range for six leagues. The snow was knee deep. The
region abounded in large pine trees. At the end of this
trip they came to a snow-free valley, and after going another two leagues, approached the "Rancheria de los
Cruzados."·25 The Indians had powdered ores of different
colors. Continuing on their way three leagues they passed
through a land of pine groves, "with the finest of pastures,
many cattle, very good prickly pears, and many and large
maguey patches, where they saw Castilian partridges, a
great many deer, hares, and rabbits." Here was another
rancheria on the bank of a river of "fair width and much
water." They now proceeded four leagues to another and
larger river "which flowed almost from the north." Cross424. Discovery of tbe salines and the sea, in Bolton, Spanish Exploration,
237. Onate says they returned twenty-one days later, which would be December
8, but Farfan"s testimony was given on the day of his return. December 11. Dis...
covery of mines, in ibid., 239-249.
425.
Bancielier identified the "Cruzados" with the Yavapai.
Final Report,
I, 109. At the end of the nineteenth century tbey occupied the Rio Verde valley,
hut in earlier times went much farther west, over to the Colorado river. according to Hodge. Handbook, II, 994.
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ing this stream they came to a much larger river two leagues distant which also came from the north. This stream
they crossed and a league beyond reached the mines where
the Indians got their ore. Numerous claims were staked
out, and then the party returned and joined Oiiate at Zuni
as mentioned:'"
Juan de Zaldivar at Acoma. Before setting out on
this trip to Zuni and Moqui Oiiate had given orders that
the maestre de campo Juan de Zaldivar, should reinforce
him with thirty men in order to make the contemplated
journey to the South Sea. Since he failed to come by the
time of Farfan's return from Arizona, December 11, it
was decided to go back to San Juan to celebrate Christmas.
After the holiday season Oiiate might then visit the sea
with as large a force as was required. The return from
Zuni began December 12, the seven men at Moqui remaining there for the time being. The next day the governor
was met' by Captain Bernabe de las Casas with six companions at Agua de la Peiia, the scene of former events
in tl1is narrative. He had come to warn Oiiate and to report
that the maestre de campo and twelve companions had been
attacked and killed at Acoma on their way to join him.42'l
J'he ill-fated Juan de Zaldivar did not depart from the
camp at San Juan till November 18, 1598, ten days after
his brother Vicente had returned from the buffalo hunt. 42S
On the way he stopped at Acoma in order to procure a sup426. Discovery of mines, in Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 239-249. The "Ytiner·
ariD" gives Borne details not mentioned in the above document. Professor Bolton
in his Spanish Exploration in the Southwest (1916) locates the mines visited by
Farfan on the Big Sandy or the Spenser. They were, he thinks, in either the
Aquarius or Hualpai ranges. In his Spanish Borderlands (1921) he places them
"in the region of Prescott:' This is more nearly in accord with Bancroft's view.
though he located them farther north, in the vicinity of Bill Williams Mountain.
427. Discovery of the salines and the sea, in Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 237238; Onate to Monterey, March 2, 1599, in ibid., 215; "Ytinerario," December 4 and
7, 1598.
428" Proceso Que Be hizo contra lOB yndioB del pueblo de Acoma por aver muerto
alebo8ame~te d don Juan de Zaldivar Oiiate macse de campo genel'al y a dOB
capitanes 1/ ocho SOldadOB 1/ dOB mOZOB 1/ otros delitos, February 15, 1599. Cited
hereafter as Proceso contra los 1/ndios de Acoma. It is found in A. G.!., 1.1.3/22.
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ply of blankets and provisions for the journey to the sea.'"
Meanwhile a significant change had taken place at the
White Rock since last visited by the Spaniards. One party
led by the belligerent Zutacapan was determined not to
give the white men any more supplies. His son Zutancalpo
and the aged Chumpo were bent on keeping the peace Many
angry speeches were made on both sides, which did not
end till the two pacifists deserted the pueblo with their
followers, leaving Zutacapan to wreak his vengeance on
the Europeans:30
When Zaldivar arrived on December 1, there was nothing to indicate the treachery contemplated by the Acomas.
Food was needed by the visitors, and they promised the
I'atives hatchets and other tools in exchange for what they
desired. But no sign of compliance appeared, and thus
Captain Marquez was sent up to the pueblo with six soldiers.
He secured some food, but not enough to satisfy the needs
of the Spaniards. The Indians claimed that no corn was
ground and that if they returned in the morning more
would be available. Accordingly the Spaniards went into
camp about two leagues from the pueblo near an arroyo
where water and wood could be obtained. Returning on
December 4, Zaldivar visited the pueblo with eighteen men.
In their search for provisions they were led from place to
place by the Indians, but very little flour was collected.
By that time it was getting late and Captain Diego Nunez
de Chaves and six men were detailed to follow the Indians
elsewhere. The Spaniards were thus divided. Moreover
they were in a very narrow place near the cliffs, according
to the survivors. It was at that moment that the Acomas,
realizing the opportune moment for attack had come,
429. Carta de Don Luis de Velasco ci S. M., March 22. 1601; cf. Villagra.
Historia. I, 112, 116.
430. Ibid .• 113-116. Villagra gives "'any of the speeches of these Indian chiefs.
Perhaps they are the fruit of the poet's imagination, or he may have learned of
the arguments from the Indians after the battle, as Bancroft suggests.
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raised a great cry and fell furiously on the foe. The battle
was on.'"'
In the course of this struggle numerous feats of heroism were performed on both sides and Villagni fairly revels in recounting these bloody tales.'"' In the end the
Spaniards were defeated with heavy loss. Zaldivar fell
at the hand of Zutacapan after a terrific struggle, if we
may credit our poet. The situation of the others was soon
desperate. But rather than be hacked to bits by the Indians they leaped off the cliff onto the rocks below. Seven
did so and survived. We have their testimony taken under
oath a few weeks later at San Juan.'33
The caiJastrophe at Acoma was a severe blow to the
small Spanish force in New Mexico. Eleven soldiers and
two servants had been killed. Three of the dead were officers: Juan de Zaldivar maestre de campo, Diego Nunez
de Chaves and Felipe de Escalante, captains. The others
included the ensign Marcos Pereyra, Luis de Arauxo, Juan
Camacho, Martin Ramirez, Juan de Segura, Pedro Robledo,
Martin de Riveros, Sebastian Rodriguez, a mulatto and an
431. ProceBo contra lOB yndios dc Acoma, A. G. 1.. 1-1-3/22. Some accounts
state that the Spaniards tried to take supplies by force. Such is the testimony of
Herrera Orts and Juan de Ortega, in Copia de una informacion que hizo Don
Francisco dc Valvcrde, June 16, 1601, A. G. 1., 58-3-15. Herrera Orta testified
that Father Escalona secretly called him to his cell and there gave him this information.
Captain Velasco wrote that the fight commenced when the Indians
refused to provide any blankets on the pretext that they had none. Carta de Don
LuiB de VelaBco a S. M., March 22, 1601. The treasurer Alonso Sanchez says that
in this second visit to procure food the Spaniards took some turkeys, whereupon
a. few of the natives, concealed on a height, killed a soldier named Bibero. Carta
eBerita por Alonso Sanchez a Rodrigo de Rio de Losa, February 28, 1599, A. G. 1.,
1-1-3/22. This story is also told in the FroeeBo. Bibero is not given in the list
of the dead in the "Ytinerario," but the name Riveros is found. They are doubtless identical, though in my list of Onate's colonists compiled from the Salazar
inspection no such name appears. See appendix A.
432. Villagra, HiBtoria, I, 119-123.
433. Proceso contra lOB yndios de Acoma. Those who jumped and lived to tell
the story were:
Gaspar Lopez, de Tabors. Juan O!ague. Juan de Leon. Juan
Velasquez de Cabanillas, Alonso Gonzalez, a half-breed, Antonio de Sarinana. and
Francisco Robledo. His brother Pedro was killed in making the leap. Villagr:i
says that five jumped, four of these landing safely. HiBtoria, 124-125.
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Indian.'"' The survivors immediately planned to warn their
comrades of the rebellion, and the next day they sent the
alguacil Tabora with three men to inform the governor.
These, however, lost their way and soon returned. Then
the ensign Bernabe de las Casas was dispatched on December 6, accompanied by six soldiers. As we have seen he
was successful. Onate was then on his way to Acoma, and
they met one another about thirty miles west thereof on
December 13, 1598.""
Though stricken by this sad news the governor did
not neglect to provide for the future. The interpreter
Thomas was sent back with a warning for the seven soldiers
who had remained at Moqui to avoid Acoma and proceed
directly to the capital. Captains Farfan and Quesada were
sent on ahead to San Juan, while Onate and the soldiers
followed, arriving in seven days, December 21. As they
approached the camp a small group, including Onate's
young son Don Cristobal came out to meet them. The
missionaries gave thanks to God with a te deum for their
safe arrival."'"
For Onate this stroke of misfortune was doubly grievous. Not only was Juan de Zaldivar his nephew and intimate friend, but the loss of so many men with rebellion
rife in the province meant a complete change of plans.
Instead of being able to develop the mining prospects just
discovered in Arizona or of making further explorations
toward the South Sea, he had to concentrate his diminished
forces to prosecute an unwished-for war.'" Villagra
gives eloquent descriptions of the grief cast over the en434. "Yti!1erario," December 4, 1598; Onate to Monterey, March 2, 1599, in
Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 218; Onate to Villagnl, January 11, 1599, A, G. 1.,
58-6-36. Some of the names of the murdered men do not appear in the Jist of
Onate's colonists as given in the Salazar inspection documents. There is no Marcos
Pereyra or Martin de Riveros. There is an Hernando de Segura. but no Juan.
There appears to be no mistake in their names, and if that is true then they must
have gone to New Mexico after the Salazar inspection.
435. "Ytinerario," December 5 and 7, 1598; Villagra Historia, I, 125-126; Discovery of the salines and the sea. in Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 238.
436. Ibid. Villagra, Historia, I, 129-130; "Ytinerario," December 21, 1598,
437. Onate to Monterey, March 2, 1599, in Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 216.
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tire colony, how Onate, Vicente de Zaldivar and the widows
of the soldiers mourned their loss."'s
What Constitutes a Just War. Without any loss of
time Onate now took steps to punish Acoma. Court martial proceedings were instituted against the rebellious
pueblo, under Juan Gutierrez Bocanegra, appointed alcalde
for that purpose. Before pronouncing sentence the governor
asked the religious to give an opinion as to what constituted a just cause for making war; and, granted that the
war was justified, what disposition the conqueror might
make of the victims and their possessions.':Jll
The reply of the missionaries left sufficient leeway
for a war against Acoma. The aggressor must have the
sanction of a power which recognized no superior temporal
authority. The immediate cause might be one of four:
defending the innocent, restoring goods unjustly seized,
punishing culprits who violated the laws, or the preservation of the peace, "which is the principal end for which
war is ordained." The second query presented by Onate
was answered just !lS broadly. The conquered would be
at the mercy of the conqueror. If the war was waged to
defend the innocent, restore property or punish trespassers,
the proper restitution should be made. But if the cause
of the conflict was to preserve the peace all obstructions
hindering its attainment might be destroyed. After peace
had been gained, however, the war was no longer justified and must cease."o
The Expedition against Acoma. Judging by this
criterion there was ample cause for war and Onate proclaimed that it be carried on by fire and sword. His nephew
and sargento mayor Vicente de Zaldivar, brother of the
438. ViIlagra Historia, I, 125-128.
439. "Caso que puso el Governador. para Que sabre el, diessen BU parecer los
Padres Religiosos." Given in full in ViIlagra. I, 131.
440. "Respuesta del Comissario. y Religosos." Given in full in Villagra, I,
131-132, and in the Proce8o. "Y finalmente si la causa de la guerra es, la paz
universal, 0 de BU Reyno. y Republica, puede muy mas justamente hazer Is Bobredicha
guerra. y destruir todos los incornbinientes. que estorvaren Ja sobredicha paz, hasta
conseguirla con efecto, . . ."
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slain maestre de campo, was appointed lieutenant-governor and commander of the seventy men sent to avenge the
dead.''' With him went a council of war consisting of
Alonso Sanchez, Zubia, Aguilar, Farfan, Marquez and
Villagra. Father Martinez also accompanied the expedition. The poet notes that mass was said and all the soldiers
confessed before going into battle.'''
The governor's instructions to Zaldivar ordered the
punishment of those responsible for the slaying of the
eleven Spaniards in the recent uprising. Full opportunity,
however, should be given the Acomas to atone for their
disobedience before the ordeal of arms was resorted to. The
guilty were to be surrendered, the bodies and arms of the
dead returned, the sky pueblo given up, and a new home
built on the plain, where only the missionaries should be
allowed to come. Thus read the ultimatum of the Spaniards. If it should be spurned by the haughty foe then no
mercy was to be shown. The punishment of Acoma was
to be a horrible example of what disobedience to the new
master meant.''"
It was not till January 12, 1599, that the sargento
mayor set out for Acoma at the head of his soldiers. Captain
Villagra was sent by way of Sia to secure provisions sufficient for a fortnight. When the Acomas saw the small
force approach on January 21, they set up a derisive howl.'''
Surely the Spaniards were crazy to think of conquering
the White Rock with such a mere handful of men. Already
the Indians, men and women, could be seen dancing their
defiant war dances. As the army came nearer arrows and
insults rained down from the rock, but Zaldivar bore it all
in silence. Calling the interpreter Thomas to his side he
441. "Ytinerario," J aouary 12, 1599. The treasurer Sanchez says Zaldivar
was accompanied by seventy..two soldiers.
Carta escrita pOT Alonso Sanchez a
Rodrigo de Rio de Losa, February 28, 1599.
442. Proceso contra los yndios de Aeoma; Villagra, Histaria, I, 134, 156;
"Ytinerario." January 21, 1599.
443. Zaldivar's instructions are given in full in the Pracesa; cf. Villagra, I,
133-134.
444. Ibid., I, 141; "Ytinerario," January 12 and 21, 1599.
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required the Acomas to come down from their pueblo and
account for the murders they had committed. Defiant
boasts were the only answer to his summons. The natives
had already gone so far that they could not retreat:"
The Plan of Attack. The towering pile on which the
pueblo of Acoma was built consisted of two parts. Villagra says the two portions of the mass were about three
hundred steps apart, but that they were connected by a
dangerous and narrow path of precipitous cliffs:" This
situation did not escape the attention of the sargento mayor
as he laid his plan of attack. A stratagem was planned.
With the main part of the army he proposed to attack the
pueLlo in force on the side of the main approach. It was
thus hoped to concentrate the enemy's strength at that
place, and other points of the summit would be left undefended. Meanwhile twelve chosen men led by Zaldivar,
unobserved by the enemy, would be posted in a concealed
spot at another point at the base of the cliff with orders
to seize the top when the opportunity offered. Zaldivar's
council of war concurred in these plans, and then the Spanish camp rested in preparation for the morrow's struggle.
The Acomas, on the contrary, spent the night in wild revelry.'"
The Attack. The evidence introduced in the Proceso
445. ProcP.8O contra los yndios de Acoma; Villagra. Historia, I, 141-142. The
poet records that chief Zutacapan wanted to send away the women and children,
but this counsel was not taken. And he devotes a whole canto to the efforts of
Gicornbo, a chief who had been absent when Zaldivar was slain. to give up the war.
His rival Zutacapan. however, was able to completely discomfit the pacifists. Ibid.,
. 135-139.
4'::6. "Y assi rnarchando en orden nOR lIegamos,
Al poderoso fuerte, el qual constaua.
De dos grandes penales lebantados.
Mas de trecientos passos deuididos,
Los terribles assientos no domado£.

Y estaus un passaman del uno al otro,
De riscos tan soberuios que ygualauan,
Con las disformes cumbres nunea vistas:' Ibid., 14l.
Bancroft doubted the identity of the present pueblo of Acoma with
existing in Onate's time, but his view has not been accepted by others.
his Arizona and New Mexico. 125 note 24.
447. Villagra. Historia, I, 145-149; see also the Proceso.

that
See
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shows that the Indians began the attack by killing two
horses while they were being watered. It was evident
to all that the Acomas were not only irreconcilable but
determined to fight. From that time on there was no
hesitation in the Spanish program. On the afternoon of
January 22, their plans had all been formulated and the
feigned attack was made about three o'clock.
When the
natives saw what appeared to be the entire Spanish force
attacking at one point the warriors rushed to meet the
onslaught. At once Zaldivar and his squad of eleven scaled
the deserted side of the penol and gained a foothold on the
summit near the houses of the pueblo. Here they were
halted, however, before it was possible to gain the main
portion of the rock, but they were able to hold the point
the rest of that afternoon and during the night. To watch
the crag till morning a guard was posted and placed in
charge of Captain Pablo de Aguilar and others."·
The point they held was separated from the rock on
which the Indians were fighting by two deep gorges. That
night a beam was prepared to be used in bridging these
spaces, and the next morning it was carried to the top.
But the natives had also been active. They were now led
by chief Gicombo who had a surprise in store for the Spaniards. Nor far from the two gorges he had stationed a
great many warriors entirely hidden from view. When
Zaldivar's men should attempt to cross the narrow passageway the concealed fighters would emerge from the ambuscade and overcome the foe.'"'
IIS

448. According to the "Ytinerario" and the Proceso it was on Friday, January
22. Alonso Sanchez reported that it occurred on Thursday afternoon the 21. Carta
e8crita por Alon8o Sanchez a Rodrigo de Rio de L08a. February 28. 1599. Bancroft
thought that an error had crept into the "Ytinerario" and that the battle began on
Friday morning. There seems to be no reason for accepting this change. See
Arizona and New Mexico. 144, 145 note 24.
449. ProceBo contra 108 yndioB de Acoma; "Ytinerario." January 21. 1599;
Villagra. Historia. I, 149·150. The names of the twelve are recorded by Villagra.
Vicente de Zaldivar. Leon de Isasti. Marcos Cortes, Lorenzo de Munuers, Antonio
Hernandez. Juan Velarde, Cristobal Sanchez. Cristobal Lopez. Hernan Martin,
Francisco Hernandez Cordero. Pablo de AI/."uilar. and V illagra.
450. Villagra is our Bole authority for this story. HiBtoria. I. 152.
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Villagra's Leap. Meantime the soldiers ascended the
cliff after the father-commissary had administered the
sacrament. As they scanned the pueblo it appeared to be
deserted, and without further consideration thirteen men
crossed the two gorges in the passageway by means of the
beam and occupied the other side. Swarming from their
place of concealment the natives suddenly attacked the
small group. The men were in a serious predicament. It
was impossible to succor them since they had the beam.
At that point Villagra, if we may believe the story, undertook to rescue the others from their peril. Throwing aside
his shield he prepared to jump across the first abyss, though
his friends feared he would be dashed to bits. But he succeeded. Then he placed the plank over the gorge and others
were able to reinforce the few who were so sorely pressed,'''
The Destruction of Acoma. Throughout the second
day of the battle the Acomas were forced back step by step
with terrific slaughter. This was partly due to the fact
that Zaldivar succeeded in getting two pieces of artillery
up the rock and bringing these into action,''" At four
o'clock in the afternoon the Spaniards ceased fighting in
order to give the natives an opportunity to surrender. But
they were resolute, and the bloodshed was renewed and
continued for another hour or so, and then the Acomas sued
for peace,'''' Fate was obviously against them, for they
saw an apparition of Saint James or Saint Paul riding a
white horse and using a terrible sword fighting for the
Christians.'54
The number of casualties in the Acoma camp seems to
have been between six and eight hundred."" About seventy
or eighty warriors were captured, in addition to about
451. Ibid .. 156-157.
452. "Ytinerario," January 23, 1599.
453. Proce.o contra los yndios de Acoma.
454. "Ytinerario," January 23, 1599; Villagra, Historia, I, 178; Carta escrita
por Alonso Sanchez Ii Rodrigo de Rio de Losa. February 28, 1599.
455. Captain Velasco gives the dead as 600, while Alonso Sanchez says that
800 were killed. Ibid.. and Carta de Don Luis de Velasco Ii S. M., March 22, 1601.
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five hundred women and children."· The Spanish force
seems to have suffered very little. "It was miraculous
that so great a number of the enemy were killed without
the loss of any of ours," says the "Ytinerario." When
evening came Acoma was ready to surrender, but Zaldivar
waited till the following morning before taking possession
of the pueblo.~7
Villagra informs us that at the end of the day's fighting Zutacapan asked for Zaldivar's terms of peace. But
the latter still insisted on the surrender of those responsible
for the death of the Spaniards, of whom Zutacapan was
the leader, and the terms were refused. 45s Quite another
story is told by Captain Don Luis de Velasco, one of Onate's
critics. He says that the Indians surrendered after the
war had lasted some time, and that they then gave corn,
blankets and turkeys as had been demanded by the Spaniards they had slain. But the sargento mayor would not
accept their offering, :and confined many of the natives
in the estufas as prisoners. From there they were taken
out one by one, murdered, and thrown over the edge of
the rock, a negro and some soldiers acting as the butchering squad."9 These events took place on the third day of
hostilities, January 24.'"0
This is practically the story as given in the Proceso.
From it we learn that Zaldivar would not now accept the
gifts of the natives, for he had come to punish those guilty
of killing the Spaniards. Accordingly he seized some of
the Acomas and confined them in the estufas where they
fortified themselves and defied the conqueror once more!
456. Proceso contra los yndios de Acoma.
457. Ibid. "Ytinerario," January 24, 1599; Villagra devotes the last four cantos
of his poem to the final stages of the battle. It is a gory legend in which we learn
of the death of many of the prominent .Acoma chieftains. Historia, I, 159-181.
458. Ibid., 161-162.
459. Carta de Don Luis de Velasco ti S. M., March 22, 1601; testimony of
Herrera Orta in Copia de una informacion que hizo Don Francisco de Valverde.
June 16, 1601.
4'GO. Proceso contra lOB yndws de Acoma;
uYtinerario," January 24, 1599.
Some of the sources limit the battle tg two days, but this evidently does not include
the killing and burning which took place on the 24th.
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But the god of war was not thus to be deprived of his
spoils. When the Spaniards saw what had happened they
set fire to the pueblo, as Onate had authorized. The
victims tried to escape through the underground passages,
but were not able to get away.'61 Some killed one another
rather than fall into the hands of the enemy;'62 others surrendered, or were destroyed by fire or by the sword. The
pueblo of Acoma was completely laid waste and burned.
As already indicated about five or six hundred remained
to be carried into captivity:63
Punishment of the Acomas. The captives taken at
Acoma were brought to trial at the pueblo of Santo Domingo early in February, 1599, where Governor Onate heard
the evidence presented for and against them. They were
accused of killing eleven Spaniards and two servants and
of failure to submit peacefully when Vicente de Zaldivar
came to punish them. Some of the natives who appeared
to testify at the trial pleaded absence from the pueblo at
the time the murders were committed. They were away
tilling the fields. Others cast the blame on the Spaniards
for starting the trouble. As for their resistance to Vicente
de Zaldivar, they had by that time agreed to oppose the
Spaniards.'61
Sentence was pronounced on February 12, 1599. Onate
ordered that all males over twenty-five years of age be
condemned to have one foot cut off and to give twenty
years of personal service. The men between twelve and
twenty-five years escaped with twenty years of service.
461. Ibid., and Proce80 contra 108 yndi08 de Acoma.
462. Carta de Don Luis de Velasco d S. M., March 22, 160l.
463. Villagra, Historia, I, 177; Proceso contra los yndios de Acoma. The
statements we have of the population of Acoma in 1508 are probably exaggerated.
Onate put it at 3000. See his letter to Monterey, March 2, 1509, in Bolton, Spanish
Exploration, 218. Captain Velasco says over 600 were killed and 600 more taken
captive. Sanchez says 800 were killed, 500 women and children captured and 80
punished. See Velasco's Jetter to the king, March 22, 1601, and that of Sanchez
to Rodrigo del Rio, February 28, 1599. Either of these total" are more reliable than
the figures Onate and others sent to Spain. They exaggerated the numbers in
order to convince the king of the importance of the province. Cf. Hodge, Handbook,
II, 324-5; and Bandelier, Final Report, I, 135-136.
464. Proceso contra los yndios de Acoma.
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All the women above twelve years of age were likewise
doomed to twenty years of servitude. Two Moqui natives
captured at Acoma were condemned to lose the right hand
and to be sent home as a warning to others. The boys and
girls below twelve years escaped punishment, but they
were to be subject to the Spaniards, the girls being made
the special charges of Father Martinez and the boys of
Vicente de Zaldivar. The sentence was executed as decreed.'·' "Fue gran lastima," says the indignant Captain
Velasco.
With the infliction of this spectacular and exemplary
punishment the province of Ne,-v Mexico was cowed into
obedience. No other revolt of equal significance occurred
till the pueblo revolt of 1680. The natives were beginning
to feel the weight of the hand of their new master.

Chapter VIII
Reinforcements, and the Expedition to Quivira

Onate Reports to" the Viceroy. Shortly after the Acoma
revolt had been quelled Onate gave an interesting if exaggerated report on New Mexico, dated March 2, 1599.
In glowing terms he painted the wonders of the land, emphasizing particularly the richness of certain unexplored
regions regarding which reports had been received from
the natives. So remarkable was this new possession that
"none other held by his Majesty in these Indies excels it,"
and the governor claimed to be judging solely by what he
had seen and learned from reliable reports. The vast settlements in the west, in Arizona, and the certainty of finding great wealth in pearls in the South Sea, were described.
He told of a great pueblo in the buffalo country nine
leagues in length and two in width which had been visited
465. Ibid.
a foot cut off.

Captain Velasco states that twenty-four were mutilated by having
Carta de Don Luis de Velasco d S. M., March 22, 1601
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by an Indian in his camp. This native, Jusepe, had been
with Humana's fatal party, but managed to escape and
make his way back to New Mexico where he regaled Onate
with wonderful accounts of the country to the east.""
His Request for Aid. In order to explore and conquer
these new regions Onate needed more soldiers. That was
his most pressing need. He appealed to the viceroy, sending several agents to represent him in Mexico. Father
Martinez, "the most meritorious person with whom I have
had any dealings," was sent to tell of the opportunity for
saving souls and to secure more friars for thatOpurpose.
He was accompanied by Father Salazar, Onate's cousin,
who, however, died on the way:"' Perhaps Father Vergara
accompanied them" 6S To tell of the wealth of the province
in material things, there were delegated among others
Villagra, captain and procurator-general of the expedition, Farfan captain of the guard, and Juan Pinero, also
captain..•• Villagra was put in command of the party and
authorized to enlist troops. On reaching New Spain he
would be subordinate to Juan Guerra de Resa, whom Onate
had named lieutenant-governor and captain-general for
this second expedition. Before attempting to enlist troops,
Villagra was instructed to secure the viceroy's sanction,""
in accordance with the modification which had been made
in the contract"
Of especial interest, in view of later developments,
is a document drawn up in the capital two days after Onate
had written his letter of March 2. It was a vote of con7l

466. Onate to Monterey, March 2, 1599, in Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 212222. See also Relacio" que dio un indio de la salida que hicieron Umana 1/ Leyba
del Nuevo Mexico, MS in Bolton collection.
467. Torquemada, Monarchia 17tdinma., I, 673.
468. Ibid., I, 672. Torquemada is the only source which includes his name.
Two contemporary documents fail to make any mention of him. They are. Alonso
Sanchez to Rodrigo del Rio de Losa, February 28, 1599; and Onate to Monterey,
March 2, 1599, op. cit., 221-222.
469. Ibid.
. 470. Order of Don Juan de Onate, Santo Domingo, March 16, 1599. A. G. I.,
58-6-36.
471. Monterey had stipulated that if reinforcements were needed by Onate,
special permission must be sought from the viceroy. See chapter II of tliis study.
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fidence in the governor by the captains and soldiers of the
army as well as an appeal for aid. Nineteen officials
signed the paper. Besides vouching for Onate "as one of
the most faithful and useful servants of the many your
majesty has" and comparing him with the Duke of Alva
and the Marquis of the Valley'" among others, they suggested that the king ought to know of their own noble
sacrifices. Their fortunes had been spent, their lives had
frequently been endangered in the royal service, and their
wives and children had shared these adventures.
News from Onate Reaches Mexico. It required a long
time before these reports on New Mexico reached the
viceroy or the king. On June 8, 1599, the Count of Monterey reported that news from Onate was still lacking.'''
Immediately after this was written, however, word did
come, for three days later Santiago del Riego wrote that
good news had been received,'75 and soon the viceroy dispatched a like account inclosing Onate's letters."·
Monterey's reports on Onate's success in New Mexico
were all complimentary at this time. He went so far as
to defend him from the responsibility for the cruel punishment of the Acoma Indians by pointing out that Onate was
not present. That episode was considered of such importance in Mexico that the audiencia took the matter
under advisement. But it decided to drop the subject in
473

472. Hernan Cortes, the conqueror of Mexico.
473. Carta de los oficiales mayores y menores del ejercito real del Nuevo Mexico,
March 4, 1599, A. G. 1., 1-1-3/22. Among the papers sent to Mexico at this time
was a brief optimistic note to the viceroy, asking for half a dozen royal brands for
marking the silver from New Mexico. Copia de carta de Don Juan de Oiiate al
Conde de Monterey. March 5, 1599, A. G.!., 58-3-13.
474. Monterey a S. M .. June 8, 1599, A. G.!., 58-3-13. Cf. Santiago del Riego
a S. M., June 9, 1599, A. G. 1., 58-5-12. Reigo had always been interested in the
expedition and was not pleased with Onate's failure to keep his friends informed
of his success in New Mexico.
475. Santiago del Riego a S. M., June 11, 1599, A. G. 1. 1-1-3/22.
476. El Conde de Monterey a S. M., June 22. 1599, A. G.!., 58-3-13. The
viceroy stated that he was not forwarding all of Onate's reports then as they were
~o voluminous for copies to be made before the sailing of the fleet.
What they
dealt with is not indicated.
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order not to discourage the whole New Mexico enterprise
which appeared so full of promise at that moment. 471
When the Council of the Indies finally received a full
account of these early experiences of the army in New
Mexico approximately a year had elapsed, a good example
of how difficult it was to administer a province so far away.
The Council read the reports with much gratification and
informed the king that the conquest had begun favorably.'7s
Monterey was accordingly instructed to encourage Onate
and to assist him as his discovery seemed to be important.''''
Monterey Orders Reinforcements. Meanwhile the representatives Onate sent to Mexico won some measure of
success. They indicated that the province was a rich possession, and that smoothed their way. The viceroy granted
them permission to recruit reinforcements.'so This was, in
fact, necessary either to maintain the little settlement at
San Juan or to extend the territory already conquered.'81
Monterey commissioned a number of captains for this purpose, each of whom was authorized to enlist a following.
Villagni was one of these, and by September, 1599, was
busy enlisting men.'''
The f:act that additional soldiers were going to New
Mexico required an official inspection. For this reason
Monterey, on October 1, 1599, appointed Captain Juan
de Gordejuela to inspect the reinforcements at Santa Barbara. He was to make a report before a notary of all who
went on the expedition and of everything taken along.<S3
As commissary of this relief force the viceroy selected
477. Monterey a s. M., October 4, 1599, A. G. I., 58-3-13.
478. El Conseio de Indias, April 8, 1600, A. G. I., 1-1-3/22.
479. This was May 31, 1600. See "Discurso y Proposici6n," in Col. Doc. Ined..
XVI, 38.
480. Before August 20, 1599. El Conde de Monterey, August 20, 1599, A. G. 1.,
58-6-36.
481. Santiago del Riego a S. M., September 28, 1599, A. G. I., 58-3-12.
482. El Conde de Monterey, August 20, 1599; certification of the notary, September 27, 1599, A. G. 1., 58-6-36.
483. El Conde de Monterey, October I, 1599, in Muestra cala y cata que tomaron
Juan de Gordejuela y Juan de Sotelo de ia gentc, armas y municioncs que lleva
Juan de Onate a las minas de San Bartolome, A. G. I., 58-3-14. Hereafter referred
to as Gordcjuela visita.
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Captain Juan de Sotelo y Cisneros, who had served the
king in a military capacity in many countries. He was
to follow the troops to Santa Barbara in order to make
arrangements for securing supplies for men and beasts
while on the journey. It was his duty, moreover, to see
that no offenses against the Indians were committed. If
such did occur he had full power to mete out the punishment required. At Santa Barbara he was to assist Captain
Gordejuela in carrying out the inspection.'''
Immediate Succor Sent North. The captains who were
enlisting troops in the fall of 1599, found that their work
progressed slowly. At the same time the viceroy seemed
anxious that their departure should take place by November, 1599, though he also noted that they might await further news from Onate. That is probably what happened,
for the assembly at Santa Barbara of all those who were
expected did not take place till August, 1600.'85 The missionaries were chosen in March of the same year, and probably departed about the same time.'6. Juan Guerra, however, did not reach Santa Barbara till the early part of
August.'"'
At that time a part of the soldiers had already been
sent to New Mexico. The reason for this was that an Indian, called Lorenzo, had fled from Onate's camp and
reached San Bartolome, where notice of his arrival came
to the attention of Captain Gordejuela. Lorenzo told of
the great need among Onate's followers for food and cattle and how anxiously they were awaiting relief.'s, In view
of the delay in the assembly of the soldiers Gordejuela
determined to send a small party forward at once. Seven
men were chosen to make up this advance group, a man
484.
485.
486.
Mexico y
A. G. I..
487.
488.

El Conde de Monterey. December 30. 1599, in ibid.
Monterey ci S. M., October 4, 1599, A. G. I., 58-3-13.
Testimony of Fray Lope Izquierdo, in Auto del gobernador de Nuevo
diligencias r;ara que se levante el campo, San Gabriel, September 7. 1601,
58-3-15.
Order of Sotelo y Gordejuela, August 22, 1600, in Gordejuela visita.
Certification of Juan de Gordejuela, September 5, in ibid.
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named Robledo acting as leader.... All of them had been enlisted by Juan Guerra. He furnished the food-supplies,
horses, arms, powder, and other things which they brought.
Their departure took place on June 2, 1600. Father Fray
Alonso de la Oliva accompanied them as he was very anxious to reach New Mexico.·..
Aid Furnished by Juan Guerra. The reinforcements
thus being assembled at Santa Barbara were practically
all provided at the expense of Juan Guerra de Resa. The
Salazar inspection had shown that Onate was far short of
his obligations in some respects. Those deficiencies had
to be made up, and Juan Guerra had agreed to foot the bill
whenever the viceroy ordered the reinforcements sent.'·'
Nearly every article now provided, aside from the personal possessions of the soldiers, was thus paid for by the
rich lieutenant-governor.'" It cost him over one hundred
thousand pesos, if we may believe LUIS Nunez Perez, and
Don Cristobal de Onate something less than that....
When the required number of soldiers at length
reached Santa Barbara and the necessary cattle and supplies had been purchased the inspection was soon arranged.
Juan Guerra requested the inspectors to make a separate
inventory of the things supplied by him and to place an
account of it at the head of their report..·, To this. no objections were raised and the request was complied with"·'
'The Inspection. The inspection began on August 23
when Juan Guerra presented a detailed list of the things
he had furnished.'oo Carts, oxen, powder, artillery, muskets,
blankets, various kinds of cloth including both Dutch and
Rouen linen, shoes of many varieties, wine, and innumer489. Robledo's companions were: Juan Hurtado. Simon Garcia. Alvaro Garcia.
Juan Gregorio. Pedro Perez. and Juan Fernandez.
490. Petition of Juan Guerra de Resa, September 5, 1600, in Gordciuela visita.
491. See chapter V of this study.
492. The entire record of the inspection reveals this fact. See also the certification of thirteen captains and soldiers, September I, 1600, in Gordejuela visita.
493. Traslado de un capitulo de carta de Luis Nunez Perez, November 30, 1600.
494. Petition of Juan Guerra de Resa, August 22, 1600, in Gordejuela visita.
4S5. Order of Sotelo and Gordejuela, August 22, 1600, in ibid.
496. Order of Sotelo and Gordejuela, August 23, 1600, in ibid.
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able other items all duly attested, made up his portion of
the succor being sent to Onate.'"' The inspection of these
things occupied two days. Then on the 25th it was decreed
that other captains and soldiers must present themselves
with their goods on that or the following day. The order
was publicly proclaimed.'9S Captain Bernabe de las Casas
was the first to observe the order. The others followed.
Altogether there were eleven captains in the force, though
they were not all leaders of companies. Bernabe de las
Casas, Villagra, and Ortega appear to have had such commands. Eight bore the rank of ensign, and five were sergeants. The soldiers numbered forty-eight, making a total
of seventy-three in the entire expedition.'"" It should, however, be remembered that seven men with Father Oliva
had preceded the main force to New Mexico by three
months."'"
Finally everything seemed ready for the march and
the commissaries decreed that the departure for New
Mexico should take place August 30. But it was evidently
impossible for all to be ready at the stated time, and on
September 2 the order was repeated, requiring all to leave·
that same day. Guerra, nevertheless, asked for a little
more time and presented another list of materials to be
taken to New Mexico, and it was accepted. On September
4, two soldiers straggled into Santa Barbara, too late for
the inspection. They were, however, allowed to join the
army. On that same day the inspectors ordered every
captain and soldier to depart at once under severe penalties, and on the next day the last soldiers left the city.'o,
497. Memoria de las cosas, armas. vinos. Tapa de tada 8ueTte y conservas 11
otras cosas que Juan Guerra de Resa embia al SOcorro Y pTovincias de La Nueva
Mexico, August 23 and 24, 1600, in ibid.
498. Order of Sotelo and Gordeiuela, August 25, 1600, in ibid.
499. At the final review which was held on August 28-30, 1600, there were
only seventy-one men, including Juan Guerra. This is the number given in the
"Memorial sobre el descubrimiento,"
See Col. Doc. Ined., XVI, 198. However,
two men arrived on September 4, and they were allowed to enroll with the others,
thus bringing the number up to seventy-three.
500. See above.
501. Traniactions of August 29 to September 5, 1600, in Gordejuela visita.
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The lists were closed, and the San Bartolome valley was
left to relapse into its former humdrum existence.
Onate's Activity in the Interim. On Christmas eve,
1600, the relief expedition reached Onate's camp at San
Gabriel, where it was received with great rejoicing. ThE'
new band of Franciscans, of which Father Fray Juan de
Escalona was apostolic-commissary, accompanied it."O" The
names of these missionaries have not been preserved.
Two years had now passed since the death of Juan de
Zaldivar and his companions at Acoma. What had th2
governor done in the long interval? As we have seen,
Villagra had soon been sent to Mexico for reinforcements.
Without these it was impossible to undertake any extensive
eXlJloration or conquest due to the weakness of his force.
But aside from thiat we know very little of what transpired in those long months of waiting. It is reported, for
instance, by two Indians who fled from New Mexico June
29, 1600, that the governor and all the people were muy
buena, and that the natives were peaceful, many of whom
had already accepted Christianity. They also related how
on St. John's day'°3 a celebration was held in honor of a
great discovery of mines.'o' This story is substantiated by
two other sources which state that silver veins had been
discovered at San Marcos and elsewhere.'05 This indicates
that Onate was not entirely idle, but major operations, on
the whole, had to be postponed.
Zaldivar's Expedition Toward the South Sea 1599.
Nevertheless one extensive expedition toward the South Sea
502.
Testimony of Fray Lope Izquierdo, in Auto del gobernador de Nuevo
Mexico .. and Relaci6n vcrdadera sacada de las cartas. testimonios y recaudas qU('
Don Juan de O'l1ate . . . envia con carta de veinte y dOB de maTZO desde a'no de
mil seiscientos uno d sus hcrmanos y deudos. MS in Bolton collection.
503. May 6.
504. Traslado de un eapitulo de earta de Luis Nw1ez Perez, November 30,
1600, A. G. 1., 1.1-3/22.
505. Testimony of Brondate and Herrera Orta, in Copia de 'Una informaci61i
que hizo Don Francisco de Valverde.
San Marcos was six leagues from S&n
Gabriel, according to these witnesses. It was near Callaite. Bandelier, Final Report.
II, 93.
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was attempted before the coming of the relief force. No
diary or other full account of such an exploration has yet
been found, but we have other testimony which indicates
something of what happened. Ever since Farfan's expedition into the present Arizona in December, 1598, :t;eports
of the sea were current in New Mexico. About the rritddle
of the following year"'" Vicente de Zaldivar was sent with
a party of twenty-five or thirty men to verify these rumors.
On the way he passed near the province of the Jumanos,"07
where he tried to secure some provisions. But instead of
giving food the natives brought him stones. Such impudence could not go unpunished, and preparations were
made to correct it.
With a force of fifty men Onate went to the Jumano
country, both to demand tribute and to punish those who
had failed to respond to Zaldivar's request. When he
asked for mantas, about a dozen were provided. The
Jumanos claimed no more could be spared. Then Onate
proceeded to punish the disobedient. A part of the pueblo
was burned "so tactfully and gently ... that the fire would
cause no unnecessary damage beyond that which was intended," half a dozen natives were killed by a volley from
the muskets, and two of the most belligerent Jumanos were
hanged. On top of this it was discovered that the interpreter was not rendering a faithful account of what was
told him so he also was hanged. With this chastisement
the J umanos were i3-11owed to escape on that occasion.
Meanwhile Zaldivar passed on toward the South Sea.
50S

506. Relaci6n verdadera; Luis Nunez Perez in a letter to the king reported
that Zaldivar had gone to explore the South Sea. Traslado de un 'capitulo de carta
de Lui. Nuiiez Perez, November 30, 1600.
507. Expeditions going westward by way of Acoma and Zuni from San Juan
went south to Isleta to go through the pass. Vetancourt, Chr6nica, IV, 99. Moreover We know that in Onate's time there were some Jumano villages near the
salines, east of the Rio Grande. Hodge, Handbook, I, 636, It must have been
here that provisions were sought by Zaldivar and Onate.
508. Such is the story as gleaned from the Relaci6n verdadera, and the testimony
of Herrera Orta. in Copia de una informacion que hizo Don Franci8co de Valv~Tde.
Captain Velasco also tells of a pueblo which refused to give supplies. He Bays that
Onate killed the Indian who gave the answer of refusal and then burned part of the
village. Carta de Don Lu{. de Velasco Ii S. M., March 22, 1601.
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For about three months the party wandered on in a futile
attempt to reach the coast, going one hundred and fifty
or two hundred leagues in their wanderings. Numerous
Indian settlements were visited, but there were no pueblos,
nothing but rancherias. Like Espejo he found some Indians who had crosses and who used them like Catholics....
But he finally had to return because of the mountainous
country and hostile Indians at a point only three days'
march from the sea, according to the information gathered."·
After this unsuccessful expedition no further attempts
were made in that direction for some years. Not enough
men could be spared for the march. After the coming of
the reinforcements, however, Onate prepared to carry it
out. The plans were made, men, munitions, and carts
outfitted, and the start set for April, 1601.511 For some
reason which is not known Onate changed his mind after
having held an assembly of the entire army, and went east
instead. Perhaps Jusepe's glowing accounts of the country
to the east seemed to offer better prospects than the discovery of the South Sea, which Zaldivar had already attempted.
Foraging Excursions. While Onate thus had big plans
which, if successful, would have swept away all petty opposition, it was also necessary to care for the daily needs
of starving colonists. If enormous wealth should be discovered some oppression of the Indians would naturally
be overlooked, but failing in that, severe criticism was
certain to be heaped upon him, and that is practically what
happened. In the early days of the conquest food was obtained when the frightened Indians fled from their pue509. Relaci6n verdadera.. testimony of Captain Espinosa, in Copia de una
informacion que hizo Don Francisco de Valverde; cf. the account of Espejo's expedition in Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 187.
510. Relacion verdadera; see also "Father Escobar's Relation of the Onate
Expedition to California," ed. by Bolton, in Catholic Historical Review, V, 21; and
"Breve Relaci6n," in Col. Doc. Ined., XVI, 49, 60.
511.
R elaci6n lIerdadera.
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bIos, giving the Spaniards a free chance to take all the
maize desired:" Getting provisions in that way became
more and more difficult, however, because of the hostility
aroused. Soon the hidalgos had to raise wheat and other
products, which they did, but clearly only in small quantities, as starvation seemed to be ever a near visitor. To
keep the wolf away from the door periodic foraging excursions were therefore undertaken, compelling the Indians to furnish maize and other food which they had
stored up for their own use. The clamor and opposition
of the natives on such occasions was extremely violent,5l'
but even the missionaries admitted that it was necessary.
The Indians might be dying of starvation, but the Spaniards had to live:"
Murder of Aguilar and Sa sa. As sustained prospecting failed to disclose riches in New Mexico the discontent
of the soldiers and colonists steadily increased. Poverty,
starvation, and rags, without compensation of any kind,
shook their confidence in the province and in their leader,
and the number of those who wanted to go back grew
proportionally. This was fatal to Onate's hopes and could
not be tolerated for a moment. For that reason dissatisfaction rose with every new act of repression. Immediately
after the colonists reached New Mexico outbreaks had occurred among them. On OIle of these occasions Villagra
headed a party which captured and hanged two deserters:
Equally severe penalties were inflicted on some others, as
when Captain Pablo de Aguilar was dastardly killed, and
l5

512. Carta de Don Luis de Velasco d S. M., March 22, 1601; "Ytinerario,"
in Col. Doc. Ined., XVI. 250, 252.
513. Carta de Don Luis de Velasco d S. M., March 22, 1601. It is stated that
by the early part of 1601 the Spaniards had secured as tribute two thousand mll.ntas
and five hundred tanned buckskins. As to the quantity of maize and beans received the amounts differ. one placing it at five or six thousand and another at
two thousand janegas.
(The janega measures one and six tenths bushels). Testimony of Brondate and Espinosa, in Copia de un informacion que hizo Don FranCUlCG ds VaLYerde.
514. Testimony of Fray FranciscC' de San Miguel, in Auto del gobernadoT de

Nuevo Mexico.
515.

See cl:apter VI of this study.
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at Onate's instigation according to Captain Velasco. The
reasons for this brutal deed are obscure:'· but such action,
coupled with the disappointment over the sterility of the
land, made the governor an unpopular man.
A similar thing happened when Captain Alonso de
Sosa Albornoz asked leave to return to New Spain with
his family. He was already ruined in fortune, he stated,
and was now unable to support his family. Seemingly his
request was granted:" Then an order was issued by the
governor requiring all captains and soldiers to round up the
horses at a certain time. Captain Sosa accompanied the
others, but was attacked and killed by a squad of soldiers
headed by Zaldivar, and his body covered so that it should
not be found. This group of men had been concealed in
a ravine about two leagues from San Gabriel. It was
drastic action on the part of the governor if the story is
true, but it probably accomplished the purpose intended,
as no further requests for going to New Spain were heard.
However it left the capital apprehensive and suspicious.
As Captain Velasco says all were downcast and went about
expecting death at any moment. The colonists could not
comprehend how the desire to return to Mexico in order
516. Carta de Don Luis de Velasco ci. S. M., March 22, 1601, Onate had experienced difficulty with Captain Aguilnr several times. It was he who entered
the first pueblos against express orders. He was one of the forty~five who planned
to desert just after the establishment of the capital. On both occasions he had been
Baved by the entreaties of the colony. There is no explanation of what he had done
to warrant the attack described by Velasco, but he was apparently an insubordinate
character who had to be put out of the way. Velasco's story of his death is as
follows. One day the governor sent for Aguilar, greeted him cheerfully, and asked
him to enter a certain room, where he had already posted a negro and an Indian
armed with butcher knives, and other servants armed with short swords.
On
entering the place Hand in the presence of myself and many others who were there
they seized his arms. The said governor gave him a push, causing him to stumble and
there they stabbed him. The governor himself ran a sword through his body.
although the poor man cried out. saying he was married and asking confession as
he was a sinner:'
517. Onate promised Sosa that within eight days he would be given permission
to return with all his relatives. In that interval an auto was issued that he should
be prepared to leave whenever it was ordered. Carta de Don Luis de Velasco ci. S. M .•
March 22, 1601. Though Velasco is our only authority for these events. there is
clearly some foundation for them as Onate was convicted of these charges. Testimonio de las sentenciaB, 1614. A. G. I .• 68-3-17.
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to register their complaints with the viceroy could be called
treason and punishable by death. 51"
It seems thus that Onate was becoming willful and
headstrong. Perhaps that was necessary to control his
turbulent followers. For example, when the auditor-general, the licentiate Gines de Herrera Orta, who had come
with the relief expedition in 1600,519 arrived in San Gabriel,
he was not allowed to exercise the duties of his office. Nor
was this all. It was said that Onate permitted his nephew
to call him "majesty" in the presence of the religious and
others. "If some of these things could only come to the
attention of the viceroy of New Spain," wrote Velasco,
"he would be moved by compassion and grief to redeem
our oppression." Velasco sent that letter secretly and at
great personal danger,"o and though it bore no immediate
result it was of significance in Onate's trial.
The Expedition to Quivira. The settlement at San
Gabriel was thus teeming with discontent long before the
expedition to the east was undertaken. But though Onate
probably realized the dissatisfaction among his settlers he
went on with the preparations to visit Quivira, hoping that
there would be found the wealth which New Mexico had
thus far failed to produce. Reports of a great province to
the east had been given by the Indians, and particularly
by Jusepe, the Indian who had been with Humana. Onate
was determined to investigate.
Between seventy and a hundred men.. and a large
baggage train made up the expedition which began its
1

518. Carta de Don Luis de Velasco ti S. M., March 22, 1601.
519. EI licenciado Gines de Herrera Orta, September 3, 1600, in Gordejuela
visita. He soon returned to New Spain.
520. Carta dc Don Luis de Velasco ti S. M., March 22, 1601. The letter was
sent when Onate and Father Martinez sent Joseph de Coronda and Fray Luis
MaironoB to Mexico with reports.
521. The "True Account of the Expedition of Onate Toward the East," says
seventy. Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 251; the "Breve Relacion" eighty. Col. Doc.
Ined., XVI. 198; the "Memorial Bobre el descubrimiento" one hundred. Ibid., XVI,
221; while ninety-four is the figure given in Informacion y papeles que envi6 la
gente que aiM quedd haciendo cargos ti la que asi venia. San Gabriel, October 2,
1601, A. G. I., 58-3-15.
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long journey on June 23, 1601. Gathering his men at
Galisteo four days later Ofiate led them eastward through
the Galisteo Pass to the Pecos."" They continued in an
easterly direction to the Magdalena river, the Canadian,
"which was reached just below the sharp turn to the east."
The country was described as pleasant and fruitful. Following the river for some distance a rough region was
passed before they approached the plains again. From
that time on the country was level and greater progress
was made. Although it was the region frequented by the
Apaches no trouble of any kind was experienced. The
other hardships incident to the journey were alleviated
by fish from the river and by fruit from the plum trees
and grapes vines growing along its banks. In the early
days of August the first buffalo were spied and some
killed. But about that time the fertile valley of the Canadian gave place to sand dunes. Then the expedition
turned toward the north, just east of the Antelope Hills. 52•
The route followed now led northward to Beaver Creek
and the Cimmaron river, which were followed for a time.
Soon a huge rancheria was found, said to contain over five
thousand inhabitants. The houses of these Indians were
merely tents made from buffalo hides, and their villages
temporary structures. They were roving Indians who followed the buffalo which furnished them with both food
and clothing. They told the Spa'niards of another nation
eight leagues away. With these they were at war, so they
accompanied Ofiate who would vanquish their enemies. But
their action was no doubt partly due to the fact that Humafia had been killed in the viciuity and they wished to
throw the responsibility on their foes:"
Acting as guides they now led the expedition to a large
eastward flowing river, apparently the Arkansas, where
522. "True Account of the Expedition of Oiiate Toward the East," op. cit .•
251-252. Professor Bolton has carefully identified Oiiate's route toward the east.
and his conclusions are followed in this summary.
523. Ibid., 254-255.
524. Ibid.. 256-257.
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they quickly built their rancheria anew, much to the astonishment of the visitors. There they were content to remain while Onate proceeded to visit their foes: 25 The
following day about four leagues distant the Spaniards saw
other natives, some hostile and some friendly. Precautions
were taken against a surprise attack during the night,
but it passed without incident. In the morning, however,
the hostile tribe was awaiting a chance to attack, boasting
that they had murdered Humai'ia's party and burned them
all. In order to avoid a conflict Onate tried to capture
their chief and succeeded in doing SO.526 Continuing forward a short distance another settlement, said to contain
1,200 houses, was discovered. The "houses" were covered
with dry grass on the outside and within contained elevated
platforms which were used as beds. 527 The settlement was
deserted, and the Indians accompanying Onate wanted to
pillage and burn it. This he prevented, however, and ordered them back to their rancheria.'"
In order to learn something of the country in which
he was sojourning and what lay beyond the governor
questioned the captive chief closely. The information was
not at all pleasing. Numerous settlements, it would appear,
existed both toward the north and east, but the prisoner
advised the Spaniards not to go forward. The Indians who
had withdrawn from the Spanish camp were assembling
their friends, according to the captive, and would soon be
so numerous that it would be possible to wipe out the small
foreign force. In spite of such information Onate continued a few leagues more, and then decided to return after
his men had presented a petition summarizing the reasons
525. Ibid., 258.
526. Ibid., 259-260. According to Zarate-Salmeron, as Bolton point. out, the
Indians rescued him in a feint attack, carrying him away irons and all. Spanish
Exploration, 260 note 1.
527. The description fits the Wichita grass lodges; see "True Account of the
Expedition of Onate Toward the East," in Ibid., 260 and note 4; and Hodll"e, HandbODk, II, 949.
528. "True Account of the Expedition of Onate Toward the East," op. cit.,
260 261 note 1.
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why that should be done. As the report of the journey read,
"that his Majesty ... right issue the orders necessary to
the rOYlal service and to the acceleration of the salvation
of these souls." From New Mexico the soldiers had now
traveled two hundred and twenty leagues and reached the
vicinity of Wichita, Kansas."'·
On the return journey Onate learned that the Quiviras,
the first settlement found in that region, wer,e prepared
for war, and though he attempted to avoid a clash the Indians were evidently determined not to let him escape.
In the course of the battle which followed most of the Spaniards were wounded, and finally a retreat was ordered.
The soldiers were compelled to give up all the prisoners
taken with one exception. One man, Miguel, was retained
in order that a link might be established to communicate
with his nation in case of future expeditions into that country. Without further mishap the force then set out for
San Gabriel, reaching it on November 24, 160], after an
absence of exactly five months:30
529.
530.

Ibid., 262-263, 260 note 2.
Ibid., 264-265.
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THE SIX CITIES OF CIBOLA-1581-1680

F. W. Hodge
In his excellent paper on. the Second Spanish Expedition
to New Mexico, which ap'pears in the July issue of the Review, Mr. Mecham answers many questions respecting the
habitat of the Pueblo Indians in the Rio Grande and tributary valleys at the time of the Chamuscado-Rodriguez
expedition in 1581-1582. There are, however, a few
points with which the student must contend in regard to
the Zuni villages of that period. It is the aim of this brief
paper to shed light on them.
As is well known, only two of the pueblos composing
the "Seven Cities of Cibola" of Coronado's time are mentioned by name. These are (1) Ahacus, of which Fray
Marcos de Niza learned from his Piman Indian guides and
which with every good reason is identified with Hawikuh,
called Granada by Coronado in honor of the Viceroy Mendoza; and (2) Matsaki, recorded as Ma<;aque by Castaneda,
who mentions it as the largest of all the towns of Cibola,
its houses reaching a height of seven stories. The evidence
of the identity of Ahacus, Hawikuh, and Granada is incontrovertible. We need mention here only the fact that it
could have been the one Cibola-Zuiii pueblo that was first
seen and reached by the explorers in ascending the Zuni
river.
Mr. Mecham has shown that Chamuscado proceeded
westwar~ from the Rio Grande to Zuni by way of Acoma,
Bandelier's statement to the contrary notwithstanding; and
it may be assumed that the party pursued the route (only
from the opposite direction) followed by Coronado's advance guard and his main force via EI Morro or Inscription
Rock, and Ojo del Pescado, one of the headwaters of the
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Rio Zulli, rather than by the difficult trail over the malpais
which Alvarado took on his journey from Hawikuh to
Acoma, which led him south of EI Morro. There is no more
truth, however, that "Chamuscado and seven soldiers inscribed their names" on Inscription Rock than there is
that the Zuni localize a native tradition that Estevanico,
the so-called "Black Mexican," was murdered at Kiakima
rather than at Hawikuh: There is no question that the
earliest inscription on EI Morro is that of Onate, whose
name was carved in the rock, at which was the "Agua de
la Pena," on his return from the Gulf of California in the
spring of 1605. Absence of names at EI Morro, of course,
is only negative testimony that explorers did not follow
that route in journeying between Acoma and Zuni; yet it
was and still is the most practicable line of travel, for its
physiographic features offered little resistance to the explorers, while the immediate vicinity of the great rock afforded all the necessaries of a temporary camp-water,
forage, and abuqdant fuel.
Leaving the discussion of the earlier "Seven Cities of
Cibola" for another occasion, it has long been known that
after the time of Coronado and until shortly before the
Revolt of 1680, if not up dio the very time of the uprising,
the Zuni inhabited only llix villages. The native names
and sites of all these are now well known, yet some of them
have be((p the cause of almost as much confusion as any
subject of Pueblo history by reason of the difficulty of
harmonizing the array of recorded names, or rather the
variations "in the orthography of the names, with those by
which the settlements were known to the native inhabitants.
We will therefore endeavor to unravel the snarl by correlating the jumbled terminology of the six Zuni villages occupied in the l~tter half of the sixteenth century, as made
available to us by the Spanish chroniclers. The attempts
to identify the ~eventh pueblo of the early -Spanish period
1. See Hodge. The First Discovered City of Cibola. American Anthropologist,
vol. VIII, no. 2, Washington, 1895.
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have been based on little more than conjecture,
ficient archaeological research has not yet been
in the Zuni valley; therefore, if a seventh "city"
isted, we are as far from its true determination as
of Bandelier and Cushing.
1 -

since sufconducted
really exin the day

HAWIKUH

This pueblo, the largest of all, according to most of
the Spanish narrators, was twelve miles southwest of the
present Zuni, on the point of a low mesa that projects
southward into the valley. The topography accords with
the "rounded height" on which stood the only pueblo of
Cibola which Fray Marcos de Niza says he viewed in 1539
from an elevation to the southward. It was this "City of
Cibola" of Fray Marcos of which Coronado and his companions complained so bitterly in the following year, the
commander asserting that the entire group of pueblos was
called "the kingdom of Cevola, and each has its own name
and no single one is called Cevola, but all together are called
Cevola. This one which I have called a city," he says, "I
have named Granada, partly because it has some similarity to it, as well as out of regard for Your Lordship."" It
contained two hundred houses with five hundred families.
The Gallegos report records Hawikuh as "Allico."·
From the narration of Espejo we gain little information
on the subject aside from the fact that he gives the name
Aquico (which in pronunciation closely approximates
Hawikuh) and affords positive proof of the identity of
Cibola and Zuni. For the first time Espejo presented
2. Coronado to Mendoza, in Winship, Coronado Expedition, p. 558, Washington,
1896.
3. Mr. Mecham (p. 286) gives the names of only five of the six pueblos discovered by Chamuscado, as recorded by Gallegos, followed by the number of inhabitants of each of the six, consequently (with the exception of Hawikuh) one cannot correlate Gallegos' villages with his population figures. This may be due to
one of the typographical blunders with which Mr. Mecham's paper unfortunately
is replete. The missing pueblo is Kwakina • the Quaquina of Luxan and the Coaque.
ria of Onate.
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the name by which the Zuni are known to the Keres and
which has clung to this day. Luxan is more explicit, for,
like Gallegos, he notes the names of the six inhabited villages, among which is "aguico".'
Before proceeding to later sources we must endeavor
to untangle the knots found in the work of Baltasar de
Obregon, which is accessible to me only in its printed form."
In a marginal note (p. 19) and in the text (p.293) of this
work the pueblos of Cibola are recorded, but so confused
are their names that we list them in order to show the difficulties with which students have been obliged to contend
in endeavoring to harmonize the vagaries in orthography,
due largely to typographical errors. In the first Obregon
list we find "Macaque, Macilona Quequina, Acin [or Quequinaacin], Cocana", and, in the second, "Masaque, Caquerna, Alona, Quequina, Acincocana."· The intended application of these names must be determined at this point, because Hawikuh is involved with the rest, and nothing
short of the dissection which follows seems so well to serve
the purpose.
4. Both Mr. Mecham (p. 286) and Dr. Bolton (Spanish Explorations in the
Southwest, p. 184, New York, 1916) give "Agrisco," with what justification I do
not know, as the Luxan manuscript, of which the present writer has a photostat
COPY. records t'aguico" very plainly both in the text and in a marginal note.
5. Historia de los descvbrimientos antigvos y modernos de Is Nueva Espana
escrita por el conqvistador Baltasar de Obregon ana de 1584, Mexico, 1924.
6. Evidently the scribe who noted the names of the towns on the margin of
the manuscript (p. 19 of the published work) became confused in his attempt to
record the first two names, with the result that the equivalent of Kiakima appears
to be missing from the first list. As a matter of fact, however. caque of "Macaque"
and ma of "Macilona" &hould have been combined to form "esquema." but as this
leaves Matsaki pueblo represented by Ma alone, we assume that the error was
one of omission by reason of the identity in the spelling of the latter part of
Macaque and the first part of Caqucma. Incidentally it may be said that in the
second, less garbled, list, the pueblos occur in the exact order in which they would
have been visited by a party coming from the east (i. e. from Acoma), while Luxan
gives the same order except that Aguico (Hawikuh) is placed before Alana (Halona)
instead of after Cuaquina (Kwakina). If we may assume that "C~aguima" (Kwakina)
was unintentionally omitted from Gallegos' list as given by Mr. Mecham, and
that it should have appeared between Aconagua (Halona) and Allico (Hawikuh),
then the order of the pueblos is identical with that of Obregon, except that Matsaki
and Kiakima, the two pueblos at the base of Tawayalane, are reversed. Evidently
stationed at Hawikuh, the principal pueblo, when he recorded the village names,
Onate listed them in exactly the reverse order to that given by Gallegos, save that
the Onate list naturally names Hawikuh first.
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Matsaki

Kiakima

Hawikub

l<yanawiJ

Halona

!lbcaque

[see note 61 Quequina

Kwakina

Acin,Co

canaMa

cilana

Masaque

Caquema

Acinco

cana

Alana

Quequina

The Onate scribes, or more likely the copyists or the
printers of the documents referring to the colonization in
1598, are among those who garbled Pueblo names practically beyond recognition. Hawikuh becomes Aguicobi and
Aguscobi, but in these particular forms the name of the
pueblo is not difficult to recognize, the suffix bi probably
being intended to represent the Zuni locative wa or wan, as
in Onate's "Canabi" for Kyanawa.
Gallegos reported "Allico" as having one hundred and
eighteen houses in 1581. and Onate one hundred and ten
houses in 1598, a considerable reduction from the two hundred noted by Coronado nearly half a century earlier, although Hawikuh now had the distinction of being the chief
Zuni town. At the time of its abandonment it was mentioned by Vetancurt "con otros pueblos pequenos donde
habia mas de mil personas."
The mission of Concepci6n was established at Hawikuh
in 1629 during the custodianship of Fray Estevan
de Perea.' The evidence respecting the date of the abandonment of the pueblo is not conclusive, for, although it was
raided by the Apache about 1670 and abandoned, it seems
not to have been forsaken permanently until the Revolt of
1680 resulted in the flight of the Zuni tribesmen to
Tawayalane, or Corn Mountain, where they remained until
Vargas appeared on the scene in 1692.
The following synonymy includes only names derived
from the earlier original sources. There are hundreds of
variations in orthography, many of them due to typographical errors, with which we need not cumber the lists.

Ceuola (city and province). - Fray Marcos de Niza, Relation (1539), in The Journey of Alvar Nunez Cabeza
7. See Hodge in The Memorial of Fray Alonso de Benavides, 1680, Ayer trans.,
Chicago, 1916; Hodge, Bibliography of Fray Alonso de Benavides, Indian Notes and
.\tonograph., III, no. 1. New York, 191~.
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de Vaca, Translated from his own Narrative by Fanny
Bandelier, New York, 1905, p. 211 et seq.
Ceula. - Ibid., p. 217.
Ceulo. - Ibid., p. 214.
Ahacus. - Ibid. p. 219.
Granada. - Coronado (1540) in Winship, Coronado Expedition, Washington, 1896, p. 558.
Cibola. - Castaneda (1540-96), ibid., passim.
Sivola. - Relaci6n Postrera de Sivola (ca. 1542) in Winship,
ibid., p. 566.
Allico. - Gallegos (1582) quoted by Mecham, op. cit., p. 286.
(An evident miscopying or misprinting of Auico.)
Aquico. - Espejo (1583) in Doc. Ined. de Indias, XV, p. 133,
1871. (Probably a mispr1nt of Aguico.)
Aguico. - Luxan (1582) Entrada que hizo en el Nuevo
Mejico Anton de Espejo en el ano de [15]82, folio 83,
MS. in Archivo General de Indias, Sevilla.
Agrisco. - Luxan (1582) as cited by Bolton, op. cit., and by
Mecham, op. cit. (The letters ris are an obvious miscopying of ui.)
Acinco. - Obreg6n (1584), Historia, p. 293. (Erroneously
combined with Cana [see Kechipauan], thus forming
"Acincocana." )
Acin,Cocana. - Ibid., p. 19. (Erroneous separation of
Acin, for Acui, from co (Acuico), and fusion of co with
Cana, i. e., Kechipauan.)
Aguicobi. - Onate (1598) in Doc. Ined. de Indias, XVI, 133,
1871.
Aguscobi. - Onate (1598), ibid., 132.
Cuni. - Onate, Account of the Discovery of the Mines
(1599), in Bolton, Spanish Exploration, 239, 1916.
Havico. - Zarate Salmer6n, Relaci6n (ca. 1629), in Land
of Sunshine, p. 44, Dec. 1899. (Refers to the Onate expedition.)
Zibola. - Perea, Verdadera Relaci6n, Madrid, 1632, p. 4.
La Concepcion de Aguico. - Vetancurt (1697), Cr6nica, 320,
repr.1871.
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Tzibola. - Mota-Padilla (1742), Hist. Nueva Espana, 111,
ed. 1871. (From documents of the Coronado period.)
2 -

MATSAKI

The importance of Matsaki was set forth by Castaneda,
who described it, in the form Mac;aque, as "the best, largest, and finest village of that [Cibola] province" and "the
only one that has houses with seven stories.'" The area
of the ruins, however, in comparison with that of Hawikuh,
does not support Castaneda's assertion. As before mentioned, aside from the "Ahacus" (Hawikuh) of Fray Marcos, Matsaki was the only Zuni pueblo mentioned by name
before Chamuscado's time. It was situated about three
miles east-southeast of present Zuni, a short distance from
the northwestern talus slope of the great mesa of Tawayi'ilane, or Corn mountain, popularly but improperly called
"Thunder mountain" from Cushing's misinterpretation.

Mar;aque. - Castaneda (1540-1596), op, cit. ("Muzaque " in
the narrative translated by Ternaux-Compans, Voyages, IX, 163, 1838.)
Maca. - Gallegos (1582) quoted by Mecham, op. cit., p. 286.
Mazaque. - Luxan Entrada (1582), op. cit., f. 83.
Malaque. - Luxan as quoted by Bolton, op. cit., p. 184.
Maleque. - Luxan as quoted by Mecham, op. cit., p. 286.
Masaque. - Obregon (1584), Historia, p. 293.
Macaque. - Ibid., p. 19.
Macaqui. - Onate (1598) in Doc. Ined. de Indias, XVI, 133,
1871.
Mazaquia. - Vetancurt (1697), Cronica, 320, repro 1871.
3 -

KIAKIMA

This pueblo, about four miles southeast of Zuni, was
at the southwestern base of Corn mountain, which towers
8. Castaneda. in Winship. Coronado Expedition, op. cit., pp. 493, 51'''.
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nine hundred feet, for which reason the great mesa was
called the Penol de Caquima by Vargas in 1692.
Aquima. - Gallegos (1582) cited by Mecham, op. cit., p.
286. (The name appaars as "Aquiman" on Mecham's
map.)
Quaquema. - Lux{m, Entrada (1582), op. cit., f. 83.
Cuaquema. - Ibid.
Caquema. - Obregon (1584), Historia, p. 293.
MaCAQuE, MAcilona. - Ibid., p. 19. (An erroneous fusion of
names in which Caquema is hidden. See note 6.)
Aquinsa. - Onate (1598) in Doc. Ined. de Indias, op. cit.
(Cf. Aquima of Gallegos above, and note the frequent
difficulty in transcribing initial C of unfamiliar proper names, of which the printed "Arne" for the Cuni
of Espejo is an instance. In "Aquinsa," ns is no doubt
a misprint of m.)
Caquima. - Sigiienza y Gongora, Mercurio Volante, 1693,
repro Mexico, 1900, p. 17 (" .. .Penol no menos inexpugnable de Caquima") ; Vetancurt (1697), Cr6nica,
320, repro 1871.
Caquimay. - Doc. of 1635 quoted by Bandelier in Papers
Archaeol. Inst. Amer., V, 165, 1890.
Every student of the subject has been confused by
"Aquinsa," which seems to be no more than the result of
mistranscribing a name which both Gallegos and Onate
doubtless wrote Caquima. I am convinced that the identification of Onate's Aquinsa is thus determined, and that
his Coaqueria was not Kiakima, but Kwakina.'
9. Dr. A. L. Kroeber has suggested (Anthr. Paper8 Amer. MU8. Nat. Hist.•
XVIII. pt. III. p. 273. New York, 1917) "that the 'Aquinsa' of Onate's list is the
native name 'Akinnsa' or. 'Appkinnsa' (awa, rocks; ',inn8a, black) for Black Rock
or Rocks" where the Zuni school and agency are situated. Aside from the fact
that no considerable ruins are to be found in that vicinity to account tor the presence
of a pueblo within the historic period, the etymology is unsound, for the Zuni cal!
Black Rocks Akwinkwin (a for aale, pl. awe, stone, rock; kwin. black; kwin. the
locative), not Akinnsa or Appkinnsa. See note 10.
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4 -

HALONA

On the south bank of the Zuni river directly opposite
the present Zuni; indeed it is said that Halona stood on
both sides of the stream, a belief made plausible because
extensive excavations at the site by Cushing in 1888 revealed no evidences of the Franciscan church on the south
side. Much of the site is now covered by buildings of a
trading-store and several Zuni dwellings. At the time of
its abandonment in 1680 the population of Halona was 1500,
according to Vetancurt, but this probably included Matsaki
and Kiakima, which were aldeas de 'visita of the Halona
mission.

Aconagua. - Gallegos (1582) quoted by Mecham, op. cit.,
p. 287. (An evident attempt to record the Zuni form
Halonawa. The c is doubtless a miscopying of l.
Alona. - Luxan (1582), Entrada, f. 83.
Olona - Luxan as quoted by Bolton, op. cit., p. 184.
OZona. - Luxan as quoted by Mecham, op. cit., p. 286.
Alona. - Obregon (1584), op. cit., p. 293.
Macilona. - Ibid., p. 19. (An erroneous fusion of rna, belonging to the preceding name (Caquema for Kiakima)
and cilorw, misprint of Alona. See Note 6.)
Cilona. - See Macilona, next preceding.
Halonagu. - Onate (1598) in Doc. Ined. de Indicis, XVI,
133, 1871. (An attempt to record Halonawa or Halonawan.)
Alona - Sigiienza y Gongora (1693), Mercurio Volante,
p. 18, repro Mexico, 1900.
Concepcion de Alona. - Vetancurt (1697), Menologia, 275
repro Mexico, 1871. (In his Cronica Vetancurt mentions La Concepcion de Aguico and refers to the Halona
church as dedicated to la Purficacion de la Virgen.)
Purisima Concepcion de Alona. - Sarinana y Cuenca,
Oracion Funebre, Mexico, 1681, repro Rist. Soc. New
Mexico, Bull. 7, 1906.
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It will be noted that in recording the names of Halona
and Hawikuh the Spaniards generally disre~rded the
faintly aspirated initial.
5 -

KWAKINA

This pueblo was situated six or seven miles down the
Zuni river from the present Zuni, on its northern side. The
natives assert that it was of comparatively recent occupancy, but no archaeologic.al research has been conducted
at the site. Kwakina is not mentioned by Gallegos, unless
inadvertently omitted from the list in Mr. Mecham's paper ;,.
but Luxan records its name, as likewise does Onate a few
years later.

Coaguima. - Gallegos (?) quoted by Mecham, op. cit., p. 287.
Quaquina. - Luxan (1582), Entrada, f. 83.
Cuaquina. - Luxan as quoted by Bolton, op. cit.
Cuaguima. - Luxan as quoted by Mecham, op. cit. (Misprint.)
Quequina. - Obregon (1584), Historia, pp. 19, 293.
Coaqueria. - Onate (1598) in Doc. Ined. de IndfLLs, XVI,
133, 1871. (The letters eri are doubtless a misprint of
in.)
6-

KECHIPAUAN

This is the name applied by the Zuni to a ruined pueblo
on a mesa forming the northern wall of the little Ojo Caliente valley in which is the farming village of K'yapkwainakwin, commonly know ,as Ojo Caliente. It was situated
about three miles in an air-line eastward from Hawikuh.
The site is a very ancient one, but excavations have shown
10. Judging by Mr. Mecham's endcavor to identify and locate all the pueblos
mentioned by Gallegos. this village was omitted by mistake, as he refers to Coaguima
both in the text (p. 287) and on his map, regarding it to be the same as Kiakima.
To the Sp~niards Kiakima and Kwakina sounded much alike, yet it will be noted
that they distinguished the determining m and n respectively in the last syllable of
the names.
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that a later and much smaller pueblo was built on the remains of the older town; moreover, the walls ofa well-built
stone church are still standing several feet in height. This
fact, together with the character of the native earthenware and the finding of objects of European provenience
in the later houses and graves, prove its recency beyond
question. The term kechipa signifies gypsum, and the
village was so named because of the gypsum-like appearance of the sandstone eminence on which the ruins lie.
The name of the locality, Kyanawe or Kyanawa, which has
allusion to its water supply, was applied by the Spaniards
to the pueblo which the Zuni invariably call Kechipauan, whence Cana, Canabi, etc., of the chroniclers."

Acana. - Gallegos (1582) quoted by Mecham, op cit., p. 286.
Cana. - Luxan (1582), Entrada, f. 83. (This spelling is followed by Bolton and Mecham.)
Cooana. - Obregon (1584), Historia, p. 19. (Erroneous
fusion of Co, belonging to the preceding name Acin, for
Acui [See Hawikuh], plus Cana.)
Canabi. - Onate (1598) in Doc. Ined. de Indias, XVI, 133,
1871.
Acincocana. - Obregon, op. cit., p. 293. (Acinco, for Acuico,
plus Cana.)
Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation,
Broadway at 155th St.,
New York, N. Y.

11. See Hodge. The Age of the Zuni Pueblo of Kechipauan, Indian Note. and
Monograph•• III, no. 2, New York, 1920. Note the omission by the Spaniards of
the affix wa, often used by the Zuni in place-names. Another instance is Halona,
Halonawa. both of which forms are employed.
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WASHINGTON

E.

LINDSEY

Among the eminent figures in New Mexico contemporary life removed by death from the stage of action during the current year, former Governor Washington E.
Lindsey was probably the most prominent. As governor
of the State during the late war, he had gained a special
place in the annals of the commonwealth. His tragic death
on April 5th came as a shock to his host of friends and
admirers. He fiad been in ill health and despondent for
several months.
Governor Lindsey was born in Belmon County, Ohio,
on December 20, 1862. He was the son of Robert W. and
Julia A. Shipman Lindsey. After attendance in the public
schools of his native county, he matriculated in the University of Michigan and graduated with the degree of Bachelor
of Arts, in 1891 receiving the additional degree of Bachelor
of Laws. For nine years he was engaged in the practice
of law in Chicago, but in the year 1900 moved to Roswell,
and a few years later to Portales, where he established a
law office and took an active part in developing that part
of New Mexico. He was president of the Portales Townsite Company, as well as of the Portales Irrigation Company. It was through his efforts in 1902 that the territorial
legislature established Roosevelt County.
As an active and aggressive Republican, he took part
in politics and was elected a member of the Constitutional
Convention. In November, 1916 he was elected lieutenant
governor, and upon the death of Governor Ezequiel C. de
Baca he succeeded to the executive office in February of
1917.. On May 1, 1917, he called a special session of the
legislature which placed New Mexico on war footing. With
unwavering patriotism, he put his heart into every mea-
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sure that placed New Mexico high in the rank of states
that contributed to the winning of the war.
Upon retiring from the governorship, he opened a law
office in Albuquerque, but later returned to Portales, where
his wife, who had been an invalid for years, died a few
years ago. She was Miss Amanda C. Houghton, and their
marriage took place in October, 1891. There were three
children, Howard W., Helen M., and Michael R. Lindsey.
Some months before his death, he married Miss Becker of
Albuquerque, who survives him. Governor Lindsey was a
Congregationalist, and a member of the Knights of Pythias,
the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks, and the
Woodmen of the World. While a resident of Santa Fe and
afterward, he took a keen interest in the New Mexico Historical Society, and was a particular friend of the Museum
of New Mexico and the School of American Research.
COLONEL EUGENE VAN PATTEN

On February 28, at the ripe age of 89 years, Colonel
Eugene Van Patten departed this life at the home of his
daughter Amelia Ascarate in the Mesilla Valley. One of
the pioneers of that section of the state, he was a stage
driver and Indian fighter in the early days. He was born
in Rome, New York, on November 10, 1839, the son of
Adam Van Patten and Nancy Adams, uniting Dutch and
New England ancestry. In early youth he located at Utica,
New York, and thence moved to EI Paso in 1859, where
he was employed as stage driver on the Butterfield Overland Mail Route. During the Civil War he enlisted with
the Confederates, holding a commission under Stonwall
Jackson. He also gained fame as an Indian fighter.
While Dona Ana County still extended across the entire
southern part of New Mexico, he served as sheriff. Later
he became registrar of the Federal Land Office at Las
Cruces, deputy United States marshal, and a colonel in
the New Mexico National Guard. Among his choicest recollections were two years spent on a trip around the world
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with his uncle, Admiral Bushnell Stevens, and then two
years at West Point Military Academy.
Colonel Van Patten was a public spirited citizen. He
was of much assistance in having the A. T. & S. F. Railroad construct its line from Albuquerque to EI Paso. He
raised funds for the building of the Loretto Academy at
Las Cruces. The In'dians of that section esteemed him
highly, and he secured a grant of land for the pueblo of
Tortugas. While Lew Wallace was governor of New Mexico, he was one of the political advisers of the executive.
During the Spanish-American War, he was of much assis1:Jance to his friend, Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, in organizing the Rough Riders. Colonel Van Patten was the
owner of Dripping Springs in the Organ Mountains, a
noted resort in which he took much pride.
His funeral took place from St. Genevieve's Catholic
Church in Las Cruces, the 120th Engineers stationed at
that place giving him military honors. The pall bearers
were: Fabian Garcia, C. O. Bennett, Jesus Garcia, Henry
Stoes, A. J. Fountain, Sr., and Colonel M. C. O'Hara.
MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ

Another member of the convention that formulated
the constitution of the State of New Mexico, Malaquias
Martinez, died at St. Vincent's Hospital, Santa Fe, on
August 15, as the result of an automobile accident while
on his way to the Republican State Convention at Albuquerque. He was the son of Santiago Valdez Martinez, prominent as legislator and political leader in the 70's of the
last century, who resided in Mora from 1878 to 1884, and
who died in Taos in 1888.
Malaquias Martinez was born at Taos, on December
15, 1860, but his parents took him to Mora, where he resided until 1890, when he returned to Taos. In 1882 he
was married to Miss Juanita Chaves, with whom he had
one son, Juan F. Martinez. In 1889 he married Emily Blatt-
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man. Mr. Martinez was a member of the Knights of Pythias,
and the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks. For
twenty-five years he was chairman of the Territorial and
State Republican Committee for Taos County. He served
two terms as deputy assessor, and as superintendent of
schools in 1894 and 1895. His legislative career began
in 1897, when he was elected to the House of the Territorial
Assembly, and from 1899 to 1907 he represented the counties of Taos, San Juan, and Rio Arriba, in the Territorial
Senate. In the latter year he was elected senator from Mora
and Taos Counties. In 1910 he served as a member of the
Constitutional Convention. In 1915 he resumed legislative
duties as a member from Taos County. Among the different offices he held was that of coal oil inspector for the
Territory in 1907. He was candidate for lieutenant governor on the Republican ticket in the first state election. He
also served as member of the Board of Penitentiary Commissioners and the Cattle Sanitary Board. He was secretary
of the Commission for the Revision of Laws during Governor Otero's administration. Mr. Martinez was an eloquent
speaker, was zealous in guarding the interests of the Spanish-American people, and yet broad minded and statesmanlike in his view of political questions and of legislative problems.
JUDGE

A. A.

FREEMAN

Judge A. A. Freeman, prominent in territorial affairs,
died at Vancouver, British Columbia, at a ripe old age.
He had been prominent as a lawyer and politician in Tennessee, and came to New Mexico commissioned as associate
justice of the Supreme Court by President Harrison. For
four years he held a place on the supreme bench, and upon retirement, resumed the practice of law at Socorro,
where he had presided as judge. Later he located at Carlsbad in Eddy County, where he took an active interest in
civic matters. In 1908 he went to the state of Washington,
and from there to Vancouver, but kept in touch with New
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Mexico affairs, occasionally contributing to the press some
comment upon the trend of politics.
DR. NATHAN BOYD

For many years a prominent citizen of Las Cruces, Dr.
Nathan Boyd was the pioneer in planning the Elephant
Butte Irrigation Project. He had organized a British corporation to build the dam, which later was constructed by
the United States Reclamation Service. He exhausted his
resources in the litigation that followed upon his efforts
to build the irrigation system. He was fought from court
to court by the United States, which sought to establish that
the Rio Grande was a navigable stream. In later years
Dr. Boyd was vindicated by the United States itself building the dam and completing the irrigation system. Only
recently Secretary of the Interior Hubert Work lifted the
embargo on the ,vaters of the Rio Grande, which had been
part of the reclamation policy, a further indication that Dr.
Boyd was correct in his contentions. Dr. Boyd at one time
had planned a large sanatarium for suffers from tuberculosis, and had hoped to establish it at Dripping Springs
near Las Cruces. He was interested in others public
spirited projects for southern New Mexico, but upon the
adverse decisions of the courts in the Elephant Butte litig-ation, he removed to Washington, D. C. Two sons and
a daughter survive him.
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REVIEWS AND NOTES
DOWN THE Sl-lNTA FE TRAIL AND INTO MEXICO,
1846-1847. Diary of Susan Shelby Magoffin. Edited by
Stella M. Drumm. (Yale University Press, 1926. Pp. xxv,
294; ill; $4.00)
To a reviewer whose office is in the old "Palace of the
Governors" at the western end of the old Santa Fe Trail,
the title of this book is instantly arresting; nor are his
anticipations disappointed as he turns the pages. The
diary is that of a young gentlewoman, the eighteen year old
bride of Samuel Magoffin, whose brother James was the
efficient advance emissary of the American Army of Occupation. The reader's interest is instantly caught and held
thruout by the intimate details of camplife, by the descriptions of the road, the prairies, the buffalo, antelope and
other forms of life, terrific storms, toilsome mountainpasses, and "slippy" river-crossings. He is constantly beinggiven enlightening glimpses of traders, teamsters,
soldiers, officers, Indians of plain and pueblo, the native
people both of the humble and well-to-do claises; and such
glimpses are often charmingly enhanced by a naive word
or phrase. Says the author, for example, "It is disagreeable to hear so much swearing; the animals are unruly
'tis true and worries the patience of their drivers, but I
scarcely think they need be so profane." (p. 3) And while
travelling on the lower Rio Grande where the mesquite
growth was thick, she decides to be "rather careful in walking out. The Indian is a wily man, and one cannot be too
precausious when in his territory." (p. 202)
The editor, as librarian of the Missouri Historical
Society, has had the use of valuable sources, as shown by
the bibliography. As a result she has given the book an
excellent introduction and very informative annotations.
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Thru the text and notes, men like the Magoffins, Connelly,
Waldo, Kearny, Taylor, and many of their officers pass
before us as in no previous book on the Southwest.
Occasionally a Spanish phrase or word might have
been more happily translated. Mui cerquita de los carros
means "very near the wagons" (p. 200) ; tat(~ is a familiar
word for "father." (p. 212) "San Juan" (p. 260) might
have had in brackets zaguan (entrance halO. And the
latter part of note 36 (pp. 99-100) is based entirely on
the vagaries of early writers. Pecos is today a chief point
of interest on the National Old Trails Highway and the
facts about it may be found in various books and monographs.
The date "1842" in note 71 (p. 170) is an enol', possibly in proofreading. Also exception might be taken to
the spelling of various Spanish names, as "Arrillaga" (p.
127). But these are mere pecadillos when considering the
book as a whole. Simply as a book of travel, Miss Drumm
has done a delightful service; as a book on the Southwest
this diary will rank with Gregg's classic, "The Commerce
of the Prairies."

L. B. B.
HISTORICAL PAGEANTRY AT SANTA FE FIESTA

The Santa Fe Fiesta was again made notable by its
pageantry, which passed in review most graphically the
leading episodes from the earliest times to those of the
American Occupation. Mr. F. S. Curtis, Jr., a member of
the Historical Society, gave his talent not only to writing
the scenarios for the historic episodes, but in personally
supervising their production. In addition to the episodes,
of the year before, there was added an act presenting the
coming of man to the southwest. This was one of the most
spectacular features of the pageantry. Very fine also was
the act in commemoration of the hundredth anniversary of
the coming of Kit Carson to Santa Fe, and of the advent
of Jedediah Smith in California.
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MISSOURI HISTORICAL REVIEW

The latest issue of the lIJissoU1'i Historical Review
features a contribution by Edgar A. Holt, superintendent
of schools in Iowa City, Iowa:. Mr. Holt's theme is "Missouri River Tr~nsportation in the Expansion of the Southwest." Missouri River steamboat navigation reached its
height in 1.858, and was closely connected with traffic over
the Santa Fe Trail. Mrs. W. R. Painter reviews some of
the achievements of the Missouri Daughters of the American Revolution, who now have a membership of more than
5,000 in that state. Among the achievements described
are those of locating and marking the old Santa Fe Trail,
including EI Camino Real, the oldest public road in MisSOUl;. "vVestern Missouri in 1837," includes correspondence
that goes back to 1837, and throws an interesting sidelight
on conditions in the west in those days. Speaking of the
fertility of the soil, it is reported in the letter: "A man and
one horse can easily tend twenty acres of corn, for which
he receives in the fall 1000 bushels, or if he sow the field
to wheat, it would be but a common crop to receive in return 600 bushels
We have 1000 bearing fruit trees.
It is likely there will not be less than 3000 bushels of apples
realized from them this year. Fruit trees do remarkably
well. Stock does well without feeding, even in the coldest
winters we have had." "The Personal Recollections of
Distinguished Missourians" in this issue deal with Frank
P. Blair, while "The Little Visits with Literary Missourians," include a sketch of Augustus Thomas. "The Liberal
Republican Movement in Missouri," in which Carl Schurz
figured so prominently, is probably the most important
contribution in this number.
THE COLORADO MAGAZINE

Of special interest in the Colorado Magazine, published
by the State Museum at Denver, Colorado, is a historical
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sketch of the San Luis Valley from 1850 to 1861. Former
Governor Oliver H. Shoup reviews "Fifty years of Colorado's Development." Albert B. Sanford has a sketch of
John L. Routt, First State Governor of the neighboring
commonwealth. Steps to Statehood in Colorado, Views on
the Admission of Colorado in 1876, and the Statehood Celebration of 1876, recall that the centennial state is this year
celebrating the semi-centennial of its admission into the
Union.
CHRONICLES OF OKLAHOMA

"Some Legends of Oklahoma" are retold by Walter
R. Smith in a late issue of the Chronicles of Oklahoma, the
quarterly of the Oklahoma Historical Society. Thrilling
is the story of a raid by the Comanches and their pursuit
by the Chickasaws in 1865. The story of this expedition
has never before been told in print, according to the author,
and the facts that are told are therefore an important
contribution to western history. "Gleanings from the ByWays of Oklahoma Folk-Lore" and "A Choctaw Indian's
Diary" are other interesting contributions.
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Santa Catalina, 277
Santa Clara. war service. 415
Santa Fe Fiesta, Pageantry at, 495
Santa Fe New Mexican, cited, 252.
254, 255
Santa Fe Trail and Into Mexico,
1846-1847, Down the, rev., 494-5
Santa Maria. Fray Juan de, 48, 267,
269, 279-281
Santiago, 274
Santo Domingo, 278, 316
Scheurich, Teresa Bent. quoted, 197-8
Senecu, 274
Seth, J. 0., 116
Sevilleta, 315
Shaw, Dr. Anna Howard, 232
Shea. John G., cited. 195
Sheep, 305, 309. 386
Shuler, Evelyn, 123, 132
Sia, See Cia
Silos, Lo., 282
Silt'er City Enterprise, cited, 257-258
Simonds. Frank H., 247
Simpson. Capt.. quoted. 397
Singleton, George S., 117, 126
Skeen. Mrs. Ruth, war poem bY, 412
Smallpox, 386
Smith. Guthrie, 110, 111, 128, 249, 259,
260
Socorro. 315
Soldiers of New Mexico, 419, et .eq.
South Sea, 451. 454, 462, 469
Spanish Expedition to New Mexico.
The Second, by J. Lloyd Mecham.
265-291
Spanish Follc·Lore in New Mexico, by
Aurelio M. Espinosa, 185-155
Springer, Charles, 104, 106. 107, 116,
118, 120
Springer. Frank. quoted. 418
Stalker, Mrs. J. T., 231
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Stanley, John Mix, 226-228
State College, war service of, 430
Stephens and Bolton, reference, 54
Stoes, Mrs. Henry, 231
SuchipiJa, 281
Sully, J. M., 104, 106
Swisher, Jacob A .. reference to paper
by, 96
Tabir", 288
Talaban, 281
Tampachoas, 272
Taos, The First Term of the American Court, in, by Francis T.
Cheetham, 23-41; 281; 319; CarBon in, 375, 379, 381, 397
Tatum Democrat, cited, 258
Taway.alarCe,
Corn
Mountain,
481
(note), 482, 484
Taxomulco, 276
TenaM, 288
Ternaux-Compan., Henri, cited, 193,
et seq.
TexG8. The Mexican Immigrant in.
rev. of, 497
Tiguas, 276-278
Tlascala, Nueva, 281
'Iobosos, footnote, 269
Tomatlan, 276
Tome, 327
Torquemada, reference, 63, 64, 65, 71,
172, 174
Totonteac, 207, 209, 210, 212. 219
Tovar, Capt., 45
Town, Charles, 24
Trade, 376, 386
Trenaquel, 273
Trench and Camp, quoted, 411
Tribute from Indiana, 471-2
Tucumcari American, cited, 256-257
Tuerto, 447
Turco, EI, 46·47
Turley's Mill, 328
Twitchell, Ralph Emerson, Bioll'raphy.
78-85; Bibliography, 85; 116, 117
122, 123, reference, 43, 193,283
Twitchell, Mrs. R. E., 232
Tze-nat-ay, 279
Ulloa y Lemos, Lope de, 175-191
Ulloa visita, cited, 175, 176, 177, 178,
182, 189, 190, 191
Underwood, John Curtis, 400; poems,
402-5
Urdiiiola, Francisco de, 53, 54, 56, 72,
73
Utes, 386, 394
Vaca, Cabeza de, 43-43, 271

Vacapa, 202, 204, 206, 207
Van Patten, Col. Eugene. necrology i
490-1
Van Stone, George H., 127
Vargas, Francisco Diaz de, 51
Velasco, Diego Fernandez de, 58
Ve:"sco,
Viceroy
Luis de,
52-73,
pas8im; 173
Velasco, Capt, Luis de, 320, 452 et
8eq.; 470, 473, 474
Vergara, Pedro de, 178
Vetancurt, quot., 482; 486
Villagra, Capitan Gaspar de, 54-70,
pa8sim.. cited, 71 158-192 l'a..im ..
448, 459, 463
Villarassa, 277
Vizcaino. 73
Villamanrique, Marquis of, 51
V 0% P "blica, La, cited, 259
Wagner, H. R., quoted, 371
Wagner, Jonathan H., 117, 128
Wagons, 808, 313, 319, 320, 388
Walter, P. A. F., Ralph E. Twitchell,
78-85; Mr8. L. Bradford Prince.
88-89; M8ltlin Whit.on Mills, 8687; The Pres. and Public Opin.
ion, 245-264; Art, Dramo and
Literature, 400-19
Weapons, Influence of, on N. M.
Hist.. 324-34
Weber, Fr. Anselm, reference, 370
Wheaton, Theodore, 28
Wileman, Miss Edith, 104
Willard, Miss, at Santa Clara, 415
Wilson, Mrs. Harry L., 238
Winship, George Parker. reference,
43, 194, 195, 197
Winsor. reference, 195
Ximena, 282
Xumana. See Juman08
Young, Ewing, 376-7
Ytinerario, reference, 181, 191
Yuque Yunque, 282
Zacatula, 287
Zaldivar, Cristobal, 58, 178, 190
Zaldivar, Francisco, 58
Zaldivar, Juan de, 58, 171, 180, 451.
453
Zaldivar, Vicente de, 58, 69, 171,
172, 180, 310, 445, 455, 470
Zamora. Fray Francisco de, 321
Zarate-Salmeron, reference, 280, 289
Zashiti, footnote, 279
Zuni, 286; 448, et seq... 478 et seq.
Zutacapan, Chief, 449, .60
Zutancalpo, 452
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